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ln October 1974 I published
‘Dialectical Adventures htto The
Unknown’ under the pseudonym
‘Spontaneous Combustion’,_wh1ch
at that time was a group of md1-
viduals. In May 1975, for the
re-print of ‘Dialectical Adventures
Into The Unknown’, I published 8
self-critical i11sert ‘Carry On
Consciousness’. The present text
includes the original ‘Dialectical
Adventures . . .’, minus some of
the cartoons and pictures, plus a_
few alterations. The present version
of ‘Carry On Consciousnes’ IS an
elaboration and up-dating of the
original self-critique, minus some of
its vagueries. This text also includes
a few letters, plus some additional
insights. Xeroxes of the ongmal
‘Dialectical Adventurw . . .’ and
the orignal ‘Carry On C0l‘lSCl0lIS-
ness’ are available from me at 80p.
Some of the critiques of particular
individuals in this text have also
applied to me at various times. The
intention is partly to exorcise such
critiques from my brain, make them
public and incite others to similar
publicity, and partly to eite senetel
implications about such specific
individuals. There is no unifying
factor to this text: it’s basically a
collection of insights about some
aspects of the world which are vital
for the revolution, since it goes
wifliout saying that nothing will go
tmtil we say.

Nick Brandt, September 1978
BM Combustion, London WCIV 6XX
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Struggles, whose unconscious,
essential reasons are qualitative and
subjectively generated (lack of
control over one‘s life, boredom
etc.) are expressed in quantitative
terms, the terms the commodity
permits (more money, equal pay
etc.) — demands which, although
arising out of the struggle with real
needs, have already been superseded
in acts, and thus ensure that
consciousness remains false (e.g.
‘Defend the Unions‘ = ‘Defend the
recuperators’).

The left ignores the radicality of
the acts (unofficial strikes, etc.) to
concentrate on justifying the
reformism of the demands. All
demands, in appealing to others -—
bosses, Trade Union bureaucrats
etc. — ensure that the proletariat
never becomes a class for itself.

In concentrating on quantitative
demands the Left ensures that
strikers remain defined by
capitalism, and that they accept the
framework of spectacular
definitions, where relations between
men take on the form of relations
between thing (i.e. the quantitative)
In the realm of the quantitative,
individuals and groups can no longer
recognise each other, nor be
recognised. Only the qualitative
enables people to see the
possibilities for their own self-
realisation in the self-activity of
others. The following is an attempt
to examine the qualitative . . .

i

the work of negation
[& the negation of work]
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of the officials who gave it their ‘ways workers avoid work, both
bleming. Against their orders, the individually and collectively -
miners stopped doing nlflinlenilntle sabotage being the most obvious
work — closing down the pits example of this refusal. Whilst the
completely. The contempt for playfulness of spanners in the
work, and the bo$es’ violence, works rarely reaches the imaginative
W38 flfiifiulflied in 3 TV P1081‘BITIITIB, creativity of the guy in a Blackpool
when the miners were asked if they rock factory who, given notice to
realised that by refusing to do quit, substituted the words ‘Fuck
maintenance work they were Putting Oft“ for the usual ‘Blackpool Rock’
the futtue of the pit in danger. One
replied, “So what -— who wants to
go down the bloody pit again
anyway‘?”. Another said that in
closing down the pits they had
already saved several lives.

The rank and file organisation of
the whole ‘community’ (a
community based on defending
itself, rather than individuals
realising themselves in common,
which can only exist on any large
scale from the revolutionary
moment onwards) against the
police at Saltley Coke Depot shows
the inability of the bureaucracy to
contain the struggle within legal
limits. And the, albeit temporary.
refusal of some sections of miners
to return to work, despite a 20%
wage rise, shows as much a
resistance to forced labour as
contempt for the union hierarchy
that negotiated the rise. Clearly
Heath’s fear that the ‘traditional
British way of doing things’ was
being undermined was a justified
expression of the growing refusal
to submit.

1'

motif (resulting in the management
having to destroy half that year’s
products), sabotage alm:z_vs inverts
the rules of productivity before
pleasure and the power of things
over men.

Likewise, vandals show their
disgust for a disgusting world by
smashing up the housing estates and
schools which oppress them. . . and
in the act of smashingsomething up
they are united with the orld ant;
with their own actions. However, a
lot of vandalism is purely cathartic:
vandals purge their frustrations
without changing the social relations
which create the frustrations in the
first place — most gangs, for instance
have a strong hierarchy.

Shoplifting, although an almost
exclusively individual act, can be
seen as similar to sabotage er 1 in its
assertion of the individual above
things (and their price). Beyond
lteing a refusal of bourgeois property
relations, it is also a rebuttal of the
use of both product and productive
force. The sociologists and store
detectives, neither being noted for
holding a particularly playful
attitude towards life, have failed to
spot either that people enjoy the

T116 official miners strike Of i972 The l‘€fLlSEll I0 submit iS - agt ()f stealing or that they are
went dangerously out of the control manifested daily in the Lmpublicised beginning to steal hecau.s't- they
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enjoy it.

i
The 1972 wildcat dock strike

against the Tories’ lndustria’
Relations Act, whilst demonstrating
the strength of the direct power of
workers against the forces of law
and order, remained firmly in the
grip of the CP, whose stewards '
effectively policed solidarity
demonstrations outside Pentonville
]1'i.'='£)tlI when a bus was used to
barricade the street the stewards
ensured its removal, when an
‘unruly’ element suggested the
crowd storm the jail the stewards
handed him over to their opposite
numbers in blue. In limiting the
consciousness of the struggle to a
mere fight against .; .e Tories, the
CP were able to hide the irony of
hitting at the law on one level, yet
doing its dirty work on another.

However, even Bemie Steer, the
freed CP steward, could glimpse the
contradictions of his party’s
position: “The workers will not be
treated like sheep when they have
nothing to look forward to but a
change of sheepdog". With the
violent jostling of bu t,_:3I.lCl'3IlC
sheepdog Jack Jones, whose job it
is to herd the flock into capitalism’s
stockades, it is clear that the sheep"s A
tattered clothing hardly serves to
cover the wolf-men ba ying to get
out.

The Lincoln bus strikers were
quick to learn that unofficial
industrial action can reverse court
decisions. The worker jailed for
stealing was released almost
immediately without even
presenting his case in his application
for bail - so his mates went on to

Mini-mob  
rampage
closes

a schonl
tll It jruung l‘|li|lll“l‘l'l

F ur-til in '-.t'lll’Hl| at the
vi m-lu-ml---a ml in H‘I‘ltH'll
ii.

In ll inn tin} ralinpage
Hit-_v "~|l'lfl.‘-l‘Il'[l and ran
l|l' I lh i \t: 1-rt 1- r n.\_

I h r n u 1: h t-la’-tsrnoms.
slalirnnm: a n d --tut'k-
rooms.

IHIIIIFIFIP u.|s so hurl that
. _ lH'l‘lll-a were warned

first nilthl in kt-Pp lhl-ir
rhildrrn away lrnm the
so ltnol -- “'7-k:»l:.||r|
Junior and lnlanl-'. at
llnrlrt-llllrrh. ll-.~..t-x -
1 tlo av.

" H is nnlu-lit-\-alilr." mild
h +- :| ll tn :1 -.1 1' r Hugh
t'|-wit.-lit-r.

I'll '\\lJ llr|\'\' l.llt'\-P I01"-
Ilt-'\'P ltlrm-tl the ~..-lm,.|
llli" J rT'I|"_\t\ lur '\i||l"|\n

'l' - 'l't'\|"| ll

None ul the wt-at-kl-t--t
was aged nvrr tr-it, l

"Our quarrel is not with the unions. ..Our quarrel is onl with the extremists who

Shoplifting
‘for fun ’
."‘llIl'IF' Lrmdon l\l:19,'l<.!,.r1|I-* 5-hr
l-‘milk Miltoll dc'=t"t'ilJt?'t.l .'~1lu-pl.'ll--
mg as "mt adtlitirmnl mm-:~=t..
tlt.r:u'lior1" when told Lodat how
in Argentine criunle lm|=*,hr-
.lu~ir may through a ttluew.-zttg
eprrn. -

Miss Marie Vila. 66, H leatlu-r,’
tlnd Ii0t‘l.n1‘ Jon‘ Bollatllu, l.}l_
lurnicr, both slaving at the

~ Hnrseguard Ilntrtl, WhtH‘It:|ll
Court-, Westnunster, arlnul.1t-.rl in
Mtu'lborotn_gh t-3l.rct.*l'. Court .:+tc.tl-
int: two nlghttlrees-cs, tour lmets
mtl a. suitcase lroru -rm Oxlortl
Street. store.

Sir Frank saitl n.= he -‘it:-~-t
hem each £101! V,-ml gm I'\lI'-t,,'-L‘
‘Some people steal bet-:tu*-0 tilt"!
we in rteeti. some tier:-rise tlttw
are ill, hut. you .et.t~ul be~-u1|.-i-_- =.--in
hink ll; ls fttit."

IRRESISTIBLE
A Dltl\'ER aha rammea
sit-tl_r =all'F in Calumet
Park. I I 1 Ln u i s, told
rrellr" " lt fol: so gstutl
after hitting the first one

I "l "lull". tit-[.»"
QCHOOL truancy is lead-
I _ . .

mg IO lntlu~ll"lll .llJ9h.-
tr't':~m\ and llanditfappvng
li|‘|I..ti|l'$ future is it tom-
1h*l|l|\"t' lrulint: lllllinll. .\ll‘
lllr ‘d \rt' I eitl nt ofY . H, ' l\ _ p['l", "'

want to destroy the moderates in the unions - who want to’ destroy the unions them- 'l"' X""““"l ’l“"“‘3‘l"" “f
selves as they exist in this country" . - E,HEATH (Sunday Times l0/2/74) "
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(‘lucl lLtlur.ltion Wellare
Odin-rs, said }'t‘slf'l'dd\‘.
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rat ' * ' -It 15 the organisational form itself which renders
he proletariat virtually impotent and which prevents
hem turning the Union into an instrument of their
ill. The revolution can only win by destroying this

lrganism, which means tearing it down from top to

e industi-ialslropstliltelhit one for metalslielring)innmaximunrseenrily '

By NED GRANT its windows and door!
damaged.

Two oflicers were taken

were treated in we campeottom so that something quite different can emerge."
Anton Egnnekoek.

I
A HOLIDAY camp n _

erupted Into violence te he-eottel and ether:
when fifty staff went on
the rampage early yester-
day.

hey battled with
security officers on an
anti-noise paatrol outside
stat! chale at Butlin's
gs m pt at Mlnehead.

omerse
Police from

as the guards were
beaten up.

The workers. some
chanting "We hate
security." were armed
with iron bars and one
carried an axe, the
guards claimed later.

sick bay. _
Camp manager Tony

Crosby said that the
trouble involved “some
staff who object. to
discipline."

He added: " None of
the camp guests was -

th r e c A chalet: occupied by inconvenienced in any : ,;._..,__-Q‘,
nearbil t-owns were called two seciu'1t.y officers had way." W

1*‘ fr in

I'_ickcts on rampage: Flying
llltkets from London fire
stations ye~‘.terr;lay went on the
rampage in Hertfordsliire after
the county’s firemen had voted
to return to work (Our Luton
Correspondent writes). They
drove to Potters Bar, Welwyn
Garden City and Srevenage,
leaving a trail of darn:-ige. At
Welwyn lfydr-ants were turned
on, blue lamps knocked from

fire errgint-Q: and tyres let
down. _
Smoke bornlr: At Wuburn
-Xblrev fire station. l’.sriBX. ~‘lll'll<-
all}: firenien hurled a smoke
ltonrli and slrattered glass in the
.l‘:'o|rt rloor. The rrction was
t'llr-2t:i‘C'(l hv a 1!'rU-.~rrr"ong mass
;rit‘kt'T. The station has llrltl
severzrl mass picl-Lots since lfl
norr-union fireurerr returned to
work at Clrristnras.
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Gripes: Militant dockworkers beset union leader Jones

“Bawling and bustling won’t deflect Jack Jones or any other leader.
This kind of behavior is contemptible and has nothing to do with trade
unionism," - Vic Feather , former general secretary of

the T.U.C., TIP-IES, 17/8/72.

reverse the management’s decision
to suspend a driver for allegedly
smoking in his cab.

The CP’s reaction to the jailipg of‘
the Shrewsbury 3 is in obvious
contrast to their reaction to that of
the Pentonville 5. The building
workers organised and co-ordinated
their flying pickets and fight with
scabs without the interference of
the CP bureaucrats. “Kill, kill, kill!
Capitalist bastards — t_liis isn’t a
strike — it’s a revolution!” was one
of the slogans chanted by pickets
during the ’72 strike (quoted in
The Sunday Times, 7/ 10/73).

Despite their industrial power,
the CP has predictably made only
half-hearted solidarity gestures to
free the 3. Their token demon-
strations and one day strikes are an
attempt to appease their rank and
file without antagonising UCATT
or the TUC, towards which all their
trivial ‘hopes’ and ‘aspirations’ are
directed

i

Despite their riglit-to-work (read:
‘right to be bored’/‘right to be
exploited’) sloganising, the wildcat
factory work-ins and occupations
concretely pose the question of the
self-management of the means of
production. However, even those
which nnintained full participation
in decision-making, in contrast to
those subjected to bureaucratic
manipulation by the CP (UCS,
Bryants, the Manchester AUEW
sit-ins) and even management
(Solidarity vol.7, no.5 reports of a
factory in which the manager
called and ran a work-in in order
to prevent the liquidator taking
over the factory; the slogan of the
bosses’ work-in was, inevitably,
‘the right to work’), have accepted
the return of the old bosses or the
rule of the new as the price for
their survival. L

Whilst the return of the normal
conditions of wage slavery is hailed

as a victory, tlie radical meaning of
the experience is lost in the
reformist definition of the struggle.
However, the activity of the women
workers of Fakenham, despite its
limitations, represents a qualitative
change from the normal trend of
occupations. In taking over the
factory they were not merely
rejecting the passive role amigned
to women, but went beyond the
partial critique of Womens’
Liberation: they could be identified
with all those who act to seize
control over their lives. The usual
subservient role of women in strikes
was reversed: it was the husbands
who made the tea whilst the women
decided strategy.

Initially a struggle over redund-
ancies, they soon confronted the
State and the bureaucracy which
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SOME of the happiest
faces at the Netting Hill ;;r;;.'~ ._
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Fzrrnival this year were
thmc of the youths
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-—— by occupying the social security
offices and those of ‘their’ union
(not, tmfortunately, going as far
as the Pilkington workers who,
over 4 years ago, smashed up their
local office of the notorious scab
union -—— the GMWU).

Ignoring suggestions from the
Leftist organisation, the Inter-
national Marxist Group, to run
their work-in through a hierarchy
of committees and sub-committees,
they managed their strugle by
means of regular meetings of all
the occupiers. Despite their
industrial isolation and numerical
weaknem, and with no history of
struggle, in a matter of weeks
these women were able to cut
through almost all the hurdles of
illusions, exposing the Left’s un-
dialectical ideology of ‘stages of
consciousness’ for the absrud lie
that it is. However, unable to
extend their struggle, they were
forced to legalise their work-in in
orda to survive. Whilst authentic
self-management can only exist in
areas where the tyranny of the
market has been overthrown, there
arc aspects of the Fakenham take-

3
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over which represent a qualitative
change from the dominant storm
(though not use) of production:
mutual teaching and sharing of
skills, and, consequently, inter-
changeability of tasks, fortnightly
meetings with decisions made
collectively, no wage differentials,
and a 20-horn‘ week. Equality here
has been based not on some
abstract concept, nor on a mere
quantitative assessment, but on the -
destruction of hierarchy (including
the specialist hierarchy of know-
ledge, but not the fundamental
hierarchy -—— the subordination of
people to the laws of commodity
production) and an inevitably con-
comitant, albeit partial, step
towards the destruction of the
barriers separating the workers
from each other. Its logical
extension, which cannot exist
under capitalism, is the equality
of rrnsters without slaves Only by
becoming conscious of the
bilities engendered by their self-
activity can the Fakenham workers
generalise their str-we to others
and escape the boredom of their

new routine and the isolation of
running their own alienation in a
‘self-managed’ enclave.

it
Whilst sporadic rioting abounds

in Her Majwtys’ Prisons, the sit-
downs of 1972 were the first co-
ordinated expression of the fight
against the concentrated hell
existing behind the barbed wire
and metal bars. However, the
insurrection was largely run by
the reformist organisation,
Presayation of the Rights (sic) of
Prisoners, whose main aim is to get
union rights for prisoners. Trying
to look respectable and influence
(top) people, they limit their
demands to more humane treat-
ment for the prisoners — which is a
bit like asking the Gestapo to use
slippers to kick their captives in the
balls. Humiliation can never be
liumanised, despite the efforts of
the humanists. Dick Pooley, former
head of PROP, admitted containing
the anger of the prisoners: “In
Gartree, for example, we have 100%
support, and when we call for a

Uptntd in 1969 ( oldrnglti Ill Hurrei Ir I‘: lrttn tltscrrlrtd is .1 prison lI‘l .1
futtorr A run contept tn pI'l'\tlIl dttrlgn It en rhlts mm lles In unrk In modern

sit-down, they do it. But there are
people in there who’d bum the
place down. Luckily in Gartree
there are responsible blokes behind
us, who will not let the violent
element get out of hand.”

The violence of the authorities
following the non-violent revolt is
enough to expose the limitations
of such priestly leaders. Their
righteous condemnation of this
repression did not lead them to
question the non-violent strategy
and reformist analysis which
ensured its success. In Brixton, the
prisoners. showed their mistrust for
the negotiations being made ‘in
their interests’ by continuing their
sit-out (despite threats from the
authorities) because, they said, it
was sunny. Pity the PROP theoret-
icians (who define prisoners as
victims of society — a purely passive
definition, ignoring the elements
who actively refuse to ‘play’ by
society's rules and get caught)
failed to mention that the cells
most people inhabit outside might
have been criticised by similar
action.

it

The crisis hitting world capitalism
(a decline in economic growth
accompanied by accelerating
inflation) clearly reveals how
commodities are in the saddle riding
an increasingly reluctant mankind.
In the immediate future the rulers
of this country are likely to attempt
a precarious balance between
repression and ‘participation’ (i.e.
getting the workers to help in their
own exploitation: running their
own alienation) in order to weaken
the opposition to capital which will
arise in response to its crisis.

But the crisis willonlybefinalif
the proletariat (all those who have
no control over their lives and know
it) asserts its autonomy against the
autonomous power of things, which
it can only do by going beyond the
quantitative level at which the crisis
strikes. However, the most recent
workers’ strugles in this country
have failed to break out of the
control of the Union bureaucrats.
who owe their allegiarrcc to the
existing order of things. If the
workers are forced to prostitute
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Business
leaders
back
Jones
LEADING ir\drrstr'lntllsts--
"worried cihout the lrriage of
Brit.is"li industry being por-
tmayed by 5r)lIlt_" polit.icians--
have Joined in the appeal by
Mr Jtl.C.l{ Jones to set. one
re-crrrd .sl-l‘I.L°';ilit.
, In tin opt-rr let-lcr to nerve-
[lll.l}t~l'.~i, Mr ._lr'rl'tr'5r has rejected

llr it rr lrrrn" tlr (‘lt"‘f‘Iltll’lB. .",tr to Ir t r _, 1* ..
(!:llll[l-ll£{ll lll:r.l. the rrrrrons are
tlorrrrrrzrlr--rl lry exlzerrrisls and
stlrrl tllc t'lu|rrr:.' wr.'1‘e tl.'.ull:.1:',;'ll{,',
Brrlurn. - f

cl
I

Now rrt"l.uu: t.lrrrru:.!lr t-lre Lon-
don Clrrrrrrlrer or (‘or:rrr1._'t:o,
bit.-+tllo.H'~rtlPn rcpt-r.:."r;~rrtrru: '.nlr-r'-
ll:rl_-ltrllrll crnrrp.rrri:.*.~= opt?r.rt.irr_c in
Britain are plnrrrrirrg l-o Lake
active step» ..o llni_‘u'r.rr'e on wlrut
otlrr.~r' corrtitwircs tlriril; at Britisli
llrdrr.-dry.

Image abroad
COl1lll'|El'lT.rlI‘.t"' on rs-rnrrrk-.-r in

Mr .Ioiror.'s lo-ltcr rrliorrr drrrrrrrge
. r '. .=-.-"l bl.‘ " tit -to B!{]_t_lll.-. r.rll Lt _ U1. ill

brr. lung: " [r»ol'rL.ir"rurr.=-;. rr C‘-h.\n her
sprrkeerrrrrrr H‘-ll(lT “ lrr rnrri_v
re:.|lot'L.-4 l.llrP (‘lr:r|rrl)t.‘r' .~.ll}rr_'rt.u'l..s'
t-hi e.-rscrite ol wlr.rL Ire is shy-
It'll-£.

“We lmve tleordeti to wt. up
a Workitus, prrrl-_r' lo look at the
whole qrreslltrrr ol the Brit-isli
zlnrrrge rllll'n:rt"l. '1'lrrr.- will be led
hv ti rrlllrilrer ol senior" lorrrirzrr
lI1l.’lll=.-rl.l‘lil-IL‘-I'll-fir worlring in Bri-
t.:irn." '

Mr Jarrns';.- pr.rlrlrc appeal not
to ignore the trrllirru, rrrurrher of
dr lost Ll -' '-l st"ik..' ' d15% - rrorr,.,r r es, an
the co-opcr-rrt:orr bt~l.wt-err ll‘l:lll-
uuonreiit rind wtrr'l.:ur-s over the
l;lrl'el=.-tl:r._t,r wt"-clr 1.-.-orrld give new
urr:cnr'_v I-(1 the prrrlcrrt

"Out-side t-he polrtirrrl rorrtexl.
of allt-:u"k.=. by politic-rrrris on
rrnrons. most illtlllr-zl-l‘l:1li's'tS would
[)l‘(‘II)l'l-IJI_"r' echo the brrsio senti-
ment whirl» Mr Jones has said."

* cllet'li'vr-ly.
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Wilson:How the worker can
help to run his factory
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By ALAN LAW Industrial Correspondent _
TH E Government, the Con-_,r

federation of British In-
dustry and the T U C are link-
ing up to conquer the increas-
ing problem cl~boretl.l|n at
work.

Enrployrnent Minister Maurice
Macmillan yesterday announced the
joint. scheme aimed at. improving the
quality of our working lives.

The Ministry is backing the
project/with money. too psychologists
and social service experts.

The joint. working party, led by
Mr. Robin Cnlclrester-Clark, Minister
of State at the Errrployment Ministry,
will draw up a programme of

t experlnients in tn d u s try and
commerce. I '

Mr. Macrnillan said last. night: “We
have produced an indur-tr-ial society
which has pr.odrrct.*d a higher standard,

Tory ghartgr for rr::sr:."'..r";:.'.r
Unless radical thanges are

lnradc in relations between rnan- p
agenrent and slrrrj;-flo-rrirflit will he t
Cirillo int-reasrngy ti icult for Sundg Mi | d 5; | | C ~. 8'0‘l'i‘l'l1l!lPI1-
modern intluslry to frmctron |{,q.1,F "L djggrorr 0’; I5. r:,:,’;’:,’;:qder’m . Thc_rt-port. adds: "Inaevery flrrn should -t not to become sulrjcct,

"Present such |n- to tighter and tighter i

of living as a result of production itch-.
niques. -"

"But. rt rs t-hesc t-cclrrriqrrcs which rim-é
produced drtficrrltrr-s and additional stress
in peoples working lhcs.

"R-ewai'ds to vr'orkt=rs llll".'F linen con-
centr.il.edt rnrcl .-'l.-- -oo .1 ‘l lll ex ra rrror.r=-3.. New
we want‘. to give theni E7-It-l‘-‘El s: -.-Intel-ion
111 doirig the ‘rrb.“

Mr. Macrrrill:=.r1 said that "bororlom bv
automation" nrrr:-t be r-rrrbed. ‘ ’

He said that ernployrrz-=. must. rr:rdrr-
stand that it is people. not rnachiurs, v.ho
matter. -

L Monotony
And he sairl: "Tire ::ct.io‘n we intend

to trike is ainrrd at making people's
wcrkirrg lites more-szrtlsfrrctm-3,-_"

Mr. 1'\-lacrrrilfan said that motor car belt
product-ion did not have the "monopoly
on irroriotonv."

He said the job of the u-orklrrr-party
will be to find v.'.ays oi trrirrinrisirrg bore-
dom. monotony and the lec'.irnz of
insierr_ifit'arrce on s'hop-floor r.rorlrlrrg
thfl t- th rrtr .rouglion e eou y

'1‘he.wor-kirrg-party.‘ has brcn set up
after an exlr.'rrr.etEi‘e rt-port on "the
qu:rlil._r.' of rtr"orl~:rng lilo" by Dr. Noruurn
Wilson. a senior occuprrtrorrrrl }).\_r['llO-
logist. _

This goes ‘l‘!P}'0Ild the

permit one or more
m c m b c r tr to be
nominated by t li e
a.ppropria.tc Ir-rel at
lot‘-t}-lr regional,
national or European

s. society wlrosc real
wealtli is continuously

, , growing, the spread of
COIIIFOI, ls‘, 0'“*|“\_r§h_ip ‘he

munlt says the T r’ vi at t at mi’ s""" l“‘°l!l"" l5 ll flirt’-'5 f""'r - 0 y rcgu a. cry powers of 31a_b,|.m.' dlg-“fly ‘mg
B‘-“V gIl'°llll Wdfllfi boards sh 0 u I ll the responsibility."In 1 Icpog-1, an reinforced from with-l The group wants |.

1.
lworlrrr prirtit-ipaticn, . tn," says the group.

"IE I III;
system under which. r -- - -lradgalltlu £1?‘ tgildna So the option should firms set up capital

mental change" int be ope-n for up to half‘ funds. A roportion of
the ‘Iii ct b th "-"'1 s " Id toU _ . ' re ors to c re , I’ 1

_ 15'“ 0‘W"Pl'l‘l'!Il\ and. nonilnatrd by non- workers ' lrn paid
"H ‘M “I l"""“l"l‘- t'"\Ilt‘r l1Ill'.'I 1" R l. F. I ilrln I.I‘lt'€t"' .nrl-._
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order to survive, it’s clear that the WiI1d0W”, llfi Slated l"-9‘ befofe the be b)’"P35$ed3 “Bikers ljnust create
role of the union is that of pimp, miners’ strike began. And the rank their own _non-hier_archical groups
negotiating the rate of exploitation. and file ’s compliance with the NUM capable 0’ Subverlmg the key '

The unions’ task is to integrate ‘executive’ shows their failure to Siictors Ofpwducmg and consump-
'the workers into the capitalist achieve, let alone extend, the auto- mm i°‘g' m uirdstown’ USA’ car
structure, which sometimes necess- nomy of the ‘72 strike. workers consciously mgamsed. the
itates a stance of opposition in order * 5-ilboiafle 0f we“ 0"“ half 3 million
to lead a struggle, which might During the 1969 port" Talbot C315, as Pa" of their Smlggle against
otherwise escape its grasp, back
into acceptable limits. As Joe
Gormley stated during the recent
miners’ strike: “The argtunent by
the lads for continuing with the
strike was that if it was called off,
the members might walk all over
us.” (Times 9/2/74) -- a fear that
might have been meant literally in
view of what the dockers did to
Jack Jones in ’72. Gormley was
obvioi.isl_v afraid of any kind of
rank and file action, which is why
he was opposed to flying pickets,
used by the building workers in

strike the steelworkers told the

nor spokesmen: “We are our own
leaders”, they declared. The
struggles of the future necessitate
an equally clear awareness of their
self-activity: they must speak in
their own voice and not allow others
to steal it ‘on their behalf’. No
matter how sincere, workers who
attempt to attack the bureaucracy
within the terms the union rmitsPe
will inevitably tangle him/herself
up in ever-tiglitening contradictions
such confrontations are as useless

'72- “FlYiT18 Piiikets @311 fly 01" the as shadow-boxing. The union must

boredom) and linking with similar
press ihat they had neither leaders groups in difffrent industries’ aswell as attackmg the bureaucracy

head-on (as in Lordstown, where
strictly mandated delegates physic-

ally disrupted union-managenient
negotiations).

"Ar
The real fruit of all struggles lies

not in the immedie te result, but in
the ever-expanding self-confidence
and consciousness of the partici-
pants; their real victory will be in the
conscious appropriation of the use
of their lives through the absolute

A flame burning in my mind, WORKERS OF Tl-[E WORLD
in [ny head, 3031-ing UNITE —- YOU HAVE NOTHINGso-aways--t»?-so-. T%%‘ii$E’Z?~%ii3%i”°“throbbmg like a laughing crymg PLEASURE To GAIN,

sob of eternal sensual delight, mad  '
joy surging through my limbs,
insanely screaming to myself: Yes i if H? , St th . . - -tYes Yes, as flwding desire were ("weer-’ New To we "‘u§?}i?itavi‘.52.ii0’.fa. ‘iii’‘.11.’ ’flu-ough the i¢e of banality, washing /common-sensible smugs who, in q . - 1 ’ y
away all constraints, seizing the
streets, looting the supermarkets,
the beginning of the re-creation of
our childhood, fusing the most
stunptuous, dazzling, exotic, flowing,
funniest, orgasmic or our dreams
with the real world. with each
other. . . suddenly we find sensuality
tickling our finger-tips, our minds
drtmken with _ioy in a revel where
no-one is sober, the adventure is
immediate, words begin to make
love, the cobblestones, as weapons
of , become soaked in
our power, become tools for the
construction of the greatest work
of art of all: ourseives, and our eyes
can already see the sun of subject-
ivity rising on the horizon of our
consciousness, its glowing warmth
evaporai ing the grey clouds of the
commodity, singing out NOW YES
NOW YES as we smash our way
through that which hitherto has
smashedus...
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imposing limitations on the con-
sciousness of possibilities, lock up
our passions and fantasies in our

minds and bodies by demanding confers u n the bosses 3 real ’

only get enjoyment through their
management of it: t. illusory
control of an economy, the laws of
which in fact control the controllers

that we ‘face up to reality’ (i.e. P0 -
reduce the future to what capitalism power over People-from whlc-h
will pemiit) and ‘accept our limit-
ations’ (i.e. give up the fight and
resign). we say “Peer through the
dim mists of adulthood back to
when you were a child. Look at
Watts, look at France ’68, look at
Portugal this year.” Of course, the
festival of revolt must find the
social form that gives its essence
tmimpeded expression. Or else the
various bosses will smother the cry
of freedom with the dull mono-
tone of ‘Business As Usual’, justify-
ing themselves according to the
sober principles of ‘realism’, which
is merely the reality of the order of
things which have weighed down
hmrianity for two centuries, the only

they get their profits and their
‘meaning’ to life.

To prevent this, spontaneity must
seek its consciousness, must search
for the social form in which it can
tmleash itself; history has shown us
this form in the power of the
workers’ councils.‘ sovereign neigh-
bourhood and factory assemblies
mandating delegates, revocable at
any time, to execute and co-
ordinate the decisions made by the
people themselves. The councils of
the future must destroy not only
the geographical barriers but also
the illusions which have enabled
those of the past to be smashed: all
social life must be centred on them-
selves, all separate centres of powerreality these bosses can conceive of treated as enemieS_
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“l’ve been in this factory for twenty years now, and I've seen people
make so many mistakes. All the time fighting for handfuls of rice, you
know. And it’s never done us a scrap of good. But now they are starting
to understand that it's no good fighting for scraps, that the struggle
new is to have everything. In the factory either you have everything or
you have nothing. There can't be any hall’ measures." —-Italian FIAT
worker. quoted in Iraly, '69-—-'70. Big Flame.

I

mi

They must aim to overcome all
separations and contradictions (the
split between work and leistue,
neighbourhood and work-place,
town and country etc.). Internally,
the cotmcils must guard against all
hierarchical pretensions (status, for
example) and bureaucratic growths
through the constant surveillance
of delegates by the base (through
telecommunications, for example)
and the continual rotation of
delegates to prevent the develop-
ment of authoritarian ex rts

power of the workers’ councils (as
outlined in Kronstadt '21 Barcelona
"36, Hungary ’56 etc.) i

Whilst the general form of self-
management has begun to appear
in the unofficial struggles outlined
above, their content (the experience
of collectively seizing the means of
production, the streets, fighting
the law, the State, the union
bureaucrats etc.—-the change in _
relationships, the pleasure and the
element of play, if any) has not.
The above has largely been an
external obsei vation; the content
of these struggles must be redis-
covered by the participants if it is
not to be smothered under the
the blanket of ideology: analysis
must unite vith experience if it is
not to become abstract.

form in which the proletariat
abolishes itself as a subjugated
class, in which individuals are
directly tied to world history, in
which history is consciously made
by each and everyone of us, in
which the self-management of all is
dependent on the self-nnnagement
of each, in which the pleasure of
one is inseparable from the pleasure
of all: it seeks to make “the senses
direct theoreticians in practice”
(Marx), to dissolve the inner-outer
antinomy-so that (wo)man
recogiises him/herself in the world
(s)he has made, to bring truth into
the world, so that thought is
corrected by practice and practice
corrected by thought and the
dichotomy between the two
disappears.

“The world has long harboured
the dream of something. Today, if
it merely becomes conscious of it,
it can possms it in reality.” (Marx).
The development of automatioi
heralds the possibility of the
complete ab;)lition off )l"C€(l labour
and at the same time, the creation
ofa purely playful type offree
activity. The productive forces must
be put at the service of our
imaginations and will to live, of our
countless dreams, desires and half-
formed projects, of our wildest
fantasies. They must be given real,
not abstract, powers. We must create
enviromrients which transfonn
individual and group experience and
are themselves transformed as a
result: a real time and space in which
all our desires are realised and all ourpe . .

The power of the workers’ reality desired; gamedties Th
councils is the historically specific total work of art. e

1.
Men and women will be given

perfect equality as inanimate digits
in the society cybemeticians dream
about. Women’s oppression will
only cease when the whole system
of imposed roles is overthrown, as
part of the general opposition to
the society where people’s inter-
action is everywhere mediated by
images.

2.
Women’s separation —- both sub-

jective and objective - from history
gives them an opporttmity for
critical revolt; this, however, is
obscured to the extent that it is
hamessed to left-wing ideology. hi
the momait of total rejection of
the given social relationships,
everything is possible; instead,
most women seek shelter in a
structure whose very attractiveness
is its smothering and ultimately
destructive familiarity.

In the established ideologies of
revolution, the discussion of the
role of women has become myth-
ologised into a partial issue
competing with many others, if it
is not swamped entirely by the
quantitative analyses so beloved of
specialists.

lt is the attempt to relate to
traditional ‘revolutionary’ ideology
— with its emphasis on state power
and a ‘period of transition’ — which
leads to the endless debate over job
and economic status, caste and
class, and sexual identity. Because
it is subsumed by a series of trad-
itional rationalisations, the analysis
of female identity has not been
developed into a total critique.

3.
A critique of female identity

implies a critique of all sex-defmed
roles, which IS inescapably

suck dry the will to live; keeping
and handling them determines the
position held in the hierarchical
spectacle.

Male chauvinism comists in the
reproduction of woman as an
appendage, property object and
helpmeet, and the denial of her
autonomy and her real desires. I11
the fight against hierarchy, women
have in the past enjoyed a head
start by being concerned with the
more immediate concerns of life
and thus having fewer boots to
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“The anchoring ofsexual morality
and the changes it brings about in
the organism create that .S'p€ClflC
psychic structure which fbrms the
mass-psychological basis of any
authoritarian social order. ”'

— Wilhelm Reich.
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htunanity to everyone, irrespective E3, ‘TF1-ii ivi Z“
of class or sex. As J.P.Voyer says of  
the sexual liberationists: “They
insult me by insinuating that this
world, being the world of ‘men’, is
therefore my pomession . . . me,
who doesn’t even have the full me
of my own life!”

Of course, “dominant sexuality”
doesn’t exist. There is only sexual
nisery: a real oppression and an
image of happinas. Under the
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sticker (no longer available).
Used for ‘Sex’ 8h0P5 and
‘erotic’ movies.
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reign of commodity production,
where hunnn relations take on the
historically specific form of value
-- i.e. they are mediated by things
(the only legal social relationshiPS)

authentic non-role bound,
immediately pleasurable human
relations remain clandestine. Value
as imiversal socialisation, as a
unique and inversed form of
humanity, rmikes it impossible to
socialise this relationship, which
still remains “the most natural”,
that is to say, the most frustrated
by the prevailing social organisation.

This is the crux of the spectacle’s
supersession, since the pasionate
interaction of individuals is the
moment when the character
armour, which is a visible symptom
of the spectacle effect, can be
disolved. (It would be comic, if it
wasn’t so sad, to see the demands
of some feminists for housewives
to enter the labour market by
receiving house-work wages. The
equality of slaves.)

4.
The extreme form of women’s

liberation has been a brand of
militant lesbianism involving
separation from the ‘oppressor’
(men). The predominant attitude
of this separation (whether or not
it is realised in a separatist colony)
is antagonism, distrust and hatred.
The separatist woman is defined by
this attitude. She has a social
identity which can be nothing but
negative (offering no opportunities
for supersession); it becomes merely
the negation of the traditional
female identity.

By fmding a new role in which to
relate to men, she perpetuates her
subservience to the world of
appearances. Rather than relate to
men and women as individuals, she
continues to define them through
the juxtaposition (to her, antagon-
ism) of the sexes. She expends all
her energy in that friction. She is
successfully protected from a
submissive relationship with men;
yet she submits to a fragmente-til
view of theworld which is not of
her own making.

5.
The majority of feminists fail to

realise that they are rebelling
against an image of men which is as
superficial as the image of women
they have rejected for themselves;
by th .2 critique of psycho-
logical stereotypes to women, the
realm of the pomible is drastically
narrowed.

Their critique has only con-
structed the image of the New
Woman to be realised in the ‘post-
revolutionary era.’ The New Woman
like the New Man are mystifications
postponing the necessity of calling
into radical qumtion all that the
revolutionary project must
encompass. Those who aim for
wommfs liberation without the
liberation of men dig nougit but
their own graves.

Ii—ir4_i;11!.
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Insofar as the fighting in Northern
Ireland is a religiously motivated
anti-colonialist and nationalist
struggle, it offers no possibility of
radical change. The most advanced
stage was the indiscriminate looting
in Ballymurphy and the Bogside,
the short-lived Derry street coimcils
of 1969 and the mass rent nrike in
the Catholic areas following intern-
ment, which were all a critique in
acts of all political parties and the
reign of commodity values which
forms their foundation. P

This practice was far ahead of
Irish political ideology, which has
never emerged from militantism,
sacrifice and suicide. The supposed
oppositions between ‘English’ and
‘lrish‘, ‘Protestant’ and ‘Catholic‘,
’North’ and ‘South’ all mask the
essential unity of the whole facade
against any glimmer of real life. The
Southern lrish, English beft (setting
up impotent terrorists like the Price
sisters as martyrs), lrish Americans
and so forth all vicariously partici-
pate in these mock battles from the
graves of their daily existence. Until
all the Christian creeds and political
doctrines are dumped in history's
dustbins. along with their apologists,
no change is possible. All we have
now is — on one side — continuous
terrorism, impotent because of the
theoretical illiteracy of the terrorists:
they can't see further than their
machine guns. And on the other, an
ascendant separist (masked as
‘loyalist') Protestant working class.
capable of overthrowing the
Faulkner government — but only
through the tiny elite of the Ulster
so-called Workers‘ Council, complete
with the backing of the bigots -
Paisley, Craig etc. The most likely
outcome of all the sound and fury
will be the traditional one: a pot of
bones from which the Spectacle
will prepare its stew for time to
come.

it
The unusually open repremive

nature of British rule in Northem
Ireland (indiscriminate killing of
demonstrators, internment without
trial, torture etc.) can only be seen
as the culmination of the economic
contradictions of Ireland: the
enormous contradiction between
monopoly production and the
largely tribal .)pre-capitalist society
in which it was suddenly planted.
Up until the early l9th century, it
was the south that was industrially
advanced, while the northern
counties liaii an ill-organised and
archaic peasant iuiiustry.

A hundred years later, the g
situation was the other way round.
This resulted from the difference in
land tenure systems, the system in
the north (“Ulster Custom”) being
more secure and facilitating capital
accumulation. From i820, linen
became the northern gowth
industry, supplemented by ship-
building after I850. In this century,
the southem Irish bourgeoisie
resorted to protectionism agaimt
the imperialist market to an-est any
further industrial decline. (The
island’s population has fallen
steadily to its present four and
three quarter million.)

Die political failure of the
industrial bourgeoisie at the
beginning of the century, plus the
geographical contradiction between
big and small bourgeoisie — a
contradiction which exists in all
capitalist societies, but which is
usually kept well in hand by the big
bourgeoisie — to become aggravated
in Ireland to the point where the
only solution was the division of
the nation.

Partition was not a cause but a
consequence of this division. It

arose out of the imeven develop-
[IRISH BONE STEW]

ustification for the tower of thementoflrishcapitalism.lnl920 {J _Bw ‘ - --the two pans of Ireland would not urcaucracy eaucratic societies
fit th t ak ham‘) . us] (Pl1issiaetc.)arepreciselytlie
I age er om ea mo Y dictatorshi of the roletanat THE POLITICS OF SUICIDEfunctioning bourgeois system. The P P

two bourgeoisies had conflicting turned upside down — a dictator-
shi over the roletariat in itsimel-estsinghe marge-¢;p0|ifi¢a|1y, P P ' I . DAILY MIRROR, TlIUr5tfrIY,_]urt'." 2;’, I97-tthe t kth f if ti I. name. In the past, nationalism at

Y OP . e Ormo M ‘ least had the merit of recognising
mdumonmm that it was Ireland and theThe protectionism of Fianna Fail concrete Cil'CLlITlSl{.iI1CCS of Ireland, U G F F YE!

— - 7 .1.‘gftetigzggrgzcgegetrg gmeof its which had to beclianged. But

thirt'Afth h today, all these iilcolneivs must he
ms‘ ‘er ahsom em superscdedifany revolutionary By JOHN simou-Onoindustry could only increase byt. th . . . I movement isto emcrge.(ldeologics

°P°."‘ ing on e Hflemanona _ in Marx‘s sense of the word, arecapitalist market. In the late fifties ideas which Sewe m1Ste,.S_)
the inevitable conclusions were * IRA "
drawn: protectionism was dropped. fix, HE ('.tJLlI'£1gt? __ of I R A
The politically dominant petty-
bourgeoisie of the thirties has now
given place to a stable grouping of
large-scale industrial elements. The
new situation was reflected by the
repeal or‘ the Manufacturers‘ Act
in 1959 and the Free Trade Agree-
ment with Britain in 1965. On
March 4th I968 the Irish Press
Jeclared in a front page headline:
“ECONOMICS AND REASON
WILL END THE BORDER". In
other words, capitalism has no
further need for the border.
Business interests both in the
south and the north recognize this.
At the moment, we are witnessing
the spectacle of a boiu-geoisie
abandoning its insular nationalism - 0'4

o,;§e_,in favour of Europeanism (a
compromise between various
national ideologies), while the Left
(Sinn Fein et al) heroically struggles
on carrying the torch the bourgeoisie
have since extinguished. Having
missed the ideological boat, the Left ,,
stands on the deck frantically
shouting "Traitor". (As if the
botugeoisie could betray them-
selves).

-is
The IRA dare not analyse the

economic situation in Ireland for
fear of revealing its counter-
revolutionary position throughout
its existence. lt can merely present
the Northern ruling class as the
incarnation of gratuitous evil,
rather than a class stuck with a
sectarian ideology of its own making
which refuses to disappear when
the requirements of the economy
demand it.

The Official IRA held recently to
a programme demanding a ragbag
of private ownership, nationalis-
ation of key industries, credit
tmions, land co-operatives and a
ceiling to land holding. Recently,
they have placed more emphasis on
the land co-operatives. 'l11ey aim at
worker-ownership based on ‘lrish
and Christian values‘(!) It is com-
pletely false to recognise any
revolutionary possibilitim in either
wing of the IRA as it exists today.
The nostalgic nationalism and vague
dreams about land co-operatives
are relics with no simificance. The
leadership is rigidly authoritarian,
capricious and sexually archaic.
The IRA acts as a Sth column
police force, dealing severely with
looters, suppressing sexual ‘offencm
such as adultery and liomosexiiality.
and the use of proscribed drug
(really dangerom drug like work,
TV and religion are honoured and
respected by almost everybody).
We must clear avmy the drom of
bygone historical struggles.

Let there be no mistake about it,
nationalism is the antithesis of the
revolutionary project. Whilst
nationalism historically appears as
the ide ilogy of a definite stage of
capitalist development, always
serving the capitalist interest no
matter how it is dressed up in the
ram of left-wing ideology, inter-
nationalism could only belong to
the left-wing groups and their
patron cotuitries as an ideological

4

The coming revolution can only
find aid in the world by attacking
the world in its totality. The revolu-
tionary movement can only rise up
over the grave of Sinn Fein and the
other 55 varieties of leftism
operating in Ireland.
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hunger striker Michael
(3-aughan as he faced" death
was described by 3, pi;-15911
doctor yesterday.

‘fl think l1lS_ political intniouiifiilh
lion was siicli that it ovni"-rode
the iiatiiral fear of death," said
Dr. Brian Cooper.

" ‘There is no doubt in my mind
that he Wfl.'~3 ii \l‘l'fV._i')!'ilVP ni.-.'ii_1,

1-letold mc he knew he was
going to che and was looking tor...
vraid Lo it."

Ziaiigliiin, the 24-year-old ban];
robber. died t.hrei= weeks ago at
Parkliurst jllli. Isle of Wiglit
after sixt._v-five ilays on hunger
s_ti_'ike.
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For the ruling classes politics is
the technique by which they
manage commodity society, the
organisation of principles for the
management of social reality by
groups with differing interests
within these ruling classes, and the
interaction of these groups. As a
technique of commodity manage-
ment, it is ubiquitous, colonising all
time and space. It is both a rwult
and a perpetuation of man’s
separation fromthe world, a result
and perpetuation of fragmented
experience: an abstraction with a
real effect on the world.

I
The political frame of mind is

political precisely because its
thought never leaves the confines of
politics. Everything else becomes
secondary. Drives are put at the
service of the political organisation.
instead of strategy being put at the
service of our drives: people are
valued only as political being, dis-
possessed of their individuality and
their real experience. Hence the
politicos’ conversations usually
remain on an abstract level — never
relating ideas to daily life. Often
boring and unconvincing, their
conversations almost always
attempt to convert you to their
ideology, an excuse to relate to
people.

This political role eases the
anxiety and uncertainty involved
in relating to people without over-
coming the isolation which is the
cause of such symptoms.

#
The Left, always altruistic,

whether parliamentarist, vanguardist
or service-orientated, are uncon-
scious victims of the Christian
ideology of sacrifice and self-denial
(pame to wipe away a tear of
sympathy). These rebels with any
cause but their own, try to escape
the consciousness of the misery of
their own livm, by conjuring up
some self-importance through
organising others. But, incapable of
seeing the realisation of their
desires (assuming they have any) in
the activity of others, they cannot
pomibly fight for others-to do the
same — i.e. help to generalise
isolated acts of refmal.

They wear their activism like
meda1s—tl1en1oretl1eyareseen
to be ‘doing’ the greater their moral
authority.

“The Other in whom I do not
find myself is nothing but a thing,
and altruism leads to the love of
things. To the love of my isolation
. . . I regognise no equality except
that which my will to live
according to my desires recognises
in the will to live ofothers. ”
(Raoul Vaneigem).

Allfl'll.lSlT1 BITSUIBS that thfi L€fl “rho tg be thg most knoyv.
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“All other questions, be they religious,
national or political, have been
completely exhausted by history.
Today, therefore, there remains
only one question, resuming all
others: the only question flom now
on able to stir the people -- the
social question. ” -—— Bakunin.

cannot understand the strugges lodgooblo
llloy hope lolo3d;ll1oy o3I1uol Soo Thus their statistic-packed articles
ll13l lllo Slfugglo l5 3golosl lSol3llou, which prove beyond a doubt that
sacrifice roles hierarch etc. and f on 11-reoonojlable_-.- ,_ _ _y. _. theabsolutemal d
llluo u1l1’1'ol' o3P1l3ll$m 111 thou’ crisis of capitalism is at hand,
o1’goul$3lTlou$. Tofloollllg Pofloolly merely re-introduces the specialism
the antagonism between self and of bourgeois ooooomists and
ollloll lllo ludlyldufll 311d $oololy- politicians, who use the complexities

Tlloy oouuol See Wll-3l m3l<eS of running the commodity economy
lllom W3ul lo ollougo lllo World, to justify their authority, within
and thus create a meaning for their tho *1-evolutionary’ 9-oupo_
llyos by lfylug lo l1olP olllofsi These articles inevitably conclude
luslllylug lllolf ollislouoo 3ooo1'¢llug that the only thing standing in the
to the ridiculous clichés of ‘revolu- way of socialism is tho aboonoo of
lullou31'y duly’ and ’Pollllo3l the Revolutionary Party -- the fairy
commitment’ (to the solitary con- godmother whose idoologjool magic
finement of ‘revolutionary’ cells?). wand onsm-os that the workers shall

get to the festival of the oppressed

Tllo l-oululslsi (lulo1'u3llo113l I.S. betrays itself with its absurd

dremed up in their immaculate
false consciousness.

 ,I1'lllB1'l'lBllOl’l3l Slogan ‘vgtg without
Group, Wofkolo RoyolulloI131'y illusions’, which is rather like urging
P31’ly. Mllll3ul olo-l oulllal people to pray for rain, but don’t
oxpooulo of the ’l)ou'3y3l$’ of believe in God: the cul-de-sac of
Trade Union and Labour leaders mystifioatjon loads only to the
olllloso uollllug but llloll owu shithouse of confusion, which is
hierarchical ambitions, which they just what the pfofesgional
Show oyofy limo llloy lfy lo ‘revolutionaries’ want: I.S.’s
1u3ulPul3lo 3 Slfugglo 31'ouIld thou numerous ‘rank-and-file’ groups are
SuPo1'fiol3l ’l1'3u$llIloI13l’ domflllds as bmeaucratic as the union
lo oldol lo Squeeze out 3 low bureaucracy they were set up to
recruits. Their papers (despite the fight,
usefulness of some of lho iI1l0l'lTl- As for the W.R.P. (formerly the
3llou) 3l'o uol lusl lloflug 3u¢l S.L.L. — Society of Leaden Leaders),
superficial (l-o- j0u111iIlllSli0) -~ their one of l.S.’s rivals for the dictator-
oouoolously Pfoloolod deadly Serious ship over the proletariat in the
wo1'l<o1:l$_l llT_l3g_o ls 35 lllsulllog 31‘-(l name of the proletariat, its rigidly
Pfllfoluslllg 1-u us 3$$u1'l_'lP_uo1'1$ 3ooul disciplinarian centralism and archaic
what workers Want as it is in trying (an|;i-) ‘sexuality’ (expulsion; of
lo give ll lo ll1olTl- homosexuals, strictly enforced

The separation of ‘theory’ from sexual segregation in the summer
P1'oP3g3l1ll3 Slomo from 3" oqu3lly camps) make the Tory Party look
elitist motive: get the workers relatively 1-odiool _
mloloolod ou 3 simple loyol 3111'-l Its eternal drone of ‘Force the
’Pollllol$o’ lillom ou tho l1o3_"y Stuff TUC to call a General Strike to
later. The only effect of this can be look out 1;]-lo To;-loo and oloot 3
to create a dependancy on those
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socialist policies of nationalisation
under workers’ control’ -— recently
re-cycled to cope with a change of
government (which shows how the
electoral circus definm completely
the politics of this sect) — is only
relevant to the pathetic sacrificial
character-armoured parrots who
have to repeat it outside the tube
every night.

Some of the Leninist groups
(l.S., for example) have such ‘faith’ +
in the autonomy of their members
that they have to issue them with a
list of prescribed slogans on a
demonstration. They conveniently
forget that it is essential that the
revolutionaries be revolutionised
therrselves, which is why they can
only imitate the Bolshevik model
or organisation, attempting to
ensure yet another 50 years of
counter-revolution. Marx (“I am
not a marxist”) answered these
marxists over a hundred years ago:
“The emancipation of the working
class is the task of the working
class itself.”

‘Ir
The Organisation of Revolution-

ary Anarchists admits to being
nofliing more than a vaguelyliber-
tarian I.S.: they fight constantly for
‘genuine rank and file organisation’
but never see what organisation is
for. In every struggle they only see
its official economistic level, and
they compartmeritalise Workers’
Councils into an ideal to be aimed
at, but never a project resulting
from the premises now in existence,
the real movement which abolishes
the present state of thing.

They fight for ‘democratic
control’ of what Malatesta called
“reactionary institutions” - the
unions, completely mystifying the
essential role of the unions in
supporting capitalism. Their
opposition to individualism
becomes an opposition to individ-
uals, and fliey end up with the
same false collectivity as all the
other sects, packaging politim in a
separate box from the life of the
individual. Their federalism is
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purely formal: their ‘autonomous’
groups are not to develop a
theoreticallpractical coherence
autonomously, but rather ftmction
as just another piece in the
confused jig-saw called ORA.

‘Libertarians’ (an amorphous
body, linked mainly by an often
merely formal rejection of leaders,
which is less the absence of leaders
than the creation of conditions for
leaders to emerge, who are in no
way responsible to those they
pretend not to lead) for the most
part accept the fragmented
categories by which the spectacle
divides and rules: women, gays,
prisoners, tenants, blacks,
claimants, etc., uniting on a vague,
simplistic, a-historical level:
‘Smash the State’, ‘Power to the
People’, etc. Peoples’ problems are
seen in terms of their various
compartments, rather than. in terms
of their total experience.

Most of them fail to generalise,
which is reflected in their parochial
inability to extend beyond the
‘community’ in which they are so
politically active, and to place this
activity in some general perspective.

And their relationship to the
‘commimity’ is often very patronis-
ing. Hence Islington’s Gutter Press
says: “We don’t want to say ‘crime
is great’ — there’s nothing great
about small-time thieving, it’s
desperate, individual, and in most
cases born losing.” (Issue 13)

And yet many of those around
Gutter Press ripo_ff_regularly from
their local supermarket clearly one
hasto lie towinpeople over. Their
politics is neither -— with sporadic
exceptions pleasurable, stemming
from their individual uniqueness,
nor does it have any theoretical
framework, which is often
dismissed as a wheelchair revolu-
tionaries’ wank.

The attempts to stick together
the various fragments into an
ersatz totality a popular front
of the alternative society, With
everyone isolated together -- can
easily be sucked back in as grist
for the spectacular mill, despite
the sincerity of the participants
(for instance, in the USA, _
‘Community’ Power — over the
world as it exists now — is
increasingly being used to recuper-
ate the negative violence that has
exploded in the cities in the past).
It is up to each one of us to
refuse to sacrifice OUISEIVES for the
boss — be it comri1unity, factory,
party or State.

¥

Whilst many claimants tuiions do
not just function as social workish
service groups, nor as fertile (?)
ground for the Leftists patronising
‘consciousness raising’ (read:
‘ideological indoctrination’), and
are genuinely self-managed, they
ormnise purely on a survival level.
Whilst screwing the State for as
muchasyoucanget isnecmsary
and desirable, the C.U.s don’t go
beyond fliat.

And the idea of revolution,
slipped in surreptitiously after the

transitional demands, is always
posed (if it’s ever posed) purely in
quantitative terms: the ‘power of
the people’ agaimt the State is to
replace production for profit with
that well-wom phrase ‘production
for use’. But what use remains
umaid. Since claimants are an they can still talk of wages, money,
eclectic conglomeration defined by
the State, C.U.s can only fight on
the battlefield chosen by power. cartoon worker-hedgehog in their

pamphlets the councils are simply

ignoring individuals, their subject-
ivity, creativity and _uleasin'e.

Since they cannot see the project
of the councils as the destruction
of all that eidsts independently of
individuals, the critique of the
commodity-spectacle in practice,

work and institutions. For them,
despite the cheerful smiles of the

‘I’ an ideal ecbnomic structure. And
the transformation of the world is

Solldflfily lslllo only grout? lo not a joyful journey without end,
llflyo developed 311 3u3ly$l$ of but a dull necessity for “which,
society on an international level.
However, they see the development
of consciousness in a somewhat
simplistic, mechanistic way. Their

whether we like it or not, many
million man-hours of labour will
probably have to be expended”
(Workers’ Councils ‘and the

lllool-oi lulofly, ls 35 lollowoi the economics of a self-managed
funflflmolllfll oouuflilioliloll ol society, Solidarity pamphlet 40).
capitalism is that the ‘order-givers’
constantly aim to reduce the
‘order-takers’ to com in a machine
— yet in order for the machine to

Their critiques of the repressive
hierarchy engendered by the past
revolutionary movements fail to
focus on what it was that this

Work domflull oou$l3ul Po1'liol- hierarchy repressed and perverted
pation from the ‘order-takers’.
Abracadabra! — consciousness
dawns — workers see themselves
as the real managers - Hey presto!
-- workers seize factories — workers
oouuolls Ploololmodl The spectacular ‘extremism’ of the

— the rage to live without
restraint.

1:

The present re-organisation of now silent Angry Brigade _
oopllollsmi m3I1llo-Sled lu<lu$ll‘l3lly bombing the latest newsworthy
by the plans for workers ‘partici-
pation’ (the programme of all three
Hlfljpf parliamentary PHIHBS) |_n1de1'g1'()u[1d newgpapgfs _. 11131-ely
lI‘lSlIllIl1tl0flflllS8 lIl1lS C0l1t1'2ldlCfl0l‘l fejnfgfced that whjgh they Seemed

cabinet minister, publicising itself
through overground and so-called

into anactive alienation . . . besides, to ()pp(]5e_
the binary division of the world Their ‘opposition’ to ‘spectacles’
into reifiers and reified ignores the (applied gimplisticolly to the ll/figs
complexity of ooluloodlly loliislllsm World contest) blinded tlieniselves
which reifies the reifiers. — and much of the ‘underground’

Thou‘ is b3$od on -3 (e.g. Ink, IT and Frendz fervently
conception of tne proletariat as clapping from the 1-lslofl-oo side-
Purely the uog3llou of l1lo1'31‘ol1lo3l lines) — to the spectacular nature of
forms of production, never as the their opposition. A similar contra-
uog3llou of lllo bourgeois We of diction was manifested in their
production, never as the invention opposition to tloodol-Ship’, whjlst at
of 3 new "SF of llfo- Thus they the same time declaring that they
present an immaculate blueprint for \,, ,-31-o pl-opal-ing for 31-mod so-ogglo
llllo Wofloflgs of lillo councils! Wllllsl on behalf of the ‘working class’,

betraying an elitist world-view.
Frustrated by their inability to

hit out at the society that oppresses
them, they chose to romantically
imitate the tactical scouts of
yesterday — Ravachol, Vaillant etc. ,
displaying as much a refusal to
learn from history as a lack of
imag'nation. As for the defence
groups set up immediately a
comrade gets arrested, their
outraged cry of indigtation
designed to inspire solidarity from
the masses never gets them further
than an occasional resolution of
support passed at a union meeting.
Since they can only react to an
issue they ensure that the State
defines their activity, keeping them
rumiing fast to stay still. The issue
is a life-belt the ruling class throws
out to an uriimaginative Left,
without which it would drown.

i
The ‘opposition’ by counter-

specialists to the authoritarian
expertise of the authoritarian
experts offers yet another false
choice to the political consumer.
These ‘radical’ specialists (radical
lawyers, radical architects, radical
philosophers, radical psychol.ogists,
radical social workers - everything
but radical people) attempt to use
their expertise to de-mystify
expertise.

The contradiction was best spe'
out by a Case Con ‘revolutionary’
social worker, who cynically
declared at a public meeting, “The
difference between us and a straight
social worker is that we know we’re
oppressing our clients”.

Case Con is the spirit of a spirifless
situation, the sigh of the oppressed
oppressor; it ’s the ‘socialist’
conscience of the guiltridden social
worker, ensming that vaguely
conscious social workers remain in
their job, whilst feeling they are
rejecting their role.

At best this rejection merely

‘c°P_OUT’ie a magazine for nk a r'1 <1‘ 1_ ra an 1 -e ra zica
policemen as fed up with their role as agents of social control
as with the conditions of their work.
We recognise that ultimately the function of the policeman is
to protect the ruling class and its property. But we believe
that it is too simple for policemen who realise this to quit
the force and leave it to the racists and other bigote. That
way we would be abdicating our responsibility an revolutionaaiace
to saise the consciousness of our fellow work-mates, as well as
our ‘clients’, as to the repressive nature of the force. We
therefore base our organisation on the following 6-point trans-
itional programme:

1. The right to withdraw our labour.

Community control of the police.
5. The right to abstain from police duties

at picket-lines and demonstrations.
30% wage rise and four weeks annual holiday.
Abolition of police uniform and truncheons.

Zhilst we realise that the present leadersfip
of the Io1'c F d at’ e inca bl f '1 e e er 1on or pa e o
str 1 for th s d m d th m ’t

"1-
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ugg lng e e e an B, e agorl y
of rollcemen are not aware of thla We ther=
for t r r t x th_e ac a a pres u e g up e pose e
leadership when they fall to put oup dgpsn sO

The replacement of pOl1C8 numbers wlth
name-plates.
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replaces a repressive altruism with
a benevolent one —- the do-gooder
showing their clients how to escape
through the loop-holes in the rules
of the old world. The confused
mish-mash of reformist and revolu-
tionary ideology permeating Case
Con is expressed in their aim to

the institution, the academic milieu, facade for impotence.
the very concept of education as a Their theatrical display of self-
separate activity from which ideas confidence and omniscience» — a
of separate power arise, they remain performance of a kind of ‘situation-
trapped in he fragmented categories ist role’ — a group character armour
they attempt to criticise. is merely a cover for (and re-

Non-sectarianism is the excuse for inforcement of) their stupidity and
their incoherence, which has its real inability to relate to people: e

ohase out the role of the social basis in their inability to understand knowing that politenes is the art
worker altogether and their demand the absurd vicious circle of criticinng of non-communication they believe

false categories (psychology, philo- that it’s false antithesis — insult —
sophy, etc.) within the prison of must be the art of commtmication,

for more social workers to lighten
the work load.

‘Radical’ lawyers attempt to
exploit the intemal contradictions
of the law but. like the social
workers. always remain loyal to its
terms. as if the resolution of
relevant contradictions doesn't lie
u.lllSlt'l€' and against the law. Their
specialism leads them inevitably to
mystify the really radical nature of
self-managed struggles; as one of
them said on TV recently: “Mass

these categories, within the prison of an art these ham actors specialise

-#
An invisible organisationcalled

Piranha, a group ot pathetically
comic oseurs. has absurdlyP
grandiose delusions in their own
importance, a ridiculous self-image
of the threat they pose to the old
world which is but a mask for

action can be a good way of gcrti'iig emptiness: these self-styled
the ltIii' £'ltt1llgt’t.l

The academic counter-specialists secretly they know it. They merely
attempt to attack (purely bourgeois) imitate ideologically the megalo
ideology at the point of production:
the university. Unwilling to attack

‘Y call it the Srate n'ht're t'|'t'iji'0rze,
good and hurl, lows‘ lu'm.rel_/I‘ the
Slate i»v_lzcre lltili-‘(’l_'.S‘(Il slmr .s'ur't*r'tlc
is called » ‘life. . . Only ll'lIt’l't’ the
State ends, tlrvrc l2egr'n.r the lHtll-
vidual who is not .rtipeij/limu.s'.' lllt’l't
begins the .s'm.=g 0_l'rzcet*s.ri't_i', the
unique and 1'm'mi'tuhlt* tum: ll'll(’i't’
the State (’!ltl.i', look tlrtw, my
brothers! D0 you not see ll, the
rainbow and the liritlges of the
superman. " —- Nietzsche ('1'/ms
Spake Zarathui-mi ).

the full meamirg ofthe ii’t)l'tl, um!
he is fully human 0nl_1’ when he
plays. " -- Schiller.

Time Out review of the original
‘Dialectical /\dventurc.\...‘:
*Dialectical Adventures into the
Unknown
‘This new situationist journal
is an outrageous attack on all
that ‘Time Out’ stands for: ie
concerned left-wing journalism
and critical appreciation of all
that's best in entertainment. it’s
condemnation of everything and
everyone standing in the way of
each individual enjoying their
passions and imaginations fully
in the world around them, in-
eludes, among others. the Left
(caricatured as sacrificial altruists
out of touch with their experi-
ence) and the Arts lbelittled as
mere soporific compensations
tor people's lack of creativity).
This little slander sheet is avail-
able from Box LBD, 19"! Kings
Cross Road, WC1, price 25p
(post paid)’.

emperors have n_o clothes and

maniacal style of the S.l., but
without having even eamed it: a

3
(1-hose larefan +0 -I-/J5 Wvr/gl)
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separated-thought. in . . . we're in danger of falling
into the same trap . . .

¥'
It is the subjective experience of

alienation (the lethargy, the
frustrations, the isolation and
degradation), and not any extemal
issue, which forms the point of
departure for a truly revolutionary
opposition to capitalism: it is not
one or another isolated aspect of
contemporary civilisation which is
horrifying, but the absolute impov-
erishment of life. Revolution is

Same TRArvs1.A1'io/vs

essentially a game — as much as the
society it pre-figures —- and one
plays it for the pleasure involved.
Today this can only mean the
total destruction of hierarchical
power.

Only Marx's original project, the
creation of the total man, of each
individual re-appropriating the
entire experience of the species,
can supersede the individual v.
society dualism by which hierarch-
ical power holds itself together
while it holds itself apart. i

If it fails in this, then the new
revolutionary movement will
merely build an even more laby-
rinthine illusory community; or,

-—— Dnmgee awarded as poor compensation for boredom, humi-
liation and frustration.

0
The right to be a co ' the ri ht to be

labour.

fuck yourself up.

...-. Equal emptiness; equal impotence.
---1i?‘-'7

Sr 8
ordered about; the right to forced

SAVE TQE Eagflgmr __. Worship the order of thinge; lose yourself.

L CO”-|-kAc|" -. Pay now - never live later.
§f 
A Someone who preaches tolerance, i.e.saye you should tolerate

the intolerable, e.g. himself
/7..: TkAD€ __., Pimp; negotiator of the rate of exploitation.

theorgna
aAdventures

for I

ad aectc
An ID‘

Part ‘

' ' \\Tha+'$ ."The.t'e capitalisml."

_ E -, Forget yourself - follow us.

THE Op See ‘Social Contract‘. Also see ‘Revolutionary

_ “wMT'$ “I‘m so bored I can't create my own
pleasure".

“Diii|.s¢rl'<Ai_ Aovsmuiees lil/To "me UNKNOWN 5-
"A contribution towards escaping from the miserable maze of this world: Available
fromtgp

c/o BOX LB!)
I97 Kmes Ckcss R0.
Lorvooiv W.C.1

(ptzrcfi incl. foitaje)
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rememoer “"——-_____\k%&,
once - our gaze met and melted... s

our gaze caressing each others e;es..
tlncllng 1n the head, Jhlrllng down tic t oat...

altenmfivelyfltwmdmtermtoan exploding Jauehinp; 1n the .-st macl....but now our E-reg- lisolatedmduhimatelyself are empty, earer to be distracted, glazed and dulled
destructivesearchforkickslfit eyes reflect: ill our wear-1nes.s, ------- “”“‘
succeeds, then it will permeate
societyasagamethateveryonecan Therers a con...
Playiifeandrevolufionwmbe versation in the middle no longermvented together or not at all. ’ play to-
Meanwhile,theprojectisto to which everyone contributes, 1t Fetnel
id°"iifYa"d"‘e‘°i1°S§1¥°PPP@e=‘11 bounces between them, towards one and then \___,__,.th b .1 1 h,,§,§’,,,?,§f" °S‘°°‘“‘““g‘“‘ °“‘ the other, I throw my bu; l1'1, but llf-‘S not

me, I'm outside 1t bounces this way, that way
Then laughter...and tie conversation evaporates.

O I- s Silence I sink into my own head yet somerow I m
“rage éook -for ‘['é!'e"!3--———npkS t l d that sllence 1t niggles at my sto-ang e up 1n ,

mach The eyes of everyone else seem to have
turned lnuard It seems as 1f that laur'h--

ter was mere illusion, the feellng of
togetherness a l1e...real

or not, it has
gone, and I

am alone,
like the

othfigg;

and our words

onotone, fixe
masks of self-confldenc

rigid gestures, reminiscences, anecdotes,
1okes', dlscussions on abstract politics, spo

I b I we latest film, play, the last acid trip, our holidays,
“ ' ' 0 0 I,;a':“;;,y‘p}:',fs‘:,f;:,f,,”;,’g,§‘::ggmff,’ PAR-|-RIVA-|-‘OM __.. 1: you don't 111.. bein8 fucked up they get you to the price of food, the pI‘1C6 of dope, who s pregnant, who s been

busted...but never words touching, chang1ng,1nterm1ngl1ng, laughter,
§"rATEBRlTAll\/ORG-REAT BRIQTAF/V-— Tweedledum or Tweedledee. Eamesi P]-aylngi 8]-owing 111 our eyes! no flre and an‘; and our bgiilesb t to ether, grasping each other, whirling rou

ound round round
I‘011I1d....e

flowing
...<-:11’

phr ses,

OOOOO
1 ra lng g M

ing 8
rganised to tear me away from

yeelf, everyone coaxes me away from
myself with their smiles and trivia, every“

one tries to get me into the role that they'r
n, so often they succeed

ke them, a shadow o
LEysel

erjh 1s arran ed an

e
become
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‘WI! ASKED: Whnt'a your 0

Irmir _l.'I_-__I.l'.lIIlI'lIIt.Q rripiié: I I
wlldrar drimtri-om? llna arc

WITH ono other woman,
and tin males, three of
whom Iancy me lilrti mad, I
am in paradise, shipwrecked
on a tropical island

During the day we fish and
swim from the coral rccl.

At night I tlrince around the
I It llra In liiiimuit body. andicuc . y
long, auburn hair in-
llarnlng my three lovers.

Arid when we are res-
cued. I will marry tho
tall. Iran. slightly older.
intelligent onc.

Reality? I'm 50 and
[ray-haired, and I cnn't
swim. But a viromrin can
drciirn. can't she?

Ira I. 6..
Manor. Iarlyr.

Fired
M

I WALK Up to our wnrltl
rriarialar one morning
and aay: "I've just

bought the buainirsa
You re fired."

I. I..
larailai. Iafllll.

Embrace
I AM iuiiiiiiiir arroa I
rorntlrld in my Iona whit!
rlrt-its with in-ant-length
black hair flowtril in tho
wind

Running in-ward.r ma ll
Stove McQurr-n_ wearing
Lust liipatrr iarinr, I'll!

ronzr-rt client llislrning
In thr nun, Ha vi-hirla mo

W

high in the air. and Iva
ilirilt to lhl [round in I
passionate embrace.

In I l..
Iatlaiitala. llantt.

Interview
MY davdrr-.1rri is of an
lntr-rvirw for I job iarhich
[urn liltr tliia:

Iltlfll-'t't"lA"l'l" "Have you
any rhildrrn‘.""'

Ma. " '|'t!!l_ I.\\'fl b0y|_
lg!-rt cigltl Ind tr-n"'

I ii t a r vir-vi-er: " How

lovrlyl We are looting
for aomrbody Ilia you.
wlh ch.ld n.I rt

"'|'mi hitrl lh! |'Y‘t"'H"lPfJ
an-'i you will work writ.

U‘ll-'-.
Iii].

Retired
MY IlVl.llll"l"-‘E drrlrn II
of a arcliida-tl, rost-
covrrrd Cflllifll In lhi
rountry, where I retire
to rnjny my old iiga and
In fiiihiiil l'.'Vl'l_lI day.

I'm only I5. but I'm
looking lorward tn it

I. ill-ll.
Iratawia, HQ

Furnishing
OUT ot the hnusr-it ad-
vrrtiscd to be sold I pick
one with siit or eight
brdrnornv I decorate it.
Fhtklkf c:|rpr-ts and turni-
tuir.-_ and flit thr pantry
with food. Thcii I Ito
I'lttl“'l‘l1" and tr-ll the I.1iriil1i';
"Wt-‘re niiv.-trig"

In I. I. CIIPIII.
illlllfl-II, llll.

Ironing
W ll I-I N lint lrrinlril. I
Ilnilgllie lllvf “Ifln ‘

J.‘ 5,000 Prrriiiurri Bond

I: I h:vau: lgtflol
ronn rnaa a anmm!

It I t. PI-ltll.
lallaliaa Ina:

AS I am lroniril my
tnthrra shirts." I tmaaina
they ar-a Paul Newman‘:

Illa lllllf IIIICMII.
laaiiatlarpa. that

The Sun, 18/6/73.

As THE SPECTACLE PENETRATES DEEPER INTO PEOPLES‘ DAILY LIVES, IT COLONISES
NOT ONLY THEIR FANTASIES, B-UT ALSO AIMS TO TAKE OVER THEIR DREAMS.

F I ni-

, Rzoono pool!
vrinnar Colin

Dlrruthara. II, ltlya
hta brunt thrill
would ha to ‘at
aotraaa Raquel ‘Watch
Into tha paaaangar
out or a Lamborghini
- tlrlran by lttrnaalt,
at oouraa.

But all of its — rvrn
wtt-hoiit it £8‘.'9.00tl pools
win --may ti tr-yr _i'earii
troin now, be atiir to not
our thrill - at — I-litctlma
at any rimr.

Scientists know zlllll
electrical stimulation oi
ditlerrnt rtrriis of the
brain can rreatle rttl'Ir;ii-

ii icni states of _m cl wi-
all the scnsationa at tho
real iti;n:r.

"itnrl this aiiim-sis
that artificial croni-
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MINIMUM DEFINITION
OF REVOLUTIONARY ORGANIZATIONS

(Adopted by the 7th conference of the
Internationale Situationniste in July 1966) 1 ii] FTP“

@lDis ll. iL@iR.l  Since the only purpose of a revolutionary organisation is the
abolition of all existing classes in a way that does not bring
about a new division of society, weconsider an organisation
revolutionary which purposefully pursues the international
realisation of the absolute power of the workers’ councils.
That power has been outlined in the experience of the prole-
tarian revolutions of this century -~ Russia 1905, Kronstadt
1921, Asturias 1934, Spanish Revolution 1936. It is power
without mediators.

Such an organisation makes a unitary critique of the
world, or is nothing. By unitary critique is understood a
total critique of all geographic areas where various forms of
separate socio-economic powers exist, as well as a critique
of all aspects of life. am

Such an organisation sees the beginning and end of its
own programme in the complete decolonisation, the
complete liber ation of daily life. It aims not at the self-
management by the masses of the existing world but at its
uninterrupted transformation.

Such an organisation embodies the radical critique of
political economy, the transcendence of commodity and
wage-labour. It refuses to reproduce within itself any of the
hierarchical conditions prevailing in the world that
dominates us. The only limit to participating in its total ~
democracy is that each member recognise and appropriate
for himself the coherence of its critique. The coherence has
to be both in the critical theory and in the relationship
between the theory and practical activity. A revolutionary for
organisation radically criticises every ideology as separate
power of ideas and as Ideas of separate power. it is at the
same time the negation of any leftovers from religion and
of the prevailing social spectacle which, from news-media
to mass culture, monopolises communication between men
around their alienated activity. The organisation dissolves
any revolutionary ideology by revealing it to be the sign of
the failure of the revolutionary project, as the private
property of the new specialists of power, as the imposture 3;,
of a new representation which erects itself above the real J.
proletarianised life.

The category oi totality, of the global critique, is the
last judgment of the revolutionary organisation, so the
organisation is, in the end, a critique of politics: it must
aim explicitly through its victory at the dissolution of
itself as a separate organisation.
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And W110 flrfi We? The poster, ‘An Appeal for
A $0119 of ffiellds — hflfdly 311 Moderation’ — supposedly signed

organisation. There hasn’t been an by Heath, Wilson, Thorpe, Len
equal participation in the coherence Mm-ray, JDe Gormley and
of the critique to call ourselves that Campbell Adamson, Suffered from
(for illstflmle. 111051 Of this lollmfll a number of small defects (e.g.
W38 Put together alld Wfitiell by _ ‘A refusal to vote is a vote for
just ‘one of us). Collective and ind1- ext,-emjsmi implied that 3 purely
vidual thcoretico-practical coherence pasive refusal is 3 threat to the
Bl this Stage @311 Only be 3 2l'0l1P system) as well as being a bit too
3031- _ _ subtle. The development of the

We came together initially to technique of ‘diversion’ (phqny
P1'0d"°'= 3 P0516!‘ aflallkillg ill? posters, bubbles on ads, etc.) isareiiorW*0
facade of altematives: a false start,
since it meant that an external
issue manipulated by power was
defining our activity; we were only
defining ourselves negatively rather
than affirming ourselves star ting
with ourselves.

If we are to continue our tentative
collective existence it will be
essential to develop our seine of
play both amongt ourselves and
through our direct intervention in
the banal situations of ‘life’ iii
capitalist society: supermarkets,
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This poster, apart from its lent of the old Trotskyisi;
counterfeitist mode of publicity illusion of measuring class
(see Cronin's Report no.1, consciousness in terms of the i
available from ~p.o.box 5336, swing of votes to the Labour
Berkeley," CA 94705, for a ' Party--in this case, the swing a

ue of counterfeitism), is to non-voters. i
arco-situatinii eq_uiva_-fig, __ L b ___‘ M l
rock concerts, meeting, musetuis
etc.

Most importantly, if our theory is
to have any pracical force, which it
must do, if it’s not to stagnate into
ideology, we must develop ways of
communicating it to that section of
the proletariat who are initially
alone capable of placing the forces
of production at flie service of
individual needs and pasionsz the
workers.

Whilstvve have appropriated the
theses of the Situationist Internat-
ional we prefer to avoid calling
omvm situationists, a term

'c is increasmgl' beco ' as
vague as ‘anarchistsii We hhgilslg Thflsei Pfl111PhlQfl"11|<i-‘BS. Collie“
enough prisom without categories: me!’91)’ to "$93115 T0 fill 3 Sal? 1"
¢ype.¢as¢i|-lg kj11s_ their head or in the conversation

* not only don’t understand it , but
expose their impotent complacency
and lack of creativity: this
pamphlet is to be mercilessly (at
the very least) criticisedllivedl
discused/superseded/re-lived.

YOUR TURN T0 PLAY



‘The Work Of Negation
(& the negation of work)’
(See pages 2-5)
The split between qualitative and
quantitative is a schematic mind-
shift, a false hierarchical criterion
for judgement of struggles, a false
reaction to economisrn, to leftist
ideology. The struggle for more
real wages is also a qualitative
struggle against degradation in the
form of demands for intensified
productivity, and creates qualit-
ative crises for capital (see, for
example, Zerowork—available
from 122 Offord Rd., London
N1-for further analysis on an
international level).

What Knabb said about pro-situs
in ‘Society of Situationism’ applies to
this article :“In every single struggle
they saw the same simple, total
conclusion and identified the
progress of the revolution with
the appropriation of this con-
clusion by the proletariat. In thus
abstractly concentrating the
intelligence of human practice
above the complex process of the
development of class struggle, the
activist pro-situs were the would-be
bolsheviks of a fantasized coup of
class consciousness,'hoping by this
shortcut to bring about their
councilist program whose implic-
ations they overstepped out of
incomprehension or impatience.”
In criticising, for example, the CP
for limiting the struggle of the
dockers to a change of government
I ignored thefact that the CP
expressed the ideological conscious-
nessof the dockers who did not
want to recognise the implications
of their power. Likewise, the mass
of workers who resist work don’t
dare follow up the revolutionary
implications of this disgust; e.g.
absenteeism doesn’t mean workers
act more radically/intelligently
with this extra time than th_e way
they use their officially designated
‘free’ time. Most often they merely
continue all the usual compen-
sations, escapes and competitive
illusions of superiority: betting,
strip‘shows, alcoholism, racism,
sexual bravado, football etc. . . or
they get into frantically restless
extrovert activity and desperate
jokiness—anything to stop that
niggling semi-consciousness of
directionlessness and of underlying
pain unconfronted. A ‘Poverty of
Workers’ Life’ would be a project
worth pursuing by those who are
fighting the poverty of their own
fives.

Thomas Jeffersons’ “l hold it
that a little rebellion, now and
then, is a good thing, and as
necessary in the political world as
storms are in the physical. . . It is
a medicine necessary for the health
of governments” is probably the
best criticism one could level at
some of this article.

I
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CARRY ON CONSCIOUSNESS
(A chronological auto-critique of the previous text, originally titled ‘Dialecfital Adventures
Into The Unknown’, plus some elaborations on some of its themes.)

There’s a cheer-leading
tendency in this article, which is a
brake on extending revolutionary
possibilities. It’s the humble “Any
opposition is good opposition. How
can I criticise what little opposition
there is-that would be sheer mega-
lomania. I must boost what there
is: Wow!-look at Fords, Notting
Hill, Hull prison, Poland, Soweto,
Cairo, Italy! Yeah-—the revolution’s
a-happening!” In fearing the label
of ‘arrogance’, the cheerleader
avoids trying to extend the revolts
that exist: he sees the spectacular
representation of struggle as the
main enemy-or even the only
enemy—and attempts to counteract
the media’s put downs of struggles
with merely justifying these
struggles, rather than analysing the
contradictions in the struggles,
criticising their limitations in order
to make them more conscious and
more dangerous for society. It’s
necessary to look at the problems,
the things that make a difference
(e.g. that this strike (or, for that
matter, intervention/conversationf
sexual experiment . . .) worked
out this way, whereas that one was
different and why . . . There’s an
implicit support for violent
rhetoric--e.g. the building workers’
strike quote, which remained
purely rhetorical, in part due to
the Trade Unionist ideology of the
strikers, which completely
separated them from their fellow
workers on the lump, blocking
out any possibility of reciprocal
recognition and common battle.
The contradiction of supporting
the State against their fellow lump
workmates and of opposing the
State in its defence of those same
non-striking work-mates must have
been one of the reasons for the
total failure (apart from certain
tactical imiovations) of the strike.

There’s an ouvrierist-feminist
tendency in the piece on Fakenham
In fact, the semi-legalised worker
co-operatives are often encouraged
by the Left of capital (Benn etc.)
as an isolating safety valve against
more concentrated opposition to
both unemployment and
employment. It diverts workers
from extending their opposition
to existing conditions by supplying
them with a niche in this world
which they can identify with.
Since such niches are forced to
compete on the world market,
they bind people -even: more to
the complexity of the economy
than when people straight-
forwardly sell their labour to an
exploiter. And the conclusions
drawn from their tendency to
economic failure are usually the
reactionary “Well, that justshows
you that workers can’t possibly
run things for themselves”, never

ones that lead to a critique of
political economy.

Concerning prison struggles:
without a general movement to
which prisoners can appeal as
fellow proletarians-in-struggle, or
without mass escapes, prison-riots
invariably result in heightened brutal
suppression of the rioters (e.g. the
sickening savagery of the screws to
the prisoners after the £1m.
destruction of Hull prison). This
cannot be due to “their marginal
position in modern society”
(Shutes, “Skirmishes With An
Untimely Man”, Box 4502,
Berkeley, California 94704, a
position he’s retracted in
Implications) since in this sense
all struggles are now marginal
until they converge, federate and
find their real common basis in a
concerted global attack on class
power and its creator, the
commodity. Nevertheless, the
misery of prisons is such that,
unlike in other minifestations of
this crazy world, there’s no
possibility of acting radically (even
anonymously) without exposing
oneself to the full brutal weight of
the authorities (witness the beating
up of Jake Prescott, star witness
against the 13 screws charged over
the aftermath of the Hull riots).
Escape must be the only sane aim
of any future riot —anything else
is tactical suicide (unless there's a
general insurrectionary movement
throughout all prisons-as in Spain

which obviously creates difficult-
ies for the State). It’s in a situation
where there’s ,a virtual impossibility
of organising directly (unmediated
by"leaders) either with those out-
side prison or between prisons
(and even—to a lesser extent-
within each prison) that PROP
gains its credibility. It could play
a useful purely informational
expose role, without obscuring
itself and confusing others with
its need to be respectable and its
concomitant reformist ideology
(which is a futile illusion: prison
reform organisations have been
around for years and yet prisons
are hardly ‘better’ than they were
30 yearsago, and far worse than
10 years ago, when the great
‘reformist’ Home Secretary Roy
Jenkins tightened the screws.)
(Incidentally, a book worth
reading on daily life in/lmerican
prisons is ‘Bad’ by Jimmy Ca1'r,1
available from Isaac Cronin; a few
copies of this book were distrib-
uted round english prisons via me:
unfortunately, they’re no longer
available).

One of the few brief exceptions
to the general trend of strikes
which have so far kept to the
straight and narrow of Trade
Unionism and the Social Contract,

_- I-|: 1-_-.1.-_i_i: -in-.-_L -- ' --

was the unofficial power workers’
strike at the end of ’77. In
courageously risking virtually the
only attack on the Social Contract
and in rejecting the usual apolo-
getic PR-type relation with the
media they exposed themselves to
its merciless attacks (manipulating
‘public outrage’), as well as the
opposition of the Union bureau-
crats and the blatant lies and
divide and rule tactics of the
‘militant’ shop stewards, leading
some workers to organise against
the stewards for a few days until.
the strike was crushed in isolation.
Apart from the enormous weight
of the enemy, one of the reasons
for the internal divisions within
this strike was the workers’ failure
to confront the bosses’ strategy of
creating a skill-hierarchy (status,
‘responsibility’, and small differ-
entials) as a means of divide and
rule: for the most part the workers
accepted these miserable compen-
sations as the ‘reward’ for
weakened solidarity.

There are several omissions in
the list.of British radicality: e.g.
the squatting ‘movement’, which is
a partial refusal of exchange
relationships, a rejection of the
constraints of landlords, artificial
scarcity and poverty, a rejection of
the laws of property and propriety.
Nevertheless the squatting scene is
packed full of the usual bullshit:
Pllmping up squats as ‘liberated
zones’, whilst they’re just as full of
unchallenged misery and separation
as families or colIeges—1n fact

(See page 2)
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°“°"“‘. I YESLYOJTOO CAN STEALBACKunarmed laziness ’2 reigns-
the passive nihilism of the drifters;
militant squatter organiser roles
(the pathetic Piers Corbyn-types,
rushing around like avpolitician
trying to be nice to win votes,
tr-ying to get people to be inter-
ested in the latest irrelevant
meeting) etc. etc.

1. For those few who still retain
the sycophantic worship for the
Black Panthers of five, ten years
ago, it's worth revealing that this
guy—an ex-Panther, friend of
George Jackson—was sh bt and

1
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l WHAT'S BEEN S'!DLElil man )'bv./
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Shoplifting generates about as
l‘l11lCl‘l spectacular value nowadays

killed by the Black Panther Stalinist 38 it libefflll’-‘S Of ¢0I11m0dilY Vfllllei
Mafia-type gang,‘ for daring to
challenge their (illicit) big business
rackets. Perhaps because he refused
to commit revolutionary suicide
they thought they ought to do it
for him.

2. “All the capacities and desires
of non-externally-dictated activity
are being utterly destroyed among
men of these times. Unarmed lazi-
ness, which goes so far as refusing
the pseudo-activities offered within
production without being able to
reinvent human activity upon other
bases, is asserting itself everywhere
as the normal subjective attitude in
the new state of social reality."
(Denevert, ‘Theory of Misery]
Misery of Theory‘)
(contd. on page 21)

it ’s cooly taken into account among
other store-operating expenses and
in an article in The Guardian at the
end of 1977, a liberal suggested that
ripping-off from shops wasn’t such
a bad thing, was even ‘justifiable’
and should be made into a civil
offence.

It’s on the level of a symptom of
society's deconfition, rather
than of real strugle. .’t’s purely an
immediate buzz — though, as with
everything, repetition anawthetises
this. Though all kinds of immediate
audacity can enable one to leap out

of a depression and impel one to
more consequential activity it’s

preciousness of a thing and enables
one lIOS66tI'llI‘l@3Sl'l'l6l‘6I.E6-

fare that P°0P1e use Such S°ff' objects: necessary — particularly as
fllefflliy in 3 1'fldi¢31 <1i1'e¢fi°Y1? and one aspect of a means of survival
usually such temporarily thera-
peutic audacity is a superficial

— but very insufficient. And —
although it’s a refusal of sacrifice,

response to a flmdamental misery of exchange - fetishised, it still
in one’s life that one could seriously remains a form of oonsmml-ism,
confront but which one wants to d whereby people see their ‘I-adica]jty
avoid because it would be too hat
and posibly traumatic to do so.

In fact, it’s often the rich who
are the biggest shoplifters: for
them, it’s an escapist pastime, a
‘change’ from their conventional
mediocre ‘lives’. Obviously for an
individual who cannot steal, theft
would be an element of a break-
through — it demystifies the

or advmtmousness m how much
they can steal.

Sometimes this fetishism of
stealing (in order to create ca daring
self-image, for example) is actually
an evasion of more direct and open
challenges in cries’ relationships
with other people: stealing, after
all, is generally a private, individual,

'J

un-public and not usually very
dermnding activity.

Of course, there are moments
where shoplifting beconm some-
fliingmorethanthebanalactitisz
for example, in Italy, as pm of the
general campaign aginst inflation,
hundreds ofyouths often nnrch
into supenmrkets and leave with
half the goods (a few years beck,
Italian Maoists, doing their half-
hearted version of this, went into a
supermarket and rmde speechw to
the customers, urging them to pay
‘only’ half the nmked price. So
engrosed were they in sermonising
thatthecopshadtime tocome
and bundle them off -to jail).



 I

(from page I9)
To merely praise all manifest-

ations of proletarian violence is to
ignore the specific function of
such manifestations. For example,
the firemens’ violence after the
total defeat of their strike was a
gesture expressing impotence and
a protest against such impotence,
the last gasp of a strike that
several firemen knew, before it
began, would be ‘sold out’ by
‘their’ leaders. “Next time things
will be different” is the usual pose
of bitter defiance, but very rarely
do they do anything the next time
to make sure things will be
different. In fact, in innumerable
strikes the ‘sell-out’ is a well-known
foregone conclusion —yet each
time workers do nothing to
publicise what they know is likely
to happen, to alter the course of
events, resigning themselves to the
so-called ‘inevitable’.3 For the
most part, tactics are determined
by the Trade Union organisation;
individual workers who feel
disgusted by such manipulation
rarely try to create alternative
organisations within the strike,
and, unlike individual revolu-
tionaries, have mostly failed to
realise the banal possibility of
getting their own information-
communication network together,
of printing and distributing the
conscio usness of their own
struggles, preferring to passively
and lazily submit to existing inter-
pretations (Union newsheets,
Leftist papers, council communist
leaflets etc.) because it’s closer to
the truth than the bourgeois
media. That most of them feel they
can’t write anything more than
what has aheady been said is
generally a submission to the coup
of consciousness which the various
ideologues compete for, a passive
acceptance of external definitions
of what is important to say, of
what is ‘correct’, a self-evasive fear
of communicating what they know
for fear of being ‘wrong’ in terms
of the acceptable, which is,
ultimately, their choice for what
exists. The repetition of the'same
mistakes, whether it be in the
confused struggles of an individ-
ual’s relationships, in the histories
of revolutionary groups or milieus,
in the history of revolutions or in
the specific struggles of the
working class in Britainiall of
these are avoidance of experi-
menting with dealing with a
situation in a new way without
the crumbling crutch of any
external authority, of facing the
difficult—soinetimes painful——
truth: the immensity of each and
every proletarian’s tasks. The usual
despondent attitude “Well, what
can you do—it’s the times” is a
complacent reinforcement of the
counter-revolutionary nature of
“the times”. No-one’s calling for
martyrs: but each proletarian
knows that (s)he can—and must-
challenge, again and again, the
status quo, if necessarily anony-
mously, if their life is to be some-
thing richer than a joke.

The present crisis forces the
spectacle to confess—in its own

terms-what everyone knows from
their daily experience: things are
in the saddle riding each and every
individual and few are trying to
shake their riders free. Every time
I hand over a pound or receive a
pound, I know the commodity
reigns and I and the other person
don’t. People are so used to
relationships based on exchange,
so well defended against the
consciousness of their absurdity,
that their inhumanity never hits
them in the guts or even enters
their mind, but merely dulls them
with their fatalistic routine taken-
for-grantedness: a partly necessary
defence which has long slipped
into fatallsm amongs those who
have given up, and fatallsm on any
level logically leads to resignation
to everything. Just as most people
don’t try to attack relationships
mediated by things, roles and
images in their immediate lives,
the spectacle is able to coax them
into accepting the rule of the
economy as much as it tries to get
them to save it, using the half-
truth “Inflation is everybody’s
enemy” as its major weapon. The
increasing hassles of survival
security have not so far incited
masses of workers to leap into the
dark, to discover the unknown, to
take the risk of revolution: many
have been scared off into various
cosy ideological niches (National
Front, Trade Unionism, Leninism,
council communism etc.) rather
than take the risks for themselves.
Though from now on Union
bureaucrats will be forced to
oppose the Social Contract, as much
as a means of maintaining a
semblance of credibility with the
workers as a means of controlling
their aggressivity, it remains to be
seen whether the workers dare go
beyond the tracks and achieve
against a Labour government at
the very least the minimal
necessary radicality they showed
in the period ’7l-'73 against a Tory
government (if the Tories win the
next election then the chances of
a repetition of such confront-
ations with the state are far higher,
but the revolutionary possibilities
are far less, since such a conflict
wouldn’t involve an attack on the
labour movement by those who
have up to now been represented
as its essence).

1l==l=-*=l==l==l=-=l==l=#=l==l=

The piece on the councils doesn’t
make a clear connection between
the content of struggle and the
form of the councils. In fact the
councils are set up as the pat
solution to everything, much like
the Party is for Leninists: the
totality is neatly wrapped up with
an image of an ecstatic future5 as
a method of seduction to revolt,
and there’s nothing left for the
reader to do than to smash capital
(as if it’s a thing rather than a
social relationship to be dissolved)
and create the power of the
councils, rather than be incited to
question our own discoveries and
discover their own questions. The

advocacy of “All Power To The
Workers’ Councils”—though it had
some association with extremism -
10 years ago—is now (part of the
program of many capitalist
hierarchs: Ceacescu in Rumania
claims his country is run by
workers’ councils; so does Tito;
sections of the IRA have a
councilist program; so does the
whole of the Leninist Left»; and
left-wing labourites advance it too.
Even though the revolutionary
proletariat of the future may well
experiment with the councilist
forms of the past (which never-—
even in Spain—went as far as to
challenge the commodity forms)
all advocacy of blueprints, of a
set notion of the revolutionary
society, avoids the fundamental
project of the revolution, which is
primarily negative, and thus they
merely slot into and get confused
with the positivist plans of this
world to re-organise forced labour
so that people participate in their
own alienation.7 The function of
these “after the revolution” type
blueprints is seductive (“Yes, it is
possible—we’re not just utopians”)
to convince those who won’t do
anything for a revolution until they
see the practical alternative, i.e.
those who won’t act for themselves
now, who won’t criticise both their
specific and the general present for
fear of the consequences, who
won’t thiiik and act autonomously
and thus need others to do the
work for them, who need the
‘security’ of ‘revolutionary’ experts
to demonstrate the mechanics of a
revolutionary society before they
move. Such peopIe—~since they can
only be aroused into ‘revolutionary’
partisanship—wil1 merely be
followers in a revolution, backers
of this or that blueprint, whose
advocateslcreators--wishing to
assume the role of specialists in
revolutionary re-construction (I’m
thinking in particular of Solidarity’s
thing on Workers’. Councils) will
attempt in a revolutionary
situation to mould reality into
their formal structures (no matter
how ‘libertarian’ they seem), much
as the Bolsheviks did in 1917. Just
as now those who need such
positivist ‘proof’ fearfully avoid
the critique of the illusions
necessary to maintain their and
others’ niches in this world, in a
given revolutionary situation, as
the present status quo becomes
less viable, they’ll be chasing after
someone else’s fantasy status quo
as their anxious illusory escape
from the posing of all the practical
problems, the questioning of the
new illusions that the revolution
will throw up. He who needs clear
and fixed signposts, timetables
and maps is incapable of choosing
his own direction, and of going
beyond the tracks of the given.

3. Phil Mailer, in his book on
Portugalfshamefuliy admits to his
miserable avoidance of publicising
what he knew was going on, and
which subsequent events verified:
which is one concrete example of
the relationship between the
struggle against character and the
revolution. This resigned fatallsm

_ ._.__-_;_ __-.._....$|¢a.--ii---._ 1-.+.'-._.-anal

was a self-fulfilling avoidance of
attempting to effect history; so
used to repetition, cynicism and
being spectators of world events
are people in their normal daily
lives, that even in a concrete
situation of struggle revolutionaries
often resign themselves to what's
going on, and then blame the left
afterwards as the bogey-man who
fucked up the scene, as if they
didn't know it and couldn't say it
and do something about it at the
time.

4. COB|'s “The Crisis of British
Capital" part 1 (available from
3/B May Court, Edinburgh EH4
4SD) has quite a good history of
the quintessentially english
archaisms of capitalist development
and the miserable repetitions of a
working class that has never cut
the umbilical chord of Labourism.
Nevertheless, this Marxist-Leninist
organisation aims to build ‘The
Party’, and as such is obviously an
enemy of the revolution.

5. This even tends towards a
romantic yearning for paradise, a
creeping idealism based on a real
non-existence of such situations.

6. See Riesel in Anarchy 7, winter
'72 for a brief critique of the
councils of the past.

7. Another prevalent example is
the ideology of ‘small is beautiful’
(decentralised production: breaking
up of large units and dispersing
them), a variation of “the meek
shall inherit the earth"—“the
small shall inherit the earth". This
confuses form with content: it’s as
if capital's vastness is responsible
for the belittlement ofthe individ-
ual, who is only capable of coping
with the narrow confines of the
local ‘community’, who is only
capable of making decisions in
small face-to-face groups. If
capitalism has been progressive it's
been in the fact of creating the
material basis for a world-wide
human community, ever: though
the form of the basis has been
totally inhuman. World-wide
production and communication is
an essential condition for creating
the means of survival, the abolition
of forced labour and the uninter-
rupted transformation of all aspects
of existence: it's the world market
which has to be superseded, not
large-scale production. Crafts could
run parallel to large-scale production
and even be incorporated into it,
but can never replace it if people
are to free themselves from the
realm of necessity. Crafts are
attractive because they are an
immediate form of creativity—“this
desperately felt need to see their
own action,~to do something that
is really theirs, which causes masses
of people to take up crafts and
vandalism." (Knabb, DOUBLE
REFLECTION). But the free
association of the creators]
producers inaugurated by the
revolution, will have to eradicate
both the oppressive mediated use
of modern large-scale technology
(which might well involve much of
the transformation of its form as
well as its use), as well as the
narrow limitations of handicraft
which leads to the prison of
speciaIism—"every medieval
craftsman was completely absorbed
in his work, to which he had a
contented slavish relationship, and
to which he was subjected to a far
greater extent than the modern
worker, whose work is a matter of
indifference to him." (Marx, THE
GERMAN IDEOLOGY). (The
Volvo ‘experiment’ in Sweden
attempts to combine the worst of
both vvorlds—it's participation is
merely a slavish absorption in the
world of the commodity . . .).
*‘PortugaI: The impossible Rev-
olution‘ (available from: Solidarity
(London) c/o 123 Lathom Rd.,
London E.6).

The imbalance in this article—its
tendency towards an abstractly
critical negativity--is redressed in
terms of theory in Nadine Bloch's
‘All Things Considered, 1976' and

Theses on Feminism
(page

that enables women to avoid the
conflicts between and within
themselves, avoiding essential
breaks by defining such actions as
“typically male sectarianism",

Joel Cornuault’s ‘Some Reflections maintaining contradictions under
On Subjectivism And lntellectualismj, the blanket of ‘sisterhood’ (images
printed in my pamphlet “Revolu- of joyful women hugging each
tionary Theory For Beginners" (see other, eulogies to the high energy
pages 35,33 3, 39)_ level of the last conference). What's

more, it allows for the reappearanceAlso some of the article is factually of ex r ‘B . f
incorrect and was dated even when S O 5 m 3 gall °rm_m“mmy
it was produced.

The article fails to show the
process of self-discovery that
Women's Liberation began, a
process which has mostly petrified frustrated—as if, for example, men's

and daddy dressed in drag. And it
leads to gullibility towards the
image of “dominant sexuality" in
which the man supposedly finds
pleasure whilst the woman is

into ideology: ideology here is seen lack of tenderness and receptivity
as something external to this
process. Feminist consciousness,
born out of the novel excitement example, men don’t sometimes have

and ‘women's passivity don’t work
against men as welI—as if, for

of talking about. shoring and super as much orgasm difficulties as
seding long bottled-up common
frustrations and experiences The failure to recognise the misery
petrifies into the crutch of predict-
able anti-patriarchy cliches, the
individual women's fearful holding
on to a collective protective zone
defining itself negatively against
some aspects of masculine alienation
and its miserable effects on women
and often ‘positively for some
aspects of feminine stereotype-
casting (e.g."Women are so much
easier to get on with than men,
they don't bother with general-
isations, they're so much more
immediate and spontaneous!”).

Feminism has moved from the
strategy of separate women's
groups which most have found
temporarily necessary for a
critique of sex roles, to separatism
-an acceptance of the ‘inevitable’
—men as the enemy, which is a
repression of the critique
of sex roles, a repression of the
process of struggle against the
separation of men and women.
This has led to the disgusting
idiocy of—for example-the
feminist rockband Jam Today,
one of whom said, “l often hate it
when I see men enjoying the
music; as far as I'm concerned it’s
not for them and if we're accept-
able . . . then I feel we've faiIed."
(Spare Rib, Jan.'78). Or the
absurdity of some feminists
demonstrating purely in favour of
an anarchist woman recently
arrested with 5 other men, rather
than for the 6 of them together.
If the enemy is clearly defined as
something external (the man) then

\NOIT)Bl1, OTC. ETC.

in the ‘privilege’ of masculinity
leads, on a political level, to equal
rights to misery (equality of
exploitation, equality of opportun-
ity within the hierarchies). The
‘Wages For Housework‘ campaign
(with its sickening but logical
extension in the Wages For Sex
campaign) is a leftist evasion of
practical struggle unmediated by
external authority (the State etc.)
where relationships can effectively
begin to be transformed, into a
total acceptance of alienated male-
female roles, and the demand for
such roles to be economically
legitimised by the State and the
wages system, thus tying conscious-
ness even more to the system than
before such "consciousness raising"
(this is because the middle class
women who advocate such
campaigns are mostly cadres in the
system—teachers, journalists, social
workers etc.-whose interests are
linked up to the structures and
content of capital‘). Undoubtedly
the logical extension of this will
be a “Wages For Wife-Battering"
campaign.

When feminists dramatise and
hail the fact of women doing
activities previously defined as
men's arena, imbuing-—say—women
car ‘mechanics with an exciting
radical significance, they are
ironically adopting as patronising
an attitude towards themselves as
that which they rightly condemn
in men. The critique of smug
expertise, which puts the unknow-

6)
ledgeable in an insecure unconfident
position, fearful of asking, is
particularised in feminist ideology
to a critique of male attitudes,
rather than a critique of all
knowledge hierarchies, a protective
conspiracy which obviously works
against excluded men as well.

All the adulations to ‘Women's
Culture’, the counter-cultural
pseudo-opposition to dominant
culture, are the ideological means
for female professionals to make
and maintain a niche in this world
whilst dynamising its cultural
market. Everything of some artistic
merit achieved by women for
women is lauded merely because
it’s achieved by women for women,
another example of women's self-
patronisation. These women, in
giving a feminist content to reified
forms, which they justify in terms
of supportive confirmation of
women's battles, are the. future
thieves of the real and continuing
present struggles: the more this
representation of the ‘movement’
grows the more men and women
will forget to move and grow.

Feminists cannot make the link
from the critique of sex roles to
the critique of roles in general
because that would necessarily
imply a critique of the feminist
role (an abstract negation of mas-
culinity, a form of divisive self-
assertion) with its own predictable
cliches-e.g. leaping on the generic
use of the word “he”, a “critique”
used to abstractly assert oneself
against a text as a way of hiding
the fact that one has nothing
specific to say about its content
and its implications for oneself;
paeans to the body (the glorific-
ation of the naturalness of body
odour; tampons as a male plot etc.);
ritualistic denunciation of an ad.
as being ”sexist“ and degrading to
women (when there are usually
more profound things to attack in
them, and they're obviously
degrading to men as well), an
attitude which even leads to
counter-revolutionary support for
‘non-sexist’ advertising; comparison
of male-female relationships with
that between bosses and workers,
a superficially attractive analogy
which, as an -appeal to the
amorphous identity of “victim
consciousness”, implies that a man
isti capitalist role and that men
and women's relationships are

IRISH BONE STEW
(From page 7)

The best critical account of Irish a"“Y- _ not economic (since the cost of
history is Black and Reds’ “The Th°_L°ft: 9111151118 after I-lie _ aim ' - th f1 - I I la do Republicansastliey mechanistic m ammg e army aloutweighsCOIIMBI-Revo 11110" I1 1° 11 : . ' any possible return on investments- ally apply Lenin’s ‘tli ’ f . . .
“"“°"-““‘°“"”‘$"’{ Say’ ’“‘““’ imperialism to the Iri§I(i2itu(ation “"""’ "“‘ "'““‘““Y as " ‘“""".g
anything about - e ast ten yea-rs demand a united (socialist) Ir l ad ground for the future class Wm mand concludes wifli the determin- _ _ Bf!!! ‘I the rest of Bfitaim
istic im lication that joining the comparing the country with Viet-P _ . There is absolutel nothing
EEC will somehow result m the "am as th°Y do 50- And 1" the worth S“ mfin or Zncoum -
unity of the Irish proletariat across “"‘ied.s0c‘ai‘s’ V‘e.’n"m socialist ' ‘pp ' g‘ - g‘mg
religious boundaries.

The “short-lived Derry street
councils of 196-9” mentioned
weren't particularly radical since
they -were very quickly taken over
by the Official IRA without the
least opposition from the Catholic
‘community’, presumably because
of their ability to defend the ghet-
toes from the RUC and later the

capitalists, like capitalists every-
where, are demanding more sacri-
fice and greater productivi to the U‘?A- :’0 ihe UvF.’0 ‘he army,_ ty
whilst the workers continue to
resist the drive towards intensified
capital accumulation (see Zerowork the meaningless nebulous conclusion
2 for mficle on vietnam)_ The of the article unintentionally admits
Irish proletariat has much to look
forward to.

The only reason for the contin-
uing presence of the army there is

in the Irish situation. everything
from the Peace People to the IRA

- everything is riddled with hypo-:
crisy and counter-revolution. And

that. The chances of anything
remotely close to class struggle
happening in Ireland in the near-
ish future are virtually nil, outside
of the slim chance of an internat-
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essentially hierarchical; dismisal of
this article because “lt’s obvious
it’s been written by a man”, the
feminist equivalent of the lRA’s
defensive “You can’t attack us-
you're British" the victims’ flip:
side version of the Afrikaan
bourgeois’ "Don't criticise South
Africa until you've been there"
etc. B116.

As for pro-feminist men: they're
generally somewhat mild-mannered,
shy and in a bit of a haze, guiltily
repressing their aggressivity as if
it's a purely conditioned trait of
masculinity; which shows that
they're not fighting their masculin-
ity but merely deterministically
blaming themselves for it as if it's
not a misery to be consciously
struggled against. They apologise
for it because they still see it as an
advantage, because they still
identify with it even as they try to
deny it, rather than seeing it as an
obstacle—like alienated femininity
—to be suppressed. Guilt is the
great salvation of everyone who
doesn’t want to change, smuggling
in a static and monolithic version
of the self, placing any notion of
changeras something completely
external to what is now rather than
a process developing from now:
this kind of pro-feminist wants to
leap out of his skin and become the
image of what a ‘good’ (passive)
man should be. This attitude
reinforces complacent men's
defensive identification with
masculinity as a privilege worth
protecting.

As for the anarca-feminists of
Zero: so confused are these people
about what they're aiming at, that
they actually make demands on
the State to imprison rapists (which
is comparable with Berkeley
bourgeois feminist demands for
more cops to patrol the streets).
This ridiculous self-contradiction
reveals the practical lie of their
anarchist ideology of direct action
(clearly, badly beating up convicted
but freed rapists would be a far
more effective deterrent than
prison), of anti-statism and
opposition to prisons.

ional revolutionary crisis provoking
something. The only thing Irish
revolutionaries can do (presuming
there are any left) is anonymously
publicise an attack on all factions.
Or get out of Ireland. Or bofli.

1.lncidenta|ly, Debord's film-of-
the-book ‘Society of the Spectacle‘
juxtaposes film of riots in Derry
with film of May '68, riots in the
States, demonstrations in Portugal
etc. This indiscriminate equivalence
which reduces the notion of revol-
ution to street battles with agents
of the State, regardless of the
varying consciousness, content and
purpose of such battles, shows how
much Debord is both victim and
perpetuator of the spectacle_
of revolution.
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A Today's Punch and Judy Show
(pages 9 - 11)

Stylistic incoherence: sentences don’t flow too good. The piece they participate in the class struggle don’t do so by ’radicalising‘
on the libertarians about leaders emerging "who are in no way their specific place in_the division of labour (e.g. radical
responsible to those they pretend not tolead" is no longer true dockers, radical mechanics) but by revolting against it.
to anything but a small extent: formal democracy (democracy
of form, rather than content: everyone democratically partici-
pating in decisions which continue along the previously
defined ideological pathway) is now a strict necessity in
‘libertarian’ groups. In fact, when this isn't the case, there’ll
always be some outrageously original guy who specialises in
persistent complaints about the absence of democracy.

_ i
ORA changed its name to the Anarchist Workers Association,

in_ keeping with its workerism; then dissolved and formed the
Libertarian Communist Group, in keeping with its anti-
anarchism. These ex-anarchists have joined up with Socialist
Unity, a group mainly run by worshippers of Trotsky, a man
responsible for the slaughter of thousands of anarchists. Oh
well -- you can’t be sectarian, can you? (as the Jew said,
embracing the SS officer).

‘I
It's completely false to say that ‘Solidarity is the only

group to have developed an analysis of society on an inter-
national level’. Incidentally, Solidarity has become weaker and
weaker over the past ten years, and now is virtually indisting-
Iuifihable from any other libertarian group trailing behind the
8 t.

Ir
An article in one of the Case Con journals (which disbanded as
a group in I977) by Pete Feldon claims to criticise my
critique, but in fact re-asserts most of what I had attacked in
my original article, including a projected niche for himself in
the future society where there will be a need for full-time
workers to help "t_hose people in trouble, sorrow & sickness.”
(Criticism of such abstract hypothetical wanderings aside,
clearly such a ‘need’ will be the reciprocal ‘work’ of each and
everyone). In saying social workers t.-e just like any other
worker, he conveniently ignores the authority role that social
workers '"~trins’cally have, plus the fact that workers when

Ir
Piece on Piranha: a piece of revenge, which is defensively

self-contradictory since it says little more than insults. See
page31for Piranha's grotesque offspring.
Some Additional Insights into Leftists:
Leftistmilitancy is usually subjectively justified by a
collectivist ideology where the individual buys a senseof
belongingat the expense of her autonomy: it is the sacrifice
of the individual's perspective for a self-image of revolutionary
purity which she measures in terms of_ the number of good
causes and campaigns she's into, articles she's written
pamphlets she's distributing, leaflets she's handed out,
demonstrations she's been on, meetings she's spoken at etc.
It is essentially a quantitative accumulation of self-justifying
self-congratulatory images based not on fightin her alienation,_ . 9but on a series of deeds.-

A_ more distanciated. less subject_iv_e, critique of the Left
and its method of operatingin specific radical situations,
would be a more useful tactic as a part of intervening in such
situations.

The conclusion of the article is somewhat abstract and
unconstructive (which isn't to say that specific ideas for
rauical activity should be given, since it's up to each
individual_to subvert what they can, to elaborate the critique
and experiment where they wish). It's abstract in that
9-Decific symptoms of capitalist misery, and sometimes
external issues, are the starting point for the struggle against
alienation. What is important always is to not lose sight of
the goal; to grasp the relation between the particular and the
totality, or else fall into "the abstract will of immediate
effectiveness" which "throws itself into the compromises of
reformism or the common action of pseudo-revolutionary
garbage In this way delirium reappears in the ver osition
which pretends to fight it". (Debord, SOCIETY O/FDTHE
SPECTACLE).

The ICC

The list failed to mention the International Communist
Current (ICC), a group of DE.ADly boring and repetitive.
council-communist vanguardists, which in England goes under
the name of World Revolution. It's worth going into some
detail about them because» they are one of the most ideologic-
ally coherent, prolific and internationally organised (IO or ll
groups throughout the world) of the anti-Leftist groupings.
Since they are sufficiently close to articulating elements of the
rea itruggle (total opposition to Trade Unions, to ‘community’
DOlillCS, to self-management ideologies, to Leftism etc.,
abolition of wage labour etc.) they are likely to become the
most attractive danger in the future intensification of the
class struggle. That is,their claim to be the organisational
mediation between the proletariat and history may well be
seductive enough to catch those revolutionary workers who've
seen through the lies of the Left, but still retain enough of a
cadre mentality (but not enough autonomy and confidence) to
fall for these "anti-Leninist" Leninists (though they don't like
the Lenin_of Kronstadt, they like the Lenin for whom
Kronstadt was a logical consequence, the Lenin who said in
1917 in his most ‘libertarian’ work, ‘State And Revolution’,

"We do not dream of disposing at once with all administration,
with all subordination . . . No, we want the socialist revolution
with subordination, control and foremen and accountants”).
Revolutionaries need to organise but they need an organisation
like they need a hole in the head: any organisation claiming to
represent the most advanced consciousness of the class will
always function hierarchically both externally and internally.
The lCC's fixated claim to be the link between the present and
the revolutionary past expresses mainly the fact that its '
ideology is hierarchically transmitted from the KAPD sages
still hobbling at the top of its ranks, whose claim to greater
revolutionary experience the youthful majority submit to.
Lest anyone doubt the threat these people Dose to a revolu-
tionary movement which attempts to abolish all that separates
individuals from their collective self-realisation, which would
obviously include the ICC, the following quote from their
manifesto should be sufficient: "The cults of newness . . . of
the individual, of de-alienation, and of the spectacle . . . have
often succeeded in transforming many groups that the class
since its resurgence has given rise to, into exotic sects . . . If
they persist . . in standing in the way of the task of regroup-

__ _. ___ ____________ _‘

me-nt of revolutionary forces, the proletarian movement will
ruthlessly destroy them". Lest anyone be conned by their
apparent opposition to the State and all future States, they
themselves have revealed this lie in a slip of the pen in WR
no.3-—“lt was not a question of ‘negating’ wages or economic
struggles but of going beyond them, towards the struggle for
state power”, an unfortunate ‘accident’ they've not repeated
since. This article is also noteworthy for its complete
distortion of whatit calls ’situationism’, caricaturing the
situationists as individualists (petty-bourgeois ones, of course),
using crude amalgam techniques, amongst innumerable other
falsifications, including the idea that the S.l. believed the
proletariat was integrated into capitalism. Their ‘argument’
against the abolition of work—which they see as "one of the
very activities through which the revolutionary proletariat will
dissolve all class differences"-(mis)represents the critique of
work as a critique of productive activity, rather than a critique
of the separation of work and play, which ensures that ‘play’
is neither consequential nor demanding, and work is neither
creative nor pleasurable. Though I realise their compulsion to
reach out for the marxist security blanket and quote from the
good ole favourites is a reflection of the repression of their
own_insights, it sometimes takes a quote to catch a quoter:
“ ‘Work’ is essentially unfree, inhuman, unsocial activity,
determined by private property and creating private property.
The abolition of private property becomes a reality only when
it is understood as the abolition of ’work’." (Marx, "Uber
Friedrich Lists Buch ‘Das nationale System der politischen
Oekonomies’ ").

The constant apparently deliberate distortions of the
situationist critique show an obsessive need to assert them-
selves purely through crude belittlement of others, wh ose ideas
they seem to resent.1 And hence they can never use and correct
these ideas—but merely criticise them by falsifying them:
resentment is always counter-revolutionary. Their contempt is
a facade for the real fear that they might have to question their
dogma, their rigid sense of identity, their mistrust of anything
which demands they centre their understanding of the world
on themselves. Hence their need to define themselves in the
terms of the classical workers movement: for them, the
traditions of the past’ shine like a rainbow into the brains of the
living.

Their role of didactic propagandists for the serious business
of revolution is an attempt purely to get others to see the
necessity for a revolution (with the bogey-man of a future
nuclear war to frighten them into it, a threat which no way
provokes people to confront present misery) in orcler to extend
themselves numerically, as a substitute for fighting the dailiness
of their desires and despairs. Their economic determinism
(which even ‘explains’, post facto, the revolts of May '68 as
being due to the beginnings of the economic crisis—as if the
crisis in France isn't far worse now, yet the revolution far less
explosive) is an attempt to provide a scientific basis for this
teacher role, which believes one has to educate the workers to
understand the objective laws of capital in order to get them
to destroy it (doubtless, using the ICC as its central weapon).
Asfor us, "We know only one science: the science of history”
(The German ldeologvl. They're incapable of seeing how the
proletariat is partly responsible for the crisis, in so faras it has
failed to confront the objective consequences of their limited
revolt. The ICC sees the crisis as the creation of the proletariat
only in so far as it's the alienated product of its wage-labour
turned against it, rather than a dialectic of this and the
alienated product of its class struggle turned against it, existing
as an apparently all-powerful force. This notion of the
proletariat as merely victim is a justification for their semi-
secret belief in themielves as the saviours, as sole possessors of
class consciousness; their belief that the workers are merely
manipulated by the Left in a one-way fashion (as if workers
aren't Leftists, and in part choose to succumb to ideology)
reveals a hidden belief that they can manipulate them with
‘True’ class consciousness.

They achieve ‘coherence’ by excluding every aspect of life
and the world that does not conform to their militant worker-
centred ideology: they censor their ideas down to the ones
which have consequences they can easily handle, in particular,
the simplification of specific problems into questions of

confronting the totality of capitalist relations. Of course, they
have to develop an ideological defence against breaking out of
their fixed definition of what constitutes the revolutionary
process: thus, in the name of anti-individualism they effectively
dismiss the struggle for individual autonomy as “dilletanteism”;
in the name of the centrality of the world crisis, every other
aspect of critical activity is dismissed as "marginalism”; in the
name of following in their fathers’ footsteps-—those of the old
workers’ movement—they dismiss every extension of practical
theory covering all aspects of life as “the cult of newness"
(since they never do anything new or experimental they're
incapable of distinguishing between the phoney novelties this
world produces and what is genuinely new about modern
alienation and the forces that oppose it).

The achieve the determined sense of certainty they appar-
ently have because breaking new ground, concretely confronting
resistances and obstacles in one’s daily life, involves an anxious
uncertainty and fear of aloneness which it is all too easy to
avoid by repressingsuch confrontations. If such a milieu has
pres-defined what is revolutionary then allegiance to such a
group assures the militant of evading the search for autono-
mous discovery: but it sure must get a drag churning out the
same permitted stock phrases and set ‘analyses’ over and over,
again and again that anyone with just the slightest taste for
adventure must feel the urge to leave and thereby achieve an
element of self-respect.

-H--I--I-*

Between 1973 and 1976 I had a comrade-friendship with
Roger Gregory, until he joined World Revolution, which made
me decide to break (in a somewhat unclear un-definite sort of
way) off from him. Since that time I saw him on and off
occasionally, and finally decided to clearly break with him in
1977 rather than leave myself with the niggling feeling of not
having taken my critiques of him seriously. During this time
our relationship had been a series of frivolous joking about,
mad goonish immediacy (which was sometimes fun, but
became pretty compulsive and empty after a while), con-
sequenceless and frustrating argumentative discussions and
half-hearted challenges which never resulted in anything.
He'd occasionally challenge my couple relationship at that _
time (a challenge with a lot of potential substance to it; but
he could only make artificial critiques based on an abstract
critique of the couple in general—a "You're not developing
your autonomy"—type accusation—rather than be concrete,
a challenge which was not so much concerned with changing
our relationship as with proving his critical ability); I'd
criticise his lethargy, his inability--refusal even—to get anything
together, to write anything, or to assert himself without his
words being half-quotes from \/aneigem or Debord (now he's
substituted the lCC’s line as his medium for being ‘aggressive’,
which always comes over as rehearsed and not quite authentic,
as if there's a little man in his head saying, "l must make a
critique of that opinion if I am to prove to myself I am a
revolutionary"). I also made some criticisms of his romanticism
la focussing on—and very often, exaggeration and dramatis-
ation of-the ‘good’ aspect of a friend of his or situation he
has been in, to the distortion or neglect of the ‘bad’, a way of
showing off what a weird, exciting, subjective daily life he
led), which was linked to his attraction to the ICC (their
manifesto is really stirring stuff: images of- leading the
triumphant through the gates of the proletarian heavenl). Of
course, compared with his previous inactivity he was bound
to feel temporarily happy: as part of a ready-made inter-
national grouping that's DOING something about the world
he could feel himself stretching beyond North London to the
four corners of the globe. But this buzz, based as it is on
militant totality-type ideology, was short-lived: in private he's
pretty scornful of those comrades of his who lead totally
conventional mediocre lives (in fact, their economic determin-
ism is the ideological rationalisation which enables themto
avoid looking at their own relationships: the struggle of the
workers becomes the projection of all the hopes that they are
incapable of fighting for themselves, beginning with each
other). He ‘justifies’ this self-abandonment with the fatalistic
beliefthat such organisation is the only radical possibility
today--as if one can fight alienation with alienated means.



f.

Some more thoughts on terrorism:
(I-‘rom page I0)

Terrorismlis now one of the daily occupational hazards of
being a member of the ruling class-—-like fatal ‘accidents’ are
for bi.iildirig_workers. Though the rulers‘ moral emotional
outrage expresses merely their own class solidarity and an
ideology of violence that automatically excludes their own
(e.g. the murder of Moro is to be condemned by all right
thinking people, whereas the murder of Lorusso-- Italian
revolutionary killed byrthe cops in 1977- is considered
”normal and inevitabIe”, according to the Prime Minister

Andreotti) this banal bourgeois hypocrisy is used
by various so-called radicals to justify support, critical or
otherwise, -for various terrorist tendencies-‘-from the Angry
Brigade to the Red Brigade, from RAF to ETA. The attitude
of romantic identification with such apparently proletarian
expressions of courage "Well, they don’t quite have the
-right ideas, but they are on our side and they are attacking
our enemies, so we have to support them. because basically,
if they go down, we all go down" ignores the fundamental
siilistitiilionism of terrorism, even when the participants
claim to be merely ”part of the movement". In fact, often
the rise of terrorism coincides with the petrificatior. of the
movement (in ltal_y?_for example), and sometimes even acts
as a brake on the beginnings of a general anti-State move-
ment (e.g. the recent killings of the generals in Spain after
a spontaneous general strike against the cops in the Basque
country).

The recent revival of interest in the Angry Brigade
amongst certain currents in Britain, signified by the rapid
sale of a pamphlet merely listing their communiques and
their bombings, illustrates the seduction by spectators of
revolt to one of the dominant definitions of revolutionary
activity. Such an image is attractive only to those who over-
impatiently seek short-cuts, a desire born out of the
desperately felt, but unthought out, wish to immediately
consequentially destroy the Old World, an attraction to
instant cures which commodity advertising promotes and
which is internalised by peoples’ daily anxious yearning for
satisfaction now. In its superficially revolutionary form
(terrorism) this commodity "impulse" refuses to recognise that
the revolutionary meeting-point with history is a process
which takes time, a process of conscious development.
Terrorists and their cheerleaders are essentially concerned
with a bravado image because they know that simulation is
the only thing that can escape time, though they don’t know
that simulators cannot. *

A few words on Germany, the Red Army Fraction & the
response to these by english ‘libertarians’:

Despite many mystifications (e.g. students" or ‘youth 1-as
the vanguard of the oppressed), the gut disgust with the dead
life of bourgeois complacency began in the sixties with a great
deal of imagination and originality, but the sexual experiment-
ation and anti-bourgeois anger have long outlived the advent-
urous content they ever had and have stagnated into the forms
of Otto Muhl’s A.A. communes and the RAF, into sexual
politics ideology (character assassination, compulsive poly-
gamy etc.) and anti-imperialist, anti-fascist ideologies.
Terrorism, born out of the failure of this youth movement,
retained its vanguardist, anti-imperialist illusions, a funda-
mental aspect of its failure, the miserable consequences of
which it has never seriously faced.

One of the functions of the Mogadishu Show, put on by
international capital courtesy of the RAF and friends, was
clearly to make up for the tarnished image of the army after
the anti-nuclear power demonstrations in the summer of '77:

1. Someone bursting with bright-eyed invention will come out with the
sparkiing words: "Huh, you're accepting a bourgeois category to call it
terrorism. You gotta call it armed struggle or else you're a counter--
revolutionary creep". As if all words -- “armed_struggle" included -_
don’t have ruling" and revolutionary interpretations accordi_ng to their
context; ‘terrorism’ and ‘armed struggle‘ in the terms and terminology
of a revolution of the majority are incompatible: in the lying language
of the bourgeoisie (and the just mentioned cliche-spieler) they ‘re
indistinguishable.
2. And in terms of strategy, if the Red Brigades hadn't killed Moro
the fact of the bourgeoisie having been prepared to let this Elder
Statesman die would have caused far more embarrassment, conflicts
and crises in the ruling class (as well as making it hard for them to
present a scape-goat Tragedy-image of the equivalence of revolution
with savagery, the villainous Monster Movie everyone loves to be
terrified and horrified by).

the violent defenders of State property and its pollution turn
out to be nct so nasty after all-—-just like the boys next door,
really. The internationally televised Schmidt-Social Democrat
political electioneering and State show-of-strength celebration,
hypocritically "on behalf of” the hijack victims, is mirrored on
a small scale in the ‘libertarian’ spectacle of martyr worship
intended to boost their political self-image. Like the ruling
class which posthumously awards Victoria Crosses to the
obedient slaves who die for it, the "well-whateIse-can-you-
do?”-type ‘libertarians’ in this country mourn the dead heroes.
Solidarity with the RAF is, on the one hand, an admiration
for a realised comic-book notion of heroic daring that english
‘libertarians’ rarely act out in an underivative form in the reality
of their own daily lives; and, on the other hand, it's a deeply-felt
empathy with the victim, which shows how much libertarians
here are virtually always the victims of circumstances, rarely
their creators. In Germany (as everywhere where people have
refused to take responsibility for the personal and objective
effect (or lack of) their own mistakes) the victims have always been
victims of circumstances they have helped to create: the
vicious circle of State reaction and of reacting to the State
means that at all stages the State has called the tune. In this
sado-masochistic knot, each time the terrorists,’ competition
to up the stakes and prove their revolutionary audacity (status
rewards for those who spiral up the attacks on an ascending
hierarchy of bourgeois villains; contempt-—even death--for
those who ‘weakly’ fail to measure up to such demands) has
led to more martyrdom, heightened technocratic State power,
liberal-humanist-reformist campaigns, ritualistic leftist denunci-
ations, solidarity campaigns with the terrorists (not only useless
but a dangerous & mystifying distraction, bolstering convent-
ional stereotyping of what constitutes a threat to Power, and
i;he scapegoat use of such notions for strengthening the
separation between workers and what they think the revolu -
tionary struggle is) and just plain burnt out resignation. In
each case individuals have renounced their autonomy for the
false choices of various ideologies, various causes, various
‘scenes’ and their various self-enclosed but reciprocally-
naintained characters.

The common identity based on the lowest common denom-
inator of common revulsion against State atrocities, breeds, at
first sight, strange bed-fellows: the leninitt counter-state
atrocities of the RAF are ‘critically’ supported by the liber-
tarians whose fundamental unifying factor is opposition to
Leninism! (and this purely on the basis of their being tortured,
as if common “criminals”, who don’t share the elitism of the
terrorists, aren't proportionally brutalised by the system for
their own crimes against bourgeois property values). But at
second sight-this isn't so strange: secretly the libertarians
recognise their own militant-cadre desires in these~-albeit ’
unnecessarily violent—would-be sparks that light the prairie
fire: In the case of the RAF this latter self-justification is, for
the most part, a lie, even in its own vanguardist terms: it's put
on to maintain some semblance of apparent ‘revolutionary’
credibility. In reality their guilt-ridden Third Worldist ideology
is based on an arrogant contempt for the workers of the ‘First
World’ they pretend to attempt to incite on the callous
principle (which history has repeatedly given the lie to) of
“the heavier the State repression, the more likely the workers
will explode.” And counter-State terror only breeds nausea
and outrage from these workers and tends to bind them more
submissively to State terror (and even if it didn't,; it could only
breed passive follower-supporters, or, at ‘best’, imitators). Basing
their strategy on the old nihilist cliche “When you got nothing
you got nothing to lose" the RAF can’t even begin to grasp
the banality that just desperation almost always leads to
greater and more purposeless desperate activity, or to shell-
shocked petrification. Their ‘theory '—"'Urban guerilla warfare
bases itself on the analysis that by the time conditions are ripe
for armed struggle then it'll be too late to prepare for it”
conveniently ignores the basic fact that it’s the State that gets
the most preparation and the working class gets none, as well
as the fact that revolutions have been destroyed primarily by
the combination of fear, gullibility and ideology before they
were destroyed militarily. Likewise, their efforts to expose the
vulnerability of the State has made the State far less vulnerable,
and the proletariat far more. This isn't to deny the value of
learning how to shoot: like all techniques, it has a revolutionary
use; merely that consciousness is the major weapon revolu-

tionaries can use now, in counter-revolutionary circumstances.
For the RAF the urge to destroy now has become equally the
urge to self-destruction and the only ‘creative’ urge that has
developed has been that of the most advanced Big Brother
machinery ever. In fixating unstrategically on the State and
its personas (whether out of an impulsive sense of disgust or
out of a guiltily repressed semi-conscious resentful self-
recognition) they have fed the State with its armoury: when
the enemy chooses the battlefield and the weapons, only the
enemy can win.

In the midst of_all this crap, which is being increasingly
seen as such, the far from novel illusion which is likely to gain
in popular support—because of its appeal to pragmatism, to
‘usefulness’, is that of the liberal reformists, possibly in
combination with leftist intellectuals. It's therefore worth
saying a few disillusioning words about their history and their
‘strategy’: In the period up to 1972 the various representatives
of capital (press, education hierarchy, civil service etc.) feared
a threat to their ideological hegemony and their position posed
by the leftist intellectual entrists, with their manipulative
elitist strategy of trying to destroy the system “from within”.
The battle over whether capitalist institutions (mainly the
schools and universities) should be authoritarian or ‘democratic’
and over the content of the lie (whether marxism should be on
the curriculum or not) was really a battle over different
strategies for capitalism- rigidity or pluralism. Pluralism,
despite giving anti-students a bit more leeway, is essentially
merely more subtly bewildering and suffocating—as in the USA
or Britain etc. Anyway, the struggle to make the institutions
more ‘democratic’ was already a leftist recuperation of the
revolt against all separate institutions and all separate notions
of education, a revolt that knew itself to be so (the isolation
of the struggle—which reformism opportunistically aimed to
remedy at the same time as falsifying its content——was helped
by the rebels‘ tendency to stereotype and resign themselves
to the ‘inevitable’ hostility of the workers, such that they
never tried to undercut the reactionary media's mediation
between them and the rest of the proletariat, thus helping to
reinforce the workers‘ reificationof them; anti-work ethic
faced work ethic, and each solidified into a posture that
excluded self-recognition in the other). In this battle between
Left and Right, the Right’ won inevitably (given that the
failure to confront the backward consciousness of the German
proletariat made the possibility of a general revolutionary
movement very unlikely): firstly, because the peculiar history
of the development of capitalism and its democracy in Germany
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CONVERSATION LIBERATION co les’ curiosit needs on a verP P Y Y
FRONT superficial level. The alienated indi

(f1'0Il1 P386 13‘) viduai tries to escape the insularity
An elaboration of some of the of his experience by finding a
things touched on: vicarious link with the apparent

, life of others. Though gossip may
G0“? well be a way of confirming or
It allows people a vicarious ivew of disconfirming a view one holds
others; links people superficially about another, it’s rare that such
with innumerable other individuals opinions are armed, are tested out
(people like to feel they know and in relation to the person one is
are known by several others-feel talking about: talking openly abou
they have several ’acquainta.nces’- others acts as an evasion from
a desire for, without the realisation talking openly about the person
of, community). Gossip meets YOI-l'r¢ talking t0-

(the dominance of the military, the unity of the aristocracy and
industry, the lack of any independent bourgeois revolution etc.)
makes the possibility of a liberal State virtually nil; and
secondly, because capital has chosen the definite particular
strategy of cybernetic Social Democracy as a model means of
defending possible attack due to its economic crisis and the
attacks of the RAF. The opposition to Berufsverbote is—like
that towards pollution—completely uncontroversial, ranging
from the Guardian to Solidarity. (But, like one’s understanding
of pollution, different analyses of its cause should lead to
differing conclusions, though the difference between the
Guardian and Solidarity in this case is merely the difference
between types of unpracticed advocacy: a liberal campaign
versus a libertarian campaign). The excesses of Berufsverbote
could be tidied up, but merely as a means of glossing over the
continuing repressive bureaucracy. The liberal-leftists
‘outraged’ critique of Berufsverbote and their strategy of
appeals to ‘world opinion‘ etc. is not only confusing, bound to
fail and lead to demoralisation because it fails to grasp the
objective strategy of the State, and hence sets up illusions in
the possibilities of a ‘good’ State, but also because they don't
(and don't want to) attempt to ‘win over’ the mass bl prole-
tarians, by attacking their complicity with their miserable
life, or by intervening to extend the struggles they are already
involved in. This they naturally cannot do without under-
mining their own class position and ambitions-—-their place in
the avant-garde of culture, academia etc. (Just this once, I
shall avoid giving a rousing ending to an article).

A few words on defence groups:  
The human necessity to expose the liberal sham and tr-y to secure the
release of British dissidents is ideologically pumped up as a means of
inciting people to revolt, falsely assuming that individuals’ recognition
of the democratic lie can be taught by the example of the victimisation
of others. This ‘method’ can only attempt to make partisans, who then
go and spread the word to other would be partisans There are even
those who gleefully thrive on the prospect of such victimisation as yet
another opportunity to churn out yet another propaganda campaign
Ironically, the humanitarian justification for such a campaign tends to
inhumanly ignore the fact that it is a human (but not revolutionary)
need to help anyone in prison, whether ‘political’ or not. Strangely,
anarchists and Leftists in this country sloganise "Free All Political
Prisoners! ”, whereas anarchists, and even Leftists, in Spain have long
had the slogan “Free All Prisoners” (which demand, nevertheless, '
remains pretty abstract, and is hardly acted on, except by the
prisoners themselves).
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Anecdotes
Unless used to illustrate a point,
they reduce people and events to
purely behavioural appearances,
failing to grasp any meaning about
people etc., abstracting the story
from the experience of it, anaes-
thetising the reality for an aesthetic
dramatic image. They ‘re a way of
being entertaining/amusing -but

i are usually an undialectical mono-
logue: showing how much the
‘story-teller’ is out of touch with
the ‘listener’-unable or unwilling
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to reach out. Nostalgic remini-
scences romanticise (and, hence,
falsify) the past, failing to learn
from and supersede the past. The
past defines the present (the con-
versation), rather than illumin-
ating the present. The constant
repetition of particular anecdotes
illustrates the stagnation/nom
development-of the individual.
Rather than critically supersede the
past, it becomes congealed into an
‘interesting’ story. The difference
be tween ‘radical’ anecdotists and
‘straight’ anecdotjsts is that with
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the former the event is something
they make happen, with the latter
it’s something that happens to
them.

The Good Conversationalist
One who entertains you with words
and stories, but never feels your
presence except as a listener, as
someone to be impressed, as some-
one who can respond to, or laugh
at, their words, but not someone
who will effect them, not someone
who can be played with. or have
demands put on them. This person
displays autonomy, but secretly
needs to be patted on the back and
congratulated.

The Academic
Academia: a social relation among
people, mediated by books. When

A couple of tentative observations
on the poverty and contradictions
of encounter groups, growth groups
primal therapy etc: in such a cult-
ure as ours excessive repression 8:
confusion must be avoided if pe-
ople are to be capable of playing
the increasing variety of roles ne- -
cessary to meet the requirements
of a fast-changing economy; al-
ready ideas of ridding peopleof
their feelings of alienation have
been used in factories in Sweden
and the USA, to help ease the ten-
sion between workers and manage-
ment. At the same time one can’t
dismiss the various therapies as
simplistically ideological in this
way: all of them recuperate the
desire for something new and origi-
nal, for honesty and mutual dis-

The piece on ‘us’ (sec
page I8): it should really
have said that ‘us’ never really
existed, in that ‘us’ never actually
defined any common projectlsl.
any minimum requirements. or any-
thing about ‘us’. In fact, the journal
was purely put together by me,
though two articles (one on
feminism, the other on Ireland)
were mostly ‘written’ by Paul
Sieveking (in fact there was
virtually nothing original in these
articles--most of what had been
written had been ripped off from
other peoples’ texts; Paul Sieveking
merely signed his name to them).

Concerning Paul Sieveking,
towards whom my past tolerance
expressed an evasive tolerance
towards some of the same preten-
sions in myself: In 1975 he
published, under the pseudonym
of Practical Paradise Publications,
a translation of Vaneigem’s
“Traite de Savoir-Vivre Pour
L’Usage des Jeunes Generations”
(under the title ‘The Revolution of
Everyday Life’). This had a critique
of Vaneigem contained in ‘A
Footnote on Practical Truth’, a
critique through which he aims to
imply that he is superior to
Vaneigenr, when in fact he never
ever had anything of Vaneigem’s
f°¥1'_"s=I Qrlsinality, and in fact the
critique 1s completely applicable to

-r, ‘

the interaction between people
becomes stifled, awkward, damned
up, reach out for a pamphlet—the
instant paper over the cracks in the
facade of togetherness . . . Of
course, there ‘s nothing essentially
‘false’ in discussing a piece of
writing—the trouble is, it’s so often
a barrier to mutual learning and
development, rather than a spring-
board: the piece of writing is dis-
cussed in its own self-contained
framework, as a piece of writing,
rather than its application to the
lives of the individuals discussing
it.

The Questioner
The questioner asks questions
because he has nothing tocay, yet
cannot stand silence: there is no
genuine curiosity or purpose to his
questions. Fearful of his own

thoughts he asks questions which
hint at his thoughts, but which
enable him to avoid committing
himself to them lest he say some-
thing that challenges the stasis of
the situation and, in particular, his
own stasis.
The Nice Guy
Politeness is the easiest way of
coping, the simplest form of
indifference and impersonality.
The nice guy wants to get by with
as little aggravation as possible. He
wants to be approved of, is anxious
of being disliked or feared. He
wishes to affirm every role-bound
person, because he fears they will
not affirm his role otherwise; he
uses his vulnerability. his ‘warmth’
and his ‘generosity’ as a defence.
He is frightened of attacking lest
he hurts the other person—he feels

A Few Additional Thoughts On Therapy
(from page 15) i

IFOVBTV and develflflmfi-‘I1. the lationships in abstracto. In such
desire to reach out, the desire to
let go, into spheres separated from
the individuals’ daily interaction
(frightened to scream in the super-
market?- co-me to our secure, safe
and sound-proofed padded pad -
and scream to your heart and
lungs’ contentl. All techniques
are permitted - massage and
psychoanalysis included - it's
merely a question of tearing up
the ideological wrappin that go
with them and using them to
revolutionise the world. But the
therapygroup functions as a
thing-in-itself, a social-relation-in
itself, people who come together
for that specific evening, a vacuum
coming together for the specific

a context symptoms are picked
on without the demand that the
Qndividual confront the objective
conditions lboth specific and gen-
erall reinforcing such symptoms.
Brutality and repression makes
an individual adopt defences;
further brutality is when he's
expected to drop them without
outer conditions changing. The '
usual demand is to ‘drop the mask’,
which is a bit like demanding
someone drops their gasmask in
smog. The only potentially
revolutionary ‘therapy’ is to ex-
periment with grouping together
for some project to subvert ‘the
outside world’ which would bring
blocks, unnecessary defences and

reason of working out their re- anxieties into confrontationiwith

him as well. ln 1977, he published
a re-printed translation of Debord’s
“Society of the Spectacle”, whilst
at the same time being a member
of the ‘Orange Order’ cult of
Bagwhan Rajneesh. Apparently he
can see no incongruity between
printing a brilliant revolutionary
book and wearing the photo of a
guru round his neck. The contra-
diction, however, is explainable:
both the book and his allegiance to
the most modern of cults are means
of sustaining his radical self-image,
his spectacle of opposition to the
spectacle. Of course, anybody’s
insights can be a means by which an
individual represses his own thoughts
and feelings: they merely become a
set of ideas that the individual can
bullshit his way through life with.
And the more the ideas express
some essential element of the
reality of the individual’s misery,
the subtler their repressive effect:
but it is usually the individual who
cons only himself -others, less
caught up in ideology , can see
through the abstraction far more
easily. "The need to imitate which
is felt by the consumer is precisely
the infantile need conditioned by
all the aspects of his fundamental
dispossession. In the terms applied
by Gabel to a completely different
pathological level, ‘the abnormal
need for representation here
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compensates for a torturing feeling
of being on the margin of
existence’.” (Society of the
Spectacle, thesis 219). Paul":
desperately dependant need for a
benevolent authority and guide has
led him to discover his
ideal parent. however, incarnated
in the form of the Rajneesh—a
model of excellence which has
replaced his former drugs—Hegel,
the S.l., Norman O.Brown and
cocaine. Paul’s IT eulogy of
Bagwhan as the ‘Genius of the
Absurd’ and his favourite quote of
the guru “livery thing I have said
up until now is rubbish” is his
objective supnort for unsuperseded
self-contradiction, repression of
the memory of his past, rejection
of history and general purposeless-
ness, directionlessness and futility.1
Like all agreeable and reserved
english gentlemen he keeps his
thoughts and anger (if he has any
left) to himself, verbally suppress-
ing any remnant of subjectivity
with quotes from books & '
pamphlets, occasional half-hearted
‘celebrations’ of famous peoples’
works of art and anecdotal banter
learnt at Cambridge University. His
submerged illusion of superiority
occasionally bobs up when he
unguardedly reveals his contempt
for the ‘mindless masses’, though
—aecording to what is conveniently

guilty for the other person's pain,
but in this way he masochistically
swallows his thoughts and feelings,
and hurts himself instead, believing
that in his silence he can maintain
some illusion of purity and superi-
ority. But what he fears most of all
is being attacked back. He only gets
angry or assertive insituations
where he knows he is loved and safe
and will always, like a child,
‘be supported: he is
frightened to realise that he has to
act alone. His energy is so other-
directed it’s like he is frantically
trying to escape from himself, from
his own desires in all the activity
designed to please everybody else:
but since he has lost himself, he is
incapable of ever meeting anybody
else.

the daily world that reinforces their
‘necessity’, which would make the
experienced and theoretically
grasped connection between the
immediate social relationships
and the society as a whole direct-
ly tangible; ‘therapy’ - even in its’
so-called radical forms - never
helps towards the discovery of
these crossroads, these points of
unity between daily life and the
totality, when we see how chang-
ing ourselves is inextricably linked
with attacking the world, with
changing and challenging others,
with exploding the separation
between the immediate and society
in general.

protective at any particular moment
—he will say “Well, l’m as much in
the shit as everybody else.”
Completely lacking in any enthusi-
asm whatsoever, he is like a lost
orphan, in search of the womb of a
totally accepting mother, which
yearning for total fusion he projects
into the golden utopia of the future
after the Revolution, which is
somehow going to drop from the
sky. But for now, such ‘practical
paradise’, such total here-and-now
harmony (an ideal he clutches onto
to avoid conflict) is to be found in
his ‘home’ in India, where he longs
to return. Poor Paul.

=l==l==l==i<>l<=i<=l=>l==l<=l<=l<‘!'-=l=>l=='l<

Recently in that counter-cultural
culture-counter International Times,
he got a ‘friend’ of his to defend
him with lies about the S.l.—
Heathcote Williams, a semi-alcoholic
trendy playwright and blatant
public liar, with whom Paul has
never exchanged an honest word.
He can no doubt justify these pre-
tentious bits of bullshit (e.g.
dismissing the S.l. and its vital
involvement in France May ’68 as
“embittered scene-creamers who . . .
tried in typically French fashion to
intellectualise the whole mood out
of existence”, and slandering them
by saying that “their heroes are . . .
Solanas, Nechayev, the lRA.”)

- f

with his smug compulsively inane
“don’t take things so seriously”,
defending himself from every critic
of his very ordinary tlippant role
by labelling them kill-joys (exactly
how the Sun dismissed leftist
critics of the Jubilee). lie has
moved from Blakean-Christian
visionary politics (Albion lirec
State) to Groucho Marxist fantasies
(Frccstoniu), which expresses his
daily false separation between his
utopian compensations for present
misery and innocuously frivolous
here-and-now-ism which only he
and his llatterers appreciate. and
which get him nowhere. His
personal cliche is “You can catch
more flies with honey than with
vinegar". which is an inadvertent
admission of the trivia of his
desires and his vanity (not to
mention what he thinks of sweet
and sour pork.2 His “critique_”_ of
The Catalyst Ti.mes3 if "0 ¢Tl'l1ll"¢
at all, since he is at least as if not
more guilty of the facile attacks
he makes on that chaotic jumble
of a pamphlet.

=l= =l= =l= =ll=

IT, l should add, continues that
classical idiocy of negative identi-
fication ‘The enemy's enemy is
my friend’—by, for example,
supporting Ron Bailey merely
because hc’s having a battle with
the council. it’s worth making
public the suppressed memories of
the history of -this “Working (‘lass
Hero”. In I969 during the
Redbridge squatting campaign, old
Bailcy’s role as anarcho-militant
was always to present to the
council and the Press a moralistic
‘Cathy (’ome llomc’-type case on
behalf of the respectable family
squatter. This led him to denounce
as having nothing to do with decent
squatting those unemployed home-
less kids, who. in escaping from
family life, decided to occupy (in
August '69) l44 Piccadilly, a
massive mansion overlooking
Buckingham Palace and the Hilton
Hotel. This kind of behaviour, he
said, in his self-appointed capacity
as squatter press officer, was
damaging to the reputation of those
‘genuine’ squatters - homeless
families. He repeated this kind of
social work militancy in the famous
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Centre Point occupation of i973.
The strategy was brilliant- Bailey &
co. spent 6 months infiltrating the
security company guarding llyams’
monstrosity, only to stay just three
days inside (at a time when public
buildings in ltaly were being
occupied for up to two years).
Their first action once inside was
to invite in the Press in order to
publicise the scandal of this massive
empty building whilst hundreds of
thousands were homeless; but none
of them were homeless---and the
thousands of homeless people out-
side, for whom they were supposed-
ly acting, were not allowed into
the building, whilst journalists
were. The building was kept spic
and span, and they left it in a
neatcr state than when they took it
over. So concerned were they about
their responsible image that they
phoned up the security company
every hour to say everything was
alright. Though Bailey and friends
arrived on the balcony outside
clenching their fists and spieling
rhetorical slogans of solidarity with
the miners strike, their actual
practice in the building had been a
form of scabbing of the strike; for,
at a time when the minimum
gesture of support for the miners
meant using up as much electricity
as possible, they had conscientiously
ensured that most of the lights
were switched off. Ami the festive
mini-riot in Charing Cross Road
that followed the occupation was
condemned as irresponsible and
disgraceful by our Ron, who was
really quite upset by this display
of bad manners. Aaah if only
people could revolt tidily. . . I
Incidentally, one of Bailey’s
equally rcmonstrative co-starring
cohorts of this West lind farce wa.-.
Jack l)romcy, centre forward of
Left United in the match against
Right Rangers at Grunwicks, an
event designed to boost Trade
Unionism’s fading militant image;
as at Centre Point, Dromey’s
“sensible” concern for others, was
aimed to ensure that others should
submit to him and his ‘radical’
posture.

To return, once more, to the
original text:

Shutes remarks on Horelicks
(in Skirmishes with an Untimely
Man) applies to the comment on
‘situations’ (Page iii) in this piece:
“ ‘Situations’ are not understood
by llorelick . . . subjectively, as
social relations, but only object-
ively, as something one finds,
comes to, intervenes in.” (which
isn’t to deny the use of the latter).

- The concept ofdiversion is
oversimplified: applied purely to
printed material, not to every
aspect of life.

=l= .=l= =l< =l=

A couple of general ideas on its
style:

Thcre’s a constant repetition of
‘boredom’, ‘bored’ and ‘boring’,
which reduces the complexity of
repression to a blanket experience.
After all, boredom, apathy, resist-
ance, is partly the responsibility of
the bored: a drab situation can be
diverted, made to come alive by
pen, voice or gesture.

Thcrc’s an overuse of the
literary/lyrical style, which,
although is part of the process of
steeping the commonplace in
dreams, giving it over to the
sovereign pleasure of subjectivity,
thus cmpllasising the contradiction
between what is and what could
be, it is easy prey for a stance of
admiration (something challenging,
possibly painful, is turned into an
aesthetic appreciation by the
writer and reader and the criticism
is lost, glossed over and swerved
around by the literary mind).
Also, it isn't really conducive to
serious reflection. One has to fight
through the overstatemcnts to get
to those parts that are illuminating.

1.Bagwhans' attraction is that he
can see through p8oDlB5' Dieteti-
tions and expose them, yet play
the accepting parent: having had
their characterological rigidities
attacked, his followers attribute
the release of energy to the su-
ppression of the ego, which is
a confusion of ego with charac-
ter, with image. Bagwhans'
growthese ideology of opposi-
tion to all defences in a world
in a world where defences are
essential, is his means of lob-
otomising people (suppressing
their thoughts and desires) so
that he can supplant their own
\--x/--'-*-

individuality with his ‘enlight-
enment’. His favourite story -
that of the Zen master who,
when his pupil slapped him
round the race after 15 years
of faithful studenthood, said
‘At last! - you understand!‘ -
is merely a witty articulation
of the most subtle of avant-
gardist postures: the anti-leader
pre-empting and recuperating the
the possibility of a consequen-
tial break with his challenging
teacher role‘by, on the one hand,
reducing it to a reformist battle,
and on the other hand, congrat-
ulating himself for his teaching
capacity as a means of taking
the radicality out of a potential
autonomous aggressive act, at
the same time as making out
that such criticallty is his inten-
tion all the tlme anyvvay.The
complete unreflected immersion
in the immediate, a collective
solipsism, is both product and
producer of a smug dismissal of
the relevance of death and of
the fear of dying - which enables
these well-fed wealthy drop-outs
to justify ignoring the misery
around them, and to reject any
notion of changing the world
(their conception of change is
a-historically metaphysical: people
merely ‘grovv'.). Their ideas might
carry a bit more weight if they
starved themselves, but of
course none of them live with
the very directly real daily threat
of death. ‘Nothing original comes
from thinking’ is Bagwhans' un-
original thought, as if thought is
separable from practice and sen-
sitivity. Bagwhan thinks hr can
escape history but history will
not escape him, whether it be
in the form of his own organis-
ation collapsing in on him, his
worsening asthma or the Indian
proletariat.
2. This ideology of the dangerous
radicality of playfully taking the
piss out of the rulers and the
dominant conditions (i.e. “you can
catch more flies with honey than
with vinegar") is something -
the rulers, particularly in this
country, have long accommodated
and even encouraged. From Queen
Victoria's love of Alice in Wonder-
land to Denis Healey dressing up
as a fairy-godmother and Queen
Elizabeth making fun of her ‘my
husband and l‘ platitude, via The
Goons, Private Eye, Monty Python
and The Goodies, satire and
humour have distracted from the
very real power these people have
over our lives. ln fact, it contrib-
utes to their fascination, even if
people are cynically fascinated: ’
laughing at the cripples who
govern us is an impotent gesture
of contempt which enables the
cynic to accept them even as he
inconsequentially attacks them,
and distracts him from that area
of his life he can directly effect.
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A. A walking robot with a frightened individual squir-
ming inside.

Ba an Object obsessed with its own power to turn other
into obgects.

C. Somfione who humiliates you "for your own protect-
IOH 0

D’ 0?” ?h°5e Sreatest pain is for someone to ignore
his authority.

E. The keeper of the peace of the world of obedient
slaves.
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° 9 P5 you sleep safe in bed at nhflmrest assured that your dreams will never bec-
ome real.

L' A fath°r'f18uP6 eenignly protecting you from
those who wish to harm you, in particular,
yourself-
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Situationist humour-product
of the contradictions between
the latent possibilities of the
epoch and its absurd rea|ity—
once it ceases to be practical,
approaches simply the mediar
popular humour of a society
where the good spectator has
been largely supplanted by the
cynical spectator.

— "Soc'iety‘0f Situationism’
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It could probably even have
appeared in Mad magazine.
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In April 1977 I re-printed, with a
few alterations, Isaac Cronin’s
leaflet ‘Class Struggle In Italy,
1977’, predominantly to provide
some information at a time when
there was virtually none. This gap
has more recently been filled by
a pamphlet by Red Notes entitled
‘Living with an earthquake’, which
is excellently informative despite
its uncritical eclecticism (available
from Box 15, 2a St Pauls Rd,
London N1). Nevertheless, the
uncritical celebration of the re-
cmergencc of a general revolutionary
movement (understandable-but not
very helpful— 10 years ago) is
unforgiveable now: despite the
massive conscious practical
rejection of leninism (illustrated by,
for example, the self-dissolution of
the mass party, Lotta Continua-
about the most radical thing
Leninists have ever done) there are
several dangers that seem to be
looming in the movement. Take,
for example, the manifesto of the
Metropolitan Indians. This combines
impossible ‘transitional’ demands,
vaguely radical practical demands,
alternativist reformism, totally
populist irrelevancies, abstract
utopianism, contentlcss hippy-type
humour--and all this with a
Woodstock Nation-type image of a
community of desperate, angry,
fun-loving revolutionaries who are
going to storm the citadels of
capital on will power and emotional
gut-seductive rhetoric alone. Their
humour, fetishised, abstracted from
its ironically satirical attack on
idiotic Stalinist platitudes, tends to
lose its strategic bite and falls into
flippant reflex. The whole thing
conveys a mood of a general move-
ment of negation that doesn’t
really want to think about its
movement: the joyful self-spectacu-
larisation (posing as triumphant
applause) of a movement that
doesn’t want to move. It condemns
the way the hippy movement in
California was assimilated into the
system and put on the market, but,
failing to see how the limitations
of the hippies, yippies etc. led to
their recuperatiomlrepcat some of
the failings of ll'l€ hippies and
yippies. This, in an objective
situation which cannot permit
such integration, may well lead to
unrealised alternative society
yearnings, parochial despair and
narrow obsessions with drugs: some
Metropolitan Indians are now
campaigning for that corny banality
“Legalise Cannabis” at the same
time as hypocritically condemning
the workers as being totally
integrated into the system, into the
work ethic and the CP structures
and strictures, their justification
for refusing to meet the workers.
Since the CP has nothing to offer
the workers ‘except’ representation,
slightly cushioning the blows of
austerity and the passifying threat
of the insecurity of unemployment
as compensation for present misery,
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this anti-interventionist ideologr
is a self-fulfilling justification for
avoidance of one of the most hope-
ful routes out of the Italian
revolutionary movement’s impasse;
it is a daily life-ism which refuses to
extend the terrain of daily life, a
rejection of a revolutionary
possibility in a potentially revolu-
tionary situation. In their break
with leftist militancy, there has
been an implicit association, in
the movement, of sacrificial cadre
politics with going to the factory
gates, as if there can only be a
patronising “this is the line”
relationship with those at the
centre of the production of this
world (and of its negation); as if
they can’t share experiences and
ideas or intervene or be honestly
critical without being elitist. In the
name of anti-sacrifice this in fact
sacrifices an essential terrain to the
Stalinists without a fight. Or to
those leftist opportunists who meet
the workers on the basis of the
transitional sloganz “Work for all;
Work less“. This slogan is likely to
bccomc a powerful, yet confusing,
force in Italy precisely because, on
the one hand, it uncritically appeals
to the still dominant ideology of
the work ethic amongst workers
and their real concern about
unemployment; on the other hand
it undermines the Eurocommunist
and bourgeois ‘divide and rule’ over
the proletariat, which hopes to
pacify the workers with an illusory
privilege (secure job) and further
immiserate the revolutionary move-
ment in permanent survival hassles.
However, capital is capable (even if
it doesn’t want to) of granting this
demand (though at the price of
even further reduced real wages)
and anyway it ignores the
unconscious already existing in
workers’ consciousness: however
apparently strong the work ethic
is, in practice workers do, if not
all they can, at least a great deal to
avoid and undermine the conditions
of work. The work ethic is merely
the facade of those workers who
lie to themselves in order to squeeze
out some phoney dignity from their
daily misery. And it can’t be so
strong if thousands of workers were
threatened with the sack for
supporting the slogan “Neither the
State, nor the Red Brigades!” The
only basis for unity is that of the
secret desires of all those who want
to do away with all external
authority (in particular, the State,
wage slavery and their Union _
guard-dogs), desires which must be
made explicit.

'l.'hc notion of the ‘marginated’,
implying exclusion from the
commodity-spectacle and its
production processes, expresses
two tcndencies—-a complaint
against such exclusion which has
an underlying desire to be included,
and a rejection of the dominant
processes. Whilst the latter is
obviously more revolutionary it can

only become historically revolution-
ary by rejecting the marginal
position assigned to it by the ruling
system and its Eurocommunist
supporters and attempt to undercut
CP hegemony in the factories (at a
time when it’s potentially weakest)
or disappear into the fragmentary
struggles of the ‘alternative’
‘marginal’ scene and destroy them-
selves in the increasing cost of
survival, or in attacks on specific
symptoms of State repression. At
the same time, having practically
rejected the poverty of the trad-
itional family and of the couple,
there’s a drift within the movement
towards an ideology of supportive
community which is inclined to
reproduce the insular sense of
belonging of the family without its
blatantly hiearchical roles; intended
as a bastion against the full weight
of capitalist misery, it could still
develop into another labyrinth of
confusion, where people are caught
up in their particular oppressionsl
stigrnas as both real specific problems
to be confronted, and as false
identities to cling on to and assert
oneself through.

The strongly feminist ideology
within the movement, though born
out of an opposition to the
traditional workerism of a Left
which has never concerned itself
with the critique of its own daily
l'elflli0I1ShipS,3 falls into separatism
when it associates proletarian
consciousness with an apparently
revolutionary Left it rejects. At the
same time, unlike-for cxample-
in the USA, the archaism of the
unity of Church and State, and
their dated morality which doesn’t
even serve capital’s most avant-
garde interests, leads to a greater
violence and apparent radicality of
the struggle against this morality
and its particularly miserable effects
on the daily life of women. This
leads to the idea that there is some-
thing revolutionary in, for example,
“Abortion On Demand”; though
this is obviously a necessary reform,
there’s nothing essentially radical
about it-for example, in the USA
abortion is legal, and even in its
self-help form-the vacuum method,
though relationships between men
and women are no less impoverished
than anywhere else. lt’s not enough
to say that the form of women’s
struggles is a threat to all authority,
to all hierarchy-since its content
isn’t.

P.S. In 1975 Sanguinetti (an ex-
member of the S.I. and friend of
the now alcoholic Delmrd) created
a scandal in Italy, by publishing a
fake anonymous report claiming
to be a leading member of the
ruling class and suggesting that the
only way to save capitalism from
the wrath of the workers and
others was to work out a common
front with the Communist Party
(this, 18 months or so before the
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official ‘historic compromise’).
This ironic report was widely
acclaimed and discussed in the
press, parliament and amongst
leading business figures, until about
9 months later Sanguinetti revealed
himself and the true nature of the
document. The point is, however,
that though this scandalised and
embarrassed ruling circles, it did
nothing to elucidate, incite or
extend the struggles of the
proletariat, and even may have
given the bourgeoisie a few good
ideas. Though the use of lies to
create confusion am-angst the
ruling class may serve some
potential strategic function in a
revolutionary situation this was not
the case at this time and thus could
only add to the general confusion
-or, at best, unarmed contempt-
of the masses of individuals.
Sanguinetti, in the book in which
he reveals the fraud, continues the
situationist tradition of mechanist-
ically applying preformed theory to
a particular set of events, subtly
re-organising these objective events
so that his conception of ‘reality’
can be readily analysed; thus he
says “If you want to see situationist
theory in practice look at Portugal".
Though it’s possible that this is an
unintended admission of the
poverty of both, it’s clearly a stupid
glossing over of the contradictions
of that failed revolution.

1. Most glaring examples: Jerry
Rubin has become a PR man for
the growth movement; Abbie
Hoffman has become a hard line pro
Peking (and, incongruously, pro-
Cuban) underground communist
militant; Tom Hayden now
campaigns for the Democrats;
Eldridge Cleaver is now a Christian;
Timothy Leary helps out the FBI
etc. etc.
2. “Transitional demands" are the
l_eft's ideological link between
immediate reformist consciousness
and practice and eventual
revolution: demands which cannot
be met are meant to lead to radical
consequences (more usually they
lead to mystified resignation}, as
if a consciou manipulative lie,
justified on the basis of “the
workers daren"; face the whole of
the truth, yet" (‘consciousness-
raising’) can have any practical
truth.
3. This, in more ‘advanced’, more
secularised, countries ‘rs already
reforming itself on the Left on the
basis of a most generally, abstractly,
applicable unity of the ‘personal’
and the ‘political’, in which every-
thing is said about the ‘personal’
and the ‘political’ except that which
would be fundamentally critical of
the persons and politics involved:
that is, the submission of the
perspective of the individual to
that of the collective, the false
overthrow of the previously
dominant submission of the
perspective of the collective to
that of one (or a few) individualls).
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In July I977 Mike Bradley &
Michel Prigenil , under the pseud-
onym The Big Brothers Anony-
mous, produced an ultra-paranoid
pamphlet called ‘Strange But
Completely Untrue Bedtime Stor-
ies For Nihilists’, under the pseu-
donym ‘The Catalyst Times’. This
text is remarkable not merely for
the fact that it sees the world
almost purely in terms of plots,
intrigues, informants and secret
agents (which reflects the authors’
total mistrust of cverybod_v, which
they justify as a refusal of gullibil-
ity), nor merely for its’ innumer-
able shallow attacks on individuals
and its’ claim to reveal the apparent
secret misery of such people (which
as apart of ones’ strategy is fine,
depending on the content of such
attacks) but for its complete ab-
sence of anything personal about
its’ authors, about their struggles
(not to mention - but I will - its’
celebration of chaos and madness
as the false alternative to bourgeois
order and normality). This they
cannot do without revealing the
secret compromises and delusions
of their own comradeship, and of
its’ history. In all the denunciations
of individuals they never reveal the
fact that they at one time had sub-
stantial comradeships and friendsh
ips with a number of them2. Nor
do they reveal that they themselves
had broken with each other for
several years, and in fact, some
months before the production of
this mish-mash Bradley wrote of
Prigent “...would-be director and
messiah of the group Isadore
Ducasse, excluded [from Brad-
leys’ life] principally for his over-
bearing sourness and his compuls-
ive sense of duty and fetishisation
of the ‘work of the negative’; A
very melancholy character, riddled
with bravado...patriarchal manner..’,
and even when he’d renewed his
comradeship with this guy he ad-
mitted to me that he was a “buff-
oon”. As for the accusations against
me: my “banking family” consists
of my grandfather who died I3
years ago. The very artificially
constructed connection he tries to
put on me from this fact - an
ouvrierist ‘background determinism’
- that this will some day make me
see revolution in terms of a ‘com-
mon humanity’ is an idea I’ve
publicly opposed in my critique
of ‘Alternative Socialism’. Pre-
sumably he believes that anyone
who thinks it would be better to
maroon the ruling class on Mars
and let them exploit one another
than vengefully slaughter them,
is a humanist. The only true state-
ment is my past occassional role
of ‘radical teacher’: but in oppo-
sing to this the idea “Theory can-
not be taught; it can only be in-
cited” he once again (as throug-
out this self-contradictory text)
poses a false choice - revolutionary
incitement and education cannot be
be separated. One more lie amongst
this massive pile of lies (one can
only assume that they're follow-

ing Goebells’ tactics - “The big-
ger the lie, the more easily it is
swallowed - with their own peculiar
nuance - “The best lies are those
that pretend to denounce all the
others") is the stupid insult that
Ken Knabb hates homosexuals
and junkies and calls flrem “bi-
ological degenerates-”. The only
basis for this is that an ex-com-
rade of Knabb - Cronin - wrote
in Implications l3that homosex-
uals and drug users were “bio-
logical deviants” (which isn’t
really true, since both are ess-
entially social identities) “...
whose weapon in the struggle
against conformity is their bodies"4.

As is well known, all the various
‘revelations’ about CIA plots etc.
are themselves CIA plots, created
to bolster their image of notoriety
and omnipotence, their star-role
as the “revolutionaries” all-
powerful bogey -man - anything
to make the masses feel impotent,
and to distract them from the
enemies closetto home (and our
heads and beds are as close to
home as our schools, work-places,
streets, etc.). I.eftists5 have long
focussed on such obvious enemies
as a diversion from critiquing
their own daily lives:riow tliey’ve
been joined by nihilo-situs. The
sole common thread in this text
is their obsession with the domi-
nant celebrities of the spectacle
- whom they fetishise because of
an underlying resentment: Brad-
leys’ fantasy is to become a de
Sade figure living luxuriously in
the Bahamas. They only attack the
showmens’ ‘crimes’ - never the
specific attractions they hold for
the proletariat, mainly because
they too are fascinated. At best
such ‘revelations’ merely add to
the very normal general cynicism:
another spectacle of scandal. More
usually they lead to a demand for
‘honest’ liars (Carter as opposed to
Nixon, for example). What's more,
the whole thing reduces history to
the power of a few individuals:
in all these ‘exposes’ the effect of
the class struggle in determining
the rulers’ manoeuvres is complete-
ly absent. They merely present in-
triguing tales of the dominant show,
superficial attacks on its’ “appar-
ent” opposition and a celebration
of the vandals and rioters who are -
supposedly - its’ authentic opposi-
tion. Their central style of seductive
witty entertainingly violent but
empty rhetoric - with no analysis -
is repeated in their leaflet on the
'77 New York blackout, which
could have been written twelve
years ago about Watts and have
been equally, if not more, relevant.
They don’t seem to think it imp-
ortant to note that when dawn
broke the next day not one loo
ter was left on the streets: which
merely shows that if you turn out
the lights anywhere anything can

can't see the incongruity of des-
cribing (in their ad. for The Cat-
alyst‘Times) the - in terms of
activity and effect - far more rad-
ical Gordon Riots of I780 - two
centuries ago! The spontaneist
aspects of Vaneigem and some of
the other SI tendenchs, which
abstracts revolt from its’ con-
sciousness and from its’ specific
social setting and attributes a mea-
ning which ignores the meaning
the acts have for the participants,
are here repeated with absurd ex-
aggeration: revolution becomes a
pure moment of explosive revolt,
development is nothing, one riot
is as good as another and nowhere
is the question of differences be-
tween different riots/orgies posed,
the differences between the results
here and there. A black South
African woman on a Thames
prgrarnme about Soweto had far
more sense of strategy: “Each
stage of the struggle determines
and effects the next: we're lear-
ning all the time.” But the Big
Brothers no longer Anonymous
aren't: for them history has stood
still.

1. Both former members of Duc-
asses pro-situ group in London
'71-'72; Prigent also a former mem-
ber of Piranha, pro-situ group '72-
'76 (see page 17)

2. From '73 haphazardly, but more
closely from '75-'77 l had some
kind of comradeship/friendship
with Mike Bradley. lV|Ud10f the
time I secretly admired and wished
to emulate his dynamic aggressiv-
ity and energy (which I lacked), a
development he has achieved at the
expense of any serious reflection,
and which he justifies in terms of
‘emotional language’. It became a
pretty unopen relationship since
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he refused to accept any criticism
and assumed that all attempts to
pin him down to a point of view
were intended to control and
dominate him: so in any dialogue
(though much of his conversation
was monologue, particularly ‘fact’-
bashlng) he'd skip around in a
chaotic unfocussed way, avoiding
anything definite, contradicting
himself all the time and denying
he was doing so. He thrives on his
idea of himself as a dangerous
character - which he is, but mainly
because he is both very charming,
and yet is dishonest, both with him
himself and others; none of the
violent scorn he expressed in his
‘Catalyst Times’ was ever stated
to me directly (or by letter) -and
the same is likely for any relation-
ship he has now or in the future.
3. -Some of the comments on ni-
hilism in this text are directly ap-
plicable to Bradley & Co.
4. If this is meant to be a criticism
on Cronins' part then it's bullshit:
clearly our bodies are one of the
‘weapons’ in the struggle against
conformity, and the failure to
relate sexually to our own sex is
as much an experiential block to
be overcome as the blocks in our
relationships with the opposite
sex; if gays are to be criticised
it’s for asserting themselves pure-
ly as gays, i.e. purely through
their sexuality and purely
through one aspect of it -
the social category ‘homosexual’.

5. One is the famous Philip Agee,
whose anti-CIA-ism has led him
to support his fellow anti-CIA-ist
Eric Manley of Jamaica, and de-
nounce the riots against this
State capitaiist as being CIA
inspired, a fact which, for some
reason, never appeared in ‘fact’-
and--Phliip Agee-loving Time Out.
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happen - that is, flu; symptoms of One of the Big Brothers dictating his words
disgust with ‘civilisation’ reveal of wisdom to an admirer
themselves in acts. But revulsion
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Some words about Tom Cahill,
pro-situ, lecturer at Lancaster
University, with whom 1 have had
somewhat haphazard intermittent
clashes on and off for a year, until
I finally broke with him in May.
l focus specifically on this relatively
unknown guy (unpublic apart from
an article in Peace News} because
he personifies in a concentrated
form some of the most general
subjectivist eclectic revolutionary
ideologies.

Firstly, in his role of lecturer he
believes he is attacking the univer-
sity and his role in it merely
because he does so verbally-but
practically he remains complacent
with his niche, tolerating the
intolerable and in turn being
tolerated as the ‘eccentric ‘
(advanced capitalism permits every-
thing one can say about it,
welcoming the most extreme idea
as on “interesting and freely
expressed” OplHlOl’l.' a democracy
of freedom of expression without
consequences). Against the false
choice of the blatant lie he thinks
it ‘s radical to spiel the subtle lie,
and the anti-academic academic is
now the most avant-garde liar (as
prescribed roles become increasingly
recognised as empty and laughable,
the self-critical role becomes the
form of ‘self-assertion ’ whose
function is to accept the absurdity
at the some time as demonstrating
to those who sec it as absurd one is
hip superiority to it}. He pretends
to be more sussed out their any-
body else in order to pretend to
some superiority amidst his
essential adaptation. Even if he is
more ‘sussed out ’, it ‘s knowledge
he doesn ‘t use in anything but a
counter-revolutionary way: he
once got a student who attacked
his lecturers and lectures to
apologise to his head of department
in order to avoid being kicked out
of the university -as if there
weren ‘t better (less degrading)
things for him to do to void such
a situation. In a letter to me he
says “l am, I suppose, a rather
shameless reformist "and “I teach
at a state university, replicating
plastic people, teaching them a
new and slightly more subtle
version of thddominant i teology
as a pre-emptlve self-parodying
defence against doing anything
serious about such a situation:
‘lucidity ‘ without effect. He thrives
on being challenged, because it
gives him an illusion of self-

Ir

importance. But he never does
anything about such critiques, he
merely integrates them into his list
of exciting encounters and into his
image ofhimself as an interesting
guy, worthy of being attacked: he
is flattered bysuch concern. His
rambling conversation-style (whi'-sh
is more a tendency to monologue
than conversation) is a symptom of
his eclecticism: he ‘Li into everything
(critically and/or affirmativelv) --
from food co-ops to situatiom'sr

doesn't equal 1-evolution They | theory, via The Grateful Dead,
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violent TV cop shows and Zen And
The Art Of Folding Clothes And
Brushing Teeth-bu t never says
anything of real in tercst about such
things, never attempts to radicalise
them, and in fact merely affirms
that they are par-t of a whole and
that making the connections
between them all is part of his
struggle. This because he knows
that the revolutionary struggle is
the struggle for the totality; there-
fore, by some abstract logic, making
links between everything is
revolutionary! This merely shows
that he never makes any decisions
concerningx and y, that he does
not choose.‘ he calls anything he 's
into ‘revolutionary ’ merely because
he is defined himself as a revolu-
tionary, a justification (after the
fact) for a subjective desire.
Revolution, here, means anything
he wants it to mean merely because
it ‘s ‘subjective '1 At The some time
this enables him to put down any-
one who's not open to the illusions
ofall the various scenes and who
expresses some element of sadness,
as narrow, dogmatic, and not a real
revolutionary because they are
unable to “extract any ecstatic joy
from this world ", a rationalisation
for his inability to break with his
role of ad. man for what passes for
pleasure in this world (“. . .Mac-
Donalds hamburgers, airplane
takeoffs. . . driving my car,
country music. . . the news. . .”).
His wishy-washy ‘critique ’ in Peace
News of a totally reformist proposal
for an alternative college (complete
with phoney humility-“In my
more critical moments I got very
annoyed . . . ”—a ‘nice’ image he has
to put on for Peace News. coders,
which is in total contradiction to
his normal superficially ultra-critical
(even if charmingly so) manner)
reflects his attachment to the lie
that radical consciousness can be
taught and in an institution, a lie  
that history has consistently shown
as reinforcing the capitalist division
of labour under an ‘alternative ’
guise. How many times need it be
stated: people learn through struggle
against the separations of this
world, not by creating more of
them. Another noteworthy bit of
this review is his recommendation
of an advertisement for the Chinese
‘Revolution ’, a book called Fanshen.
Like a million others, in convers-
ation Tom Cahill says “China'is' got
a really reactionary foreign policy "
and follows it up with a justification
for China is internal policy, a
typically paternalistic mentality
towards Third World countries
whereby people vicariously support
a situation which they themselves
would hate. to submit to, but which
is somehow o.k. for those Third
World proletar Ians because they
have refused to succumb to the
crude materialism of the West.
(This kind of person desperately
clings on to an image of socialism
encapsulated in the “communal
spirit ” of China (centred around

the bureaucracy ‘ls new.v-speak re-
write ofMarx ‘s slogan “From each
flccording to his ability, to each
according to his work '7 both as a
reinforcement of his collectivist
reflex and as an illusory morale-
booster for his need to believe
that somewhere in the world
capitalism has been defeated,
without which faith he would be
incapable of trying to make a
revolution. The painful ‘incongruity’
of China ‘s foreign policy with this
glorious socialist image is awkwardly
brushed aside as an anomaly, an
unfortunate aspect of the realities
of this world, but not as an
indication of its essentially
capitalist nature, which obviously
cannot allow any radical conflict
between an ‘internal "and an
‘external’ policy. The best
information on China comes from
o group of anarchist ex-Red
Guards--Minus 6, c/o APS, Asia-
Pacific Workshop, 180 Lockhart
Rd., lst Floor, Wanchai, Hong
Kong).
1. This is a specific example of the
way individuals who are doing
nothing challenging, who are in no
way contributing to a revolution,
pretend they are by pumping up
what they are doing anyway to give
it more meaning: they know that
daily life is the central starting-post
of struggle but instead of subverting
banalities they merely tack on a
radical interpretation to them,
without actually doing anything
different or difficult (e.g. food
fetishism); but this only intensifies
illusions and doesn't help extend
peoples’ possibilities.

‘Obscurity and confusion are often
manifested by the preponderance

relationship to me, as well as
to D. Your aim is always harmony
and reconciliation, rather than trying
to see the critiques I have of you -
hence everyone was happy because
the argument ended on a happy
note - the lowest common denomin-
ator of mutual caring: in fact, every
time we've had an argument I've
ended up being -seduced by your
immediate warmth and succumbed
to the cosiness of reconciliation
rather than pursued the more dif-
ficultpath of change and of a pos-
sible break.
What’s been stupid in my past be-
haviour towards you - what you call
my ‘bullying’ - has been an argument-
ative desire to make you into a revo-
lu tionary - not on the basis of critici-
sing what you were but on the basis
of trying to get you to agree with me
about ideas separated " -om what you
and I were, abstracted from our re-
lationship. Having ‘allowed’ myself
to be dominated by your insecure
‘need’ for mono gamy (because of
my own fears - fears of losing the
elements of play, love and comfort
in the rut we were in) I tried to dom-
inate you with a political dim
inate you with a political notion of
theory which made you resist this
theory - partly becau so my desire was
to get you to accept what I said and
become part of the specific - some-
what separate - projects I suggested
and/or acted on. In all this criticising
(and complaining about your inse-
cure possessiveness every time I
said I fancied someone) I never? until
this year - dared face up to the conse-
quences of my critiques - to act on
them in such a way as to put my aff-
ective dependance on you in danger:

. . - that I.needed to be cared about andof a single means of commurricatron, loved (and that you were the only per
for example , conversation.._.
(Peres, ‘ON THE SIDE OF THE
SUBJECT’)

son who seemed to care about and
love me) made me frightened to run
the risk of loneliness. There's still,
of course, some fear but until I take

The following is a letter to a woman the Fisk I'll lllsyt remain dfllllillated
with whom I had a relation for by your emotional criteria, which
some years - an illustration, both in criteria only assure in me a confused
form and content, of challenging ones fllllblvillellcer as 11111911 1" my head as
daily relationships:

Dear B.,

in my feelings. As for trying to change
you - obviously I can’t change you -
but I can try to make you see yourself

Yes ' 3 letter‘ And one reason from a different angle' neverthelessI'm writing it is as a refusal of your ‘ - - - - ’ _1. . _d f th. f f my aim in this is for myself to breakt t s o o - - - .g;‘:n‘:Ifi’c£:‘i0n “;’;‘ge‘:achéd_ Iilmthe with the normality of our l'Bl3flOI1Sl1lp_
past live avoided writiirgmbecause of you complain about my lack of 0v_
your anxious threat that you d refuse en display of ‘gompassion’ in my
to read It - which has Just been =1 War criticisms (what should I do? - say,
of submitting to you. In fact, it’s
one of the "rays I can get some cla-
rity and the only way I can make

like my mother, ‘But I do love you’
in the middle of arguing with you?)
- but I wouldn’t even bother to see

sure Y0" calm avoid the °°"te"t Of you if I didn't have some affection
W113“ W31"? to $3?» ll I1e¢°$$31'Y 5"-’=P for you. This standard complaint is
in the long overdue break with the
repetitive knots of our past.

The ‘discussion’ the other after-
noon - the things you, B. and R.
were saying - was like an absurd
parody of the stupid superficial
stereotyping that psychologists
go in for, a perfect example of
how your therapist role, menta-
lity and behaviour effects your
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a typical feminine defence against any
challenge, and outside of a mutually
challenging relationship compassion is
mostly just a role, a way of keeping
things as they are (take, for example,
your so-called compassion towards D P
which prevents you from telling him
how pathetic he is: the only way he's
going to be able to change is when some-
one is compassionate enough to ‘insult’
him with the truth). You asked me what

 



I want from you - I can only say some-
thing beyond mere pleasantries, light
discussion and jokeyness.’ I want you
to challenge me as well as yourself - I
want excitement when we’re together
- I don’t want to just pass the time in
lethargic comfort, because thatscmutu
ally contem ptuous - that way we don’t
treat our relationship seriously; if what
I say hurts or makes you feel uncom-
fortable, that is just something you need
to look at: I don’t intend pain but if
pain is part of genuine dialogue then let
it be. You would like to pin me down to
the most predictable easy-going aspect of
me - what you call my ‘essence’, that is
my character, lZl‘l€f‘JlIC6 guy. To be negative every individual in this society you example avoids eenfnsien and a
and warm, friendly and aggressive, emo- ' ’ e
tional and intel‘-ectual doesn’t conform
to your simplistic categorisations - and
if these aspects of myself are sometimes
in conflict with one another ou dismiss
dismiss the problem as ‘failuiee to
accept yourself’ or ‘you ’re schizoid’,
whereas I, at least, try to be aware of
the reality of the conflicts and their
relation to the situation I am part of -
the people I am with. I suppose in some
some ways I arm at war with myself -
I recognise that sometimes I
resign myself to stupidities and avoid
difficulties, and sometimes I have to
consciously assert myself against such
sleep-inducing ‘comfort’. I participate
in changing myself or not changing
myself : I can chose to say ‘What’s
the point?...I can’t be bothered’ or
I can assert myself and risk the sub-
sequent effect. B.’s banal ideology of
gradual evolution against revolution,
conscious assertion - ‘One can’t
force change - change evolves’ ignores
active choice in favour of just pass-
ively drifting along with what happ-
ens , which is what most people do
most of the time - just part of the
dominant ideology of reform ism
applied to daily life, a justification
for permanent compromise.

What mostly pisses me off are arg-
uments without results - where none
of us change. You can take discussion
of therapy if it’s nice and ‘understan-
ding’ (i.e.merely curious - an abstract
desire to discover without criticism) -
but once the other person demands
that you get out of your ‘on the one
hand...on the other hand’ wishy-washy
evasiveness you feel that's uncompre-
sionate and nasty - that is, they’ve
stepped out of the boundaries of
bourgeois etiquette. Oblivious of
lllti blatant contradiction one inin-
ute you defend yourself against
criticism of your opinions by say-
ing ‘I’m entitled to my opinion’, the
next minute by denying you have an
opinion about therapy - the most
central aspect of your life -
‘Everything‘s.so uncertain’ (the first
cliche may have some relevance
when confronted with a cop, but.
outside of that it’sjust an appeal to
free speech without consequences or
an abstrct defence against being
challenged about such consequences;
the second cliche just becomes a
cowardly excuse for not asserting
yourself for fear of being ‘wrong’,
for fear of making mistakes). The
therapist role of benevolent under-
standing listener of other peoples’
obsessions and anxieties gives a coin-
pletely reformist solution to such

.l ,
good boy and behave in a way ent of emotional repression - a nec-
you can accept according to your essary distanciation from my mixed
own need to follow the line of feelings towards you. I still feel am-
least resistance. bivalent - despite our not having
R’s stupid crap about drugs being mueh in eommo“ therees often e
essentially self-destructive and her eommo" "f’e~rme‘3 out "ow my emf
advice that I get ajob showsjnst h0wblV&l€I1CE IS 3. bll IBSS COIlfllSB(l, 3 bll

, _ , _ how normally absurd and narrow- dearer‘ I hope You See '
"°"s""“’g mom ‘S See" merely as minded hers, yours’ and Bobs’ stigma See Yo“ ‘f You See me '

symptoms of experiences eompletely stigma of madness is: D. and I Nick-
external to the room, usually from the are mad because out way of belle-
past. The solution is to exorcise purely vine deesnil have mediocre real-
these ‘external’ problems and accept ity toguppol-t and confirm ll
oneself - both flie autonomous and (the blatant despondent misery of
conditioned aspects of oneself. Since R is kids snows just new de ressi
you can’t see conflict as essential to suecll 01-dlntn-Y Sanity it-,)_ Rffdt eg

problems - both you, the therapist-
servant, and patient--consumer
mutually comply in a relationship
where many things are challenged
but never your tlierapist-patient re-
lationship, never, in fact, the
concrete relationship involved. What
is manifested internally within the

The following two letters are specific
critiques of some english anarchists,
which say some things with more
general implications. The first is to
Don McNaill of the Black Jake
Collective (address: 91 Beaconsfield

. . - . . 8 n 0ing consciousness of contradictions routine roles and by seeing people
with e defensive ‘Yes’ I Q”? bollfgeois’ through the narrow lenses of P$Ych- Deer Dee Meeeee’
(read: Yes, I am complaeently con- 0l0gy= By this very netmal existence Thanks for your letter and the
Ventlonal and Proud of It )- ACCBPP She clajms to have found her-eelf-i Eldon News sheet. Here’s my
ance of yourself can only mean h- h In . tee ense
acceptance of the world as it is. If rote; eee e Y meee eee eee eeeleee e
them has a radical Side .t , I. 0 expenment with going beymld First of all, about your moan at

ISUSB 18S that k tth . . . . _ . .t
Outside the 1_tsk_t~ree confines of the An tee 5:1 3 e I331’ Y l111kI10W"- situationist jargon. this is the
so-called therapeutic situation‘ the eeee W e eeee t eeeeeem te eeeh Cemmonestlcompleln‘ about S“"". . _ - a ordinariness is see ' - - - 1tn.nenlnttt,n and netm 0 t t- " Pfetenflous ationist ll6Xl1S—-ll s become almostg ll o the _ 5 _ ,_,_ _feelings’ desires, cont-nets Md dislikes Yihe? the)’ Challenge It and It 3 the obligatory to say I understand it,
of the individual have no if they 1 ee ee.‘ ee eeteeeeeiee the eeeeert bu‘ mos‘ Pe°P1° donate‘ when I
contain themselves in a rel ti Sh. for 3"t11'0|_e ‘ lhe 1-"Pie of not Pl3Y"1B first read ‘Society of the Spectacle’a
where one of the individuals elzelepee e eele e welee le R' e eefeeee for such I understood about 15% of it If rd
silent about his desires etc. and where meeieeeeeee A“ eee eeewe whet thee eetee on the 15% I did understand»that person, nke a .gOOd, parent’ is fl*}PY_fi11<1 ¥;_¢¢ePt1l"¢° really me==1nS= if I’d used it at the time to subvert
always there for the ‘Patient’ to act E eeleee e geewe’ eee e growth of my own Situation I would have
Ont on (at 3 ntlee, ef eentse _ It,-S illusions. understood a lot more of it a lot
less clearly defined aspects ref this 0116' more pint: you appeal to the qoieker-_I only understood ‘Ideology
relationship which you want to main- status quo or some other ‘objective’ Me‘ene’“‘eo’ veil’ re‘-’e“"Y= mainly
tent outside the therapy td0m_ For support in 01-der to avoid your Own I1t€C2-MISC lrI“CC(JgI1_lS€(l how ideological
example _ you defend yentself a_ responsibility for yen, Own teeetlen I d liccn. lhc spicl thatsays other
gaittst the content of criticism with to me, lo defend yourself with some people can’t use ll tcxt in the same
the typical nsycllolngislic need tn criteria other than your own against mewey “‘e_“e”y ’e_ed_3 to e Somewhat
teduee evetytlnng to nndetlying ex_ (and you Say 1 am not ~een tted~)_ patronising missionary attitude of
ternal unconscious motivations and We“"”’g down whet one knowe= in
projections - in arguing with you Ironically, you often defend yourself order to eeeuee People who are In
pm really getting nngty with my arbitrarily with an image of autonomy o_o Way oymg to oeoome I_e"o1o'
moth-et_ ltenleally _ in 3 typically the cliché ‘I follow my desnesr _ 3 lie tionary lnto somehow achieving
metetnal way __ yen eltdtn to know shown up by your need to find ex ter- ‘revolutionary consciousness’—not
me bettet than I knew myself _ nal confirmation for your actions and by iflfliliflg ihfim '10 break with their
‘you're essentially nice’, nlnel, is feelings. misery, their petrified situation, but
just a way of demanding I be a In all this letter there’s been an elem- by .‘e""’e "’.em.‘h.e ‘eight’ line‘. en

attitude which is implicitly hierarch-
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ical. In fact, it shouldn’t piss you
off to have to translate everything
into your “semi-illiterate everyday
language”-that’s just one moment
of using theory for yourself. The
fact that it does piss you off
implies that you want ideas handed
to you on a plate, implies, in fact,
that you don’t want to do anything
difficult, that you don’t want to
use theory to subvert yourself, and
your own situation. Written theory,
incidentally, is often hard to under-
stand not because it is “excessively
wordy” but because it is very
condensed—“a refined product of
practical struggles, consciousness
momentarily crystalised in a form
on the way to becoming broken
down again into raw material for
other struggles” (Ken Knabb
‘Double Reflection’).

You say the Black Jake
Collective is “people working in
assorted left/community politics”,
typical of the wishy-washy attitude
of most english anarchists: left
politics has to uncompromisingly
attacked—but most anarchists have
one foot inside the left, one foot
out—mainly because they fear
attacking their own remnants of
leftism (issue politics, ritualised
demonstrations, economic deter-
minism etc.) as well as the sense
of belonging that such a social
network gives, a network where
everyone suppresses acting on their
thoughts about each other-papering
over the cracks with amiability,
unarmed gossip, political arguments
without consequences etc. Everyone
fearsrisking being spurned as a
sectarian, a label which the left uses
to denounce every indivi_dual’s
threat to its phoney community;
everyone fears being isolated from
the scene (now loneliness is a real
threat that often prevents people
from attacking their alienation—but
relationships based on repression
and lies are worse than such possible
isolation: what’s more, if the
critique of such a scene is thorough
and public the chances are that it’s
going to incite meetings with other
revolutionaries). Collectivism , as
the false critique of bourgeois
individualism, is the self-justification
for this self-evasion. ‘Community’
struggles often have some practically
useful basis, but they’re generally
caught up in reformism. Obviously
I’m not opposed to reforms-e.g.
easier housing etc. (this is obviously
dependent on what is strategic for
particular groups or individuals)—
but the ideology of reformism and
overall perspective that usually goes
with such pragmatism is no threat
to the status quo and is usually
controlled by informal leaders and
‘initiators’ to whom the led submit
on the basis of their apparent
expertise etc. Even" the relatively
democratic ‘self-managed’ struggles,
when combined with a reformist
strategy, often lead to the most
tortuous compromises with State
Institutions (e.g. the council) and
with liberals etc., where the State
determines how the battle shall be
fought; and from that arises all the
expert tactician roles, co-option
and/or disillusionment.

About your Eldon News sheet:
this illustrates the eclectic diluted-
ness of ‘community’ politics. You
combine obvious attacks on
consumerism that almost every
moralist and sociologist can agree
with (and which provides people
with some illusion of critical
opposition to the world), with a
totally reformist attack on mono-
polies that every petty-bourgeois
shop-keeper would avidly support.
You talk about the “ordinary
Newcastle shopper” (which is both
patronising and complacently
accepting of reified categories of
people) and give advice on how to
avoid being conned by the big
supermarket scene, in no more
radical terms than the Consumer
Council. This kind of weak com-
plaining is certainly not going to
help create a revolution—and in
fact merely encourages the usual
impotent moaning attitude about
the world, whilst people just carry
on as before (every modern
consumer is opposed to consumer-
ism): it merely gives ‘correct’
‘political’ reasons for such moaning
-it doesn’t even incite an attack on
such monstrosities. If you’re
serious about making a revolution
the very least commitment is to
break with such mediocre commun-
ity politics.

I have ‘met’ the Anarcho-Utopian
Mystics initially at their meetings
at LSE in London: their way of
going about things was “Well folks,
anarchism’s about action—so what
shall we do tonight‘? How about
this or that or the other or . -. '?”
(this to a group of people who’d
never met before). “We’ve got to
get the word across, because most
people think anarchis- i’s about
chaos”—which thought would have
been confirmed by anyone going
along to the meetings. Their only
strategy seems to be “anything’s
better than watching TV”, which
arbitrariness leads to a nihilist and/
or militant activism with an under-
lying feeling that nothing’s ever
going to happen, that it’s all pretty
worthless: a sense of resignation
which is reinforced by their aimless
desperation. The way they’re going
they ’ll just burn themselves out.
Some of them are able to bullshit
about ‘recuperation’, ‘roles’,
‘separation’ etc.—aIl the situationist
jargon, but it has no more meaning
than “Life is what you make it” or
some other such cliche: it’s just a
script. Most of them refuse to even
discuss or argue about anything in
any proper concentrated way—not
because there may be no practical
consequence to such a form -of
communication but because it’s all
too difficult and theoretical for
them, and it might mean tliey’d have
to think about challenging them-
selves and each other, and not just
this or that place out there in the
sireets. One of their leaflets reads
l.ike a washing powder ad., only the
commodity is “lovely revolution”.
It’s absurdly simplistic-“what is

_the motive for revolution‘? Quite
simply*it’s one of love”, which
doesn’t distinguish them from Che
Guevara or Jesus Christ and is

anyway contradicted by their own
practice. Some of the AUM1
smashed up a party of mine (ripping
out the phone, breaking a window,
throwing stones at the neighbours’
windows, twisting my leg, writing
swastikas and fascist graffitti over
the walls: a crude buffoonish  
attempt to outrage and shock,2
which they justified on the basis of
my middle-class background, the
fact that I lived in Hampstead and
that I’d been given my flat free. It’s
this kind of superficial ‘critique’
(it would have made sense if the
graffitti had said something)~a
purely resentful moralistic ouvrier-
isnie, and the contempt for theory
as being a trendy wank,which is a
classic symptom and example of
the “quintessentially english I
archaisms” which on the general
level of the class struggle has so
retarded the revolution in this
country, leading (amongst other
things) workers to judge people not
on what they do, but on their I ack-
ground and other superficialities
(e.g. support for ‘King Arthur’
Scargill; crude suspicion of the _
student revolutionaries of ’68-'70,
which is not to say that there were
some reasons for suspicion, merely
that the reasons were indistinguish-
able from the ‘Daily Express’). The
main protagonist of this bust-up
was the pathetically clu: sy spieler
Martin Wright, an anarchist
monologuer with an obsessively
repetitious fixation with violence.
I mention him because he helped
produce the pamphlet Authority’,
which plays the same function for
english anarchists as Monty Python
plays for the BBC; potentially
consequentially self-critical anarch-
ists can continue as before, this
time able to tolerate their confusion
by cynically laughing at themselves,
rest assured that Authority will
play court jester. With this kind of
self-ridicule anarchists defend
themselves against confronting the
poverty .of their lives and activity
seriously. (If you ever met Martin
Wright that would be sufficient
empirical proof of this statement).

.-.u._. .

Concerning Spontaneous
Combustion: it no longer exists—
I now ‘speak to the world’ as
myself-Nick Brandt. In writing,
l’ll continue in my name only until
the conditions change such that I
can be more effective writing
collectively. However, there are
different people that I do .ings
with at particular moments,
obviously.

Maybe I’ll hear from you . . .?

- Nick
BM Combustion,
London WCIV 6XX

1. Since writing this letter the AUM
has evicted the 'heavies' and become
a highly contrived conventional
encounter group, with everyone
pretending to make contact as they
awkwardly touch one another.
2. A typically r .sculine display of
empty arrogance and toughness.

A letter to Nik Noir, producer of
the magazine ‘New Life’ and creator
of The_Syndicate Of Initiative:

Your ‘Syndicate of Initiative’ is
disarmingly (but unintentionally)
honest: “I should like to state what
I mean by the project of the
Syndicate of In’ ’ative. It has not
got off the ground yet but hopefully
it shall in the future”. Quite.

Just like every tourist opposes
tourism, every pro-situ has to
denounce pro-situs: you’re no
exception. The trouble with your
pamphlet is that it doesn’t do what
you say it does in your letter—you
don’t “clarify my own situation in
its particularities”. You go on about
“refusal to be bored” (in a most
boring way), “critical practice”,
“a modern praxis”, “subversion”,
“imagination”, “creativity”, “the
workings of the group and its
relation to society as a whole”,
“passion” etc.-but say nothing.
You have done what you attack
the-pro-situs for doing-not
producing their own critique: you
advocate “autonomy” but it’s an
abstract demand, without concrete

 ---- --- — _
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content, appli ‘rd to nothing—& the
unoriginality of the so-called ‘New in you it leads to your avoidance of
Life’ text illustrates the lie of this
demand, which is always for you have of all those anarchists you
others. Most of the pamphlet coulci
have been written 10 years ago or
more --in fact, there’s a lot more
specific content in a corny leftist
article than there is in the whole of
your text. Your first article is a
weak, patronising “I’m just like
you attempt at seduction of the
we *kers—probably you don’t
criticise workers’ passivity in the
face of misery (or, for that matter,
say any thing concrete about
particular situations or conflicts)
because you presume the workers
are as passive and as unconcrete as
you, that they merely need a
“religious” conversion to the correct
perspective and then they'll make
the revolution. Your thing on Italy
says less than my leaflet, when now
there ’s more to say and to criticise
in the movement; you’re just into
cheerleading to boost an image of
an exciting revolutionary situation
(which is a simplification of the
Italian movement) as a contrast to
the stagnation and sterility of the
english situation. You even give a
little ad. for the terrorists, as if
they ’re not essentially counter-
revolutionary. Your re-print of the
thing on feminism, which was
already dated and insufficient when
it came out, is just another example
of your failure to elaborate on
modem developments. Your thing
on the CNT in The Sheffield
Anarchist reduces the critique to
its past, whereas the CNT is still a
union, with a syndicalist ideology
and practice which can only result
in it being a mediator between
capital and the proletariat, another
me...ns of integration: the CNT is in
essence counter-revolutionary. The
base in the CNT—-the assemblies in
the work-place—if they are to
develop ills.-ll’ autonomy, can only
do so by attacking and by-passing
the CNT structure: I can only
assume your ‘critique’ is so mild
because you’re still an anarchist.

Your anarcho-alternative society
crap about “organising the new
society in this one” leads straight
to the reformism of daily life, and
political reformism -look at
California: .1 whole range of
alternativ-. .nstitutions absorbed
into the economy, smoothing over
some of the more brutal capitalist
contradictions, acting as state
pressure groups, pushing various
separatist ‘revolutionary’ ideologies.

You ‘re constantly saying nothing
can be done until we’re organised
---which on the one hand leads you
to join up with a load of anarchist
individuals you feel contempt for,
and on the otl -r hand is a cover-up

F.

.a...ernative collectives-specifically

arming and pursuing the critiques

put down in your letter to me.
It really isn't worth the time and

energy to produce ‘just anything’-
if you have nothing new to say
pretending you have just appears
ridiculous, and unserious. And
you’re certainly not going to
contribute to any revolution that
way, though you might add to the
mild novelties of the counter-
revolution.

Nik Noir’s address is: Box 151,
341 Glossop Rd., Sheffield S10 2HP.

In March, after a three month
period of sporadic discussions, and
after receiving my pamphlet
‘Revolutionary Theory For
Beginners’ plus some first drafts of
what is included in this text, Dave
& Stuart Wise (2 pro-situs, who'd
been involved with King Mob in the
period '67-’69, but who now seem
to be following a more marxist line
a la At Dusk-a text produced by
two of the leading lights of the ex-
pro-situ group Point Blank—a text
which, despite innumerable falsi-
fications and evasive self-rational-
isations, not to mention its
incredible verbosity, poses several
important questions for the
revolution) sent me, out of the
blu :, without any previous
indication, the following ‘break’
letter:

Dear Nick,
We hate writing these “situation-

ist” tvpe letters but we feel the
time has come to break off. The
gulf between us is enormous
which for the moment destroys
any possibility of collaboration.
Ni. do we wish to have a further
parley about it as our points of
view are almost totally opposed.
We are both now far too marxist
to go back into the pro-situ
milieu.

Yours
DmM&Smmt

Wise

I responded with the following
letter:

Dear Dave and Stuart,
Your letter made me feel a bit

sad, depressed and then angry:
obviously I don’t object to breaks,
but your way of going about it is
silly-completely evasive, cowardly.
You risk nothing in your ‘break’-
you merely preserve your mutually
confirming secret opinion you have
of me but dare not state. Why‘?
(the usual excuse is “I don’t want
to hurt him with the truth” which

for 3"°idi11g Saying flflfihing just maintains the mutual lie-it
specific about organisations and
groups that do exist and have

tisted and how they have effected‘
helped/hindered) the class struggle,

if at all. The banality that capital
fucks us up and isolates us, in you
leads to an ideology of being
supportive, smoothing over conflict
and not risking isolation: generally"
this usually leads to the lie of the

equally means “I don’t want to
hurt myself with the truth I’m
avoiding”; the truth always hurts,
but the lies will kill you). Maybe
you avoid saying anything more
precise because you’d have to
examine my perspectives and yours
thoroughly enough to realise that
you might have to actually change
(aaaagh! - no . . . anything but

TI—IAT!). Or maybe you avoid
attacking me specifically, for fear
of getting a more specific, precise
critique back. Or maybe you’re
just too lazy: which shows how
much you “can’t be bothered” to
confront concrete problems in your
other relationships, in particular
your own. And you “agreed” with
the critique of breaks in ‘At Dusk’
—hypocrites! Y ou both must have
some definite critiques of me, of
my behaviour and attitudes, of
“Revolutionary Theory For
Beginners”, of my thing on terror-
ism and anarchism, and of my
thing on ‘situationist’ militancy
(which latter is very much a first
draft, by the way). Is it so
terrifying to state those critiques?

From my side, I value the
subversive effect it will have on
me and the possibly radicalising
effect it will have on you and on
how you see me enough to state
where I think we are ‘totally
opposed’, what I think was stupid
in our brief relationship—in a
more concrete way than
‘Revolutionary Theory for.
Beginners’ does. _

_, One of the reasons I wanted to
have a ‘collaboration’ with you was
to get out of some of the (though
less so now) “ivory tower”
isolated aspects of my life--to
understand the particular fuck-ups
of particular scenes, the local
community crap, the various
histc-ies of what happened and
what’s happening etc. I found
quite an excitement in meeting
some people who had been
through, though from a different
area of the movement, the same-
or similar-periods of history,
objective events, known the same
people etc.: a past that is in me
and in the world and in the way
people are and act today; I had
some idea that we could possibly
exorcise it together, and that this-
to a certain extent-abstract
mediation to our relationship,
could become a springboard-—but
we never sprung anywhere.
Although I could see innumerable
differences and obstacles, I thought
maybe (perhaps evasively) that I
could have a political relationship
with you, that we could somehow
find something in common in our
common opposition to terrorism,
punk, Trade Unionism, libertarian-
ism etc., but that’s a shallow basis
for a collaboration, as if we can
make that age-old split between
our personal lives and our politics,
as if we can get anywhere defining
ourselves always in opposition to
the big lies, in order to evade the
“small” ones. For both of you
historical failure—the counter-
revolution—has become an excuse
for ‘personal’ failure. Now obviously
I don’t make that split-but until
you start experimenting ‘personally’
—that is, combatting hierarchy and
misery ‘at home’ you can’t really
understand the relation between e
the personal and the historical, and
you certainly won’t be able to
intervene in history, in ‘other
peoples’ struggles. How anyway can
anybrdy say anything of much use
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about the confusions between what,
for example, workers say and what
they do, between their acts and
their thoughts, if they’re not trying
to fight the same split on the
terrain where they can be most
effective: with their friends and
lovers, with you and me, for
example. How can we understand
how workers avoid the obvious, if
we do it with each other? A critique
of political economy in relation to
the class struggle, of how it divides
people off, of how it effects their
particular perspective, of how it
limits their possibilities, can’t be
separated from a critique of how
people limit their own possibilities,
of how they submit and compensate
etc., which can’t be separated from
actively challenging your Own
submissiveness and compensations
and lies. Everytime I’ve been with
you we’ve almost always related
through obvious externals—it’s a
trap we always seemed to fall into.
The only time that was different
was when we started talking
briefly about our sex lives (the
whole term shows up how split we
are)-abut that didn’t get anywhere,
probably as much out of my
nervousness as yours. I feel that a
lot of the time, Dave, your
fascination with the dominant show,
even in the snarling, semi-vengeful
“fucking sell-outs” antagonistic
form it takes in you, is in part—a
projection of very particular
frustrations you can do something
about onto the ruling terrain which
—for the most part-can’t be effected
until there’s, at the very least, a
much larger revolutionary movement
in this country; it just expresses an
impotent rage-as uselessly'
cathartic as the mass of people
saying “politicians are all liars”-
but they still go and vote for
them. You‘re avoiding what you
know again and again: that is, your
basic submissiveness to Stuart. The
lack of individual autonomy in
your essentially ‘couple’ relation-
ship is obvious to everyone-and
somewhere it must be obvious to
both of you (the fact that one of
you signed the letter for both of
you is jus_t a blatant symptom of
this couple-ness). Each of you
reinforces the “qualities” of the
other, but they're not really
qualities since you don’t really use
them for yourselves, but use them
defensively. So in a sense you
both reinforce each others’
defences. Stuart plays the intellect-
ual, verbally criticising— say-
“quintessentially english archaisms”
and then gets aggressively heavy
over a discussion about Victor
Grayson, an aggressivity which
obviously had nothing to do with
the content of what he was saying:
it sounded like a teacher telling
naughty Dave off for not learning
his history properly. And Dave
objects, rebels, but finally gives in,
beaten into a mumbling sullen
silence; and yet he “criticises” the
similar paternalism-deference
balance of the middle-class-
working class ‘relationship’; what’s
the point in verbally attacking I
alienation ‘out there’ if you’re not
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practically doing something about
the same misery ‘at home’. You
both embody your hierarchy-
Stuart, the “intellectual”, the
“male”, the “boss” (I bet it was
you who wrote the letter)—some-
what sternly aloof, almost above
everybody else (though this might
have been merely a reaction to me),
with an apparently un-self-critical
stance of self-confidence; Dave,
the “sensitive” one, the “female”,
the “proletarian”-somewhat
withdrawn, often lacking confi-
dence, often overwhelmed by
what’s happening. I feel closer to
you, Dave,-you’re generally
warmer, more in contact with
your experience; Stuart-—you’re
usually pretty distant, often cold-
but that may have been due to the
unspoken thoughts you have about
me. Dave—you have complained
about your lack of “seductiveness”:
well, loveability depends on
asserting your point of view, and

In January 1978 I published
‘Revolutionary Theory For
Beginners‘, with an afterword
that claimed to be an initial public
reversal of my own impoverished
involvement with an impoversihed
milieu (to be specific, the ex-
Notice comrades, the CFiQS in
Paris, Nadine Bloch and Joel
Cornuault): but it was more a
spectacle of honesty which falsified
my history, as well as repressing
some of the genuine insights I'd
developed (which the present text
makes public, minus some of the
confusions). When Isaac Cronin
calls me a ‘masochistic psycho-
analyst‘ in many ways he was right.
My masochism took the form of a
pre-emptive defensiveness, a
spectacle of self-criticism: guilty
apology took the place of a
genuine self-critique of my
situation—l was still seeing myself
through others even as l claimed
to break with such deference. But
it was only me whom I fooled (now
some of my decisions had been
sil|y—including being militantly
over-generous to two crazy people
who almost literally drove me mad
- but apologising for such stupidity
was masochistic too). But now,
out of the confused jumble of
words concerning the theory and
lives of the individuals comprising
this milieu, I shall rescue those
aspects of my point of view, that I
still retain, for posterity-that is,
for public scrutiny—using Cronin's
“T.he American Situationists“ as a
springboard. I see this as part of my
break with my own lies and with
the lies of this milieu.

-I--I--I

The falsifications in Cronin's
text (many of which can only be
explained" by the fact that one of
the purposes of the pamphlet is as
a public relations job for the
radicality of the CROS) begin in
the first thesis: Shute‘s letter to
the Centre for the Research of the
Social Question Ia pompous name
for a dependant couplell did not
merely criticise the basic principles
of their activity (rigor, the refusal

breaking with the old world again
and again, centering more and
more confidently on your own
needs and possibilities—a pretty
oversimplified, rough formula/
homily, but an essential aspect of
revolt and of revolution. Defining
yourselves as marxist, and
projecting out hope of active
change onto the revolution which
will somehow fall from the sky or
from the workers becoming
conscious of an updated critique
of political economy, is an escape,
is metaphysical crap, hardly better
than “the meek shall inherit the
earth”. One of the major reasons
why our angles on the class struggle
rarely ever met-but which I hoped
to overcome-was because I’m
more interested in the proletariat
as subject, and in you and me as
subject, and in the conflicts and
contradictions in their/your/our
subjectivity, than in the contra-
dictions of the economy: this

probably because the objective
conditions don’t weigh so heavily
on me as on most other people.
In part, I wanted a collaboration
with you to help me overcome
this imbalance, since it obviously
means I have a lot of blind spots.
But clearly you --for your own
escapist reasons-prefer to
maintain your objectivist
perspective. _

You always look for underlying
reasons (i.e. in your upbringing)
for the knot of your relationship
and of your personalities as a
justification for avoiding doing
something about your characters:
it’s only in suppressing your
characters now that you can begin
to see how it came about in your
family, your upbringing and your
reaction to it.

Your choice seems clear: either
confront the sado-masochist
knot, break with it (the antici-
pation is far more traumatic than

The American (and other) Situationists
of external authority 8: of the
ideology of the collectivity) but
also attempted—-in admittedly a
clumsy fashion—to criticise some
of the unacknowledged affective
aspects of this activity which were
implied in their hysterical denunci-
ation of Cornuaults‘ “tortuous
letter of self-repudiation”. Cronin
‘forgets’ this fact because it would
be an admission that some element
of the CFlQS’s critique of daily life
was a "self-perpetuating battle of
egos" (thesis 8)—that is, the element about my intentions" becomes “not
of secret jealousy and secret hurt
pride in their critiques of Cornuault Were.._ “.5 3 banamv that the Corny
and Bloch. In fact, the Denevert‘s
“consistent (sic) critique of daily
life since 1973" has been won at
the expense of the repression of
admitting to such contradictions
(which contradictions are the only
explanation for ‘critiques’ of
Cornuault based on factual lies-
e.g. the petty lie, in the Post Office
affairs, that Cornuault put the cops
onto them). And the rigid sense of
self-pride which makes an individual
incapable of admitting to a lie,
appears externally as a smug pose
which is the compensation for the
isolation resulting from such a lie:
according tothe Deneverts, they
and Jean Peres? are the only French
situationists. Cronin dismisses such
talk of such aspects of the critique
as “psychological phenomenology"
in order to maintain a hierarchy of
notions of radicality ordered in
terms of “severity“ versus “feeble-
ness“, which reduces the critique of
daily life to the degree of its
aggressivity, regardless of its truth,
and expurgates from the critique
all questions of the feelings, of
sensitivity and vulnerability, which
are regarded as signs of weakness.
Cronin also “forgets” in his text
that one reason Denevert gave for
excluding Cornuault was for his
"betrayal" of a "revolutionary
organisation"of which he was a pa" t,
whmh amnema '5 convemem for own acts in each situation is ignoredCronin since it enables him to
assert the Deneverts as maintaining
a "consistent critique of daily life
since 1973“: since the major radical

innovation of the CRQS was its
critique of the organisational
perspective, the inconsistency of
this perspective with the Deneverts‘
critique of Cornuault has to be:
be suppressed by silently ignoring
this fact.3

In his comments on intentions,
Cronin uses a sleight-of-hand
distortion of what I said in order to
produce a general theory of
intentions which is also only half-
true: my “not being totally clear

knowing what one’s intentions

assertion of ‘good intentions’ is
inseparable from the practical
result of such intentions, br th
subjective and historical; which
isn't to say one judges people
“solely by the practical manifest-
ations of their lives“, since clearly
such manifestations will in part be
determined by their intentions (the
result of a riot or of a revolution,
for example, is obviously partly
determined by the motives of the
participants). Moreover, in order
for the individual to subvert him-
self through his own practice he
obviously cannot preteno to be
totally clear about his intentions.
That is, to break new terrain,
experiment involves an elem ant of
not quite knowing what one is
doing: to always have a clear aim
means one stays stuck to the
straight and narrow track of the
previously discovered. It's the
dismissal of the motivation behind
actions (beyond the very general-
and hence not very useful-notion
of the intention of subverting the
individual ls) who created them)
which leads Cronin to make an
abstract parallel between Cornuault
critique of Parisian rioters in Spring
'76 and the Italian bourgeois press’s
description of Italian revolutionar-
ies in 1977: the motivation and
consciousness of the rioters of their

in order to belittle the Deneverts‘
most public enemy in France.
Cornuault‘s-admittedly overstated
-attack on the fetishism of wi- dow
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the realisation) or resign yourself
to the mutual illusion, dismiss
this letter as just another
situationist-type” letter, and go

to bed, depressed.

-— Nick

It’s worth saying that, despite the
above-which shows how much
they’re what Nadine Bloch has
called ‘affective revolutionaries’
(see ‘Revolutionary Theory For
Beginners’)-—-these two people,
unlike most other ex- (or present)
pro-situs, retain at least an authentic
and genuine desire to destroy the
Old World: but they’ll only be able
to make some useful contribution
to the revolution if they stop pulling
their punches-that is, if they can
overcome their debordist half-truth
of “knowing how to wait”, which
has been their justification for
avoiding its other half—“knowing
when to negate”.

smashing was at least a partially
corrt ct critique of an action which
at the time was a reflex activity of
some of the students. The Parisian
students, at least on the level of
their own official consciousness-
which none refuteo—were explicitly
reformist—which shows that
smashing windows, in itself, is not—
as Cronin likes to see it-a "violent
attack on the commodity“. The
Italian students did publicise
aspects of their struggle which
were way beyond reform ism (e.g.
abolition of wage labour). The link
between the intentions and the
practical manifestations of these
intentions is illustrated by the fact
that the results in each case were
vastly different.

:-

There are other evasions and
lies (e.g. the one line put-down of
Jim Brook, which is completely
untrue)—but most noteable is the
way he glosses over what must
have been the CFlQS‘s completely
dishonest relationship with Ken
Knabb. If the Deneverts and Knabb
found a “certain commonality of
perspectives, principally on the
necessity for a vigorous critique of
. . . the petrification of the daily
lives of revolutionaries", how come,
during all the years of their -
comradeship, the Deneverts never
criticised what everyone criticises
(but rarely arms) about Knabb
after a week: namely, his acute
narcissism-, his complete lack of
curiosity about others, his ultra-
repressed sexuality, his fixation
with reading and writing, and his
pedantic precision fetishism which
is part of his desperate need to be
understood in his narrowly
intellectual terms, terms which he's
shit-scared to break out of (in fact,
he cannot bear to be in a situation
he doesn't have complete control
over; in fact, he can't even say
something without even working
out what he's going to say well
before he says it). One of the
reasons for this can only be that,
as Daniel Denevert once stated
explicitly, "I never say what I think
of somebody": vthen the Deneverts



attack, they hardly ever do it
verbally, but always by letter-
which is why they are seen as
politicians by other revolutionaries
who have come in contact with
them (and not just Bloch and
Cornuault). This reduction of
relationships to a political content
(which has been excellently
criticised in Cornuault's “On
subjectivism and intellectualism")
continues to be justified in Cronin‘s
text in terms of rigour and
coherence, which is a situationist
version of ‘The Party Line’. In
this perspective, lovers break4
purely on the grounds of coherence
--which even goes so far as to avoid
admitting to the ambivalence of
past attractions for an individual, or
even failing to make explicit the
specific critiques (of specific
miseries) they had of a person
which is a failure to recognise that
it takes two to tango. It's the
simplest form of evasion and the
most conventional way people
operate—peopIe break relationships
without attempting to clarify the
reasons for such a break because
it's too difficult and involves too
much of an effort of consciousness.
It’s part of that neat division of life
into ‘comrades’ and ‘enemies’: a
spectacle of certainty which,
recognising the weak evasive nature
of uncertainty, suppresses con-
sciousness of contradiction in order
to display decisiveness.

Nevertheless, despite these
critiques of the practice of the
CROS, some of their theory of
organisation is excellent and worth
re-printing, particularly since these
ideas are completely non-existent
in England. However, though I
endorse their attacks on organisation
clearly these attacks are not
ahistorical-there are obviously
situations where organisation is, at
least temporarily, essential. The
following is taken from some notes
by Daniel Denevert which should
appear in the Deneverts‘ second
journal, Chronique of Public
Secrets 2:
“It is correct that the conception
ofthe CRQS is'the “consequence  
of a failure,” and even of a series
offailures. On the one hand , the
failures lived by its dounders,
but also of the failure ofall the
tentatives of autonomous orga-
nisation encouraged by the ex-
ample ofthe S.l The CRQS didn ‘t
attempt to be a better organisation,
it is part of the bursting of the very
perspective ofan autonomous re-
volu tionary organisation (or org-
anisations), in which I see the he-
ritage of the model of leninist
organisation, that is to say of a
bourgeois-bureaucratic conception
of struggle, developed by the en-
semble of the old politics.
One can say, in all rigor, that the
Situationist International attemp-
ted to restore a revolutionary
significance to this model, start-
ing up again the adventure of the
revolutionary Party - in the sense
of Lenin and Lukacs, the org-
anisation seen as the mediation
destroying all its presuppositions
(militantism, the historic mission

1'.

ofguiding the class to revolution
and ofofficering it there, putting
an ideology in power, etc.). The
originality. but at the same time
all the ambiguity; of the Slwas
in its constituting it"elf as a use-
less Party, that is to say useless
in the perspective of party strug-
gle. Which, in the context of its
period, was an extremely ingeni-
ous method; which can be comp-
ared on the terrain of organisa-
tionalspolitics with the methods
ofDada on the terrain of art.
But the SJ. also exposed itself as
empty form, because as organi-
sational form it didn’t really
ha vc any perspective, if not to
defend for itself a place among
the leaders wrangling over the
ownership of the modern revol-
ution.

” It is notorious that anar-
cho-'situationist egalitaria-
nism has always refused
to recognise the real hier-
archical organisation up-
on which it has functioned.
This major practice.’ eva-
sion finally reduced the
Situationists“’ theory, on
the question of revolu-
tionary organisation, to
being nothing but a
mere counter-ideology
opposed to the darn-
inant hierarchical or-
ganisa tion; preferring
to share the illusion and
official lie of equality
rah ter than bear the
shame of its denial.
Yet the possibility of
effectively anticipat-
ing all the new prob-
{ems while there was
still time to do so (not-
ably for the old SJ.)
hinged upon the accep-
tance of this denial
and one the theoretica-
pr
and on the theoretica-
practical conclusions
resulting from it”
(Theory of miseryl
misery of theory)
“If this epoch can now
do without a Situation-
ist International, it is
because its solution
depends on the fact
that a situationist
proletariat is going to
succeed in exposing
and developing itself
there. "
(Chronique of Public
Secrets, vol.1)
“The S. I. did not apply
itself to the ex rent of
applying its own theory
in the very activity of the
formulation of that theory
or in the general condi-
tions of its struggle. The
partisans of the S. I. is po-
sitions have not for the
most part been their
creators or their real
agents. They were only
more official and more
pratentious pro-situs.
This is the principal

failing of the S.I....Not
to have been aware of
it was for a lont time its
worst error (and, to
speak of myself, my
worst error). If this att-
itude had dominated,
that would have been its
definitive crime. As an
organisation, the SJ. has
partly failed; and pre-
cisely on this point. It
was necessary therefore
to apply to the SJI. the
critique that it had app-
lied, often so well, to
the dominant society.
(It could be said that
we were well enough
organisaed to make our
program be visible in the
world, but not our pro-
gram of organisation.
(Orientation Debate of
the S.l ., '69-'70: Debord)

The autonomy of individuals has
been posed as the fundamental
condition of the “autonomous
revolutionary organisation ”L' a
counter-measure aim: ’ at pro-
hibiting the habitual f'£:'ttIflOi1S
of revolutionaries in the class-
ical organisations. This is organ-
isational strategy - organisational
ideology - arrived at the bursting
point of demanding the autonomy
of its members. The individual
officially desires his autonomy
“for himself but fundamentally
because it is the ultimate require-
ment of the ultimate possible
spectacle." the spectacle of the de-
struction of the spectacle. It is
the last condition through which
organisational ideology can still
think to save itself (although it
thus moves toward its accelerated
destruction), it is the last ruse of
that conception of the world so
well embodied by leninism. It
has come to the point of deman-
ding autonomous members, that
is to say precisely individuals ca-
pable of doing without member-
ship in an organisation. That
which the organisation demands,
in the interior, of its members, it
must equally demand, at the ext-
erior, of the revolutionary prol-
etariat; it must demand that it do
without the organisation; it de-
clares itself useless; sometimes
going on to pose itself, in the
greatest confusion, the never re-
solved question of its relations
“with the class”, which comprises,
for example, the absurd substance
and the impotence of the Orienta-
tion Debate.
The contradiction that shields the
notion ofautonomy is perfectly
reflected in the significant ex-
pression “autonomous organi-
sation”: which refers at once to
the autonomy of the organisation
the autonomy of individuals - that
is to say to their capacity in their
activity to do without each other
and the organisation - and to the
autonomy of the organisation,
i.e. to the absolute dependance of
the individuals mediated by the
organisation. The organisational
perspective is pa conception of

revolutionary activity that walks
on its head. Th principal of or-
ganisation does not lie in a deter-
mined accord between determined
activities, it does not translate the
really organisable element of in-
dividuals‘activity, but is the in-
version of this point of view: it
is real and potential global acti-
vity, the very substance of in-
dividuals, working to organise
the organisation. The organisation-
al perspective precisely translates
the estrangement into a spectacle
of revolutionariesflactivity and
their need of conserving a spectacle.
Another significant notion if that
of “interior”or of “exterior”
that one systematically meets with
in all the groups and parties. The
very fact that this distinction is
possible well expresses the strange
autonomy of the organised indi-
vidual. Regarding the banal - non-
organised - individual, one would
spontaneously tend to think that
if he has an “exterior” it begins
with the other, with the objective
world. That is to say that this
notion translates the fundamental
re?atopm pf tje omdovodia to
relation of the individual to the
world and his own activity, the
point of view of his own subject-
ivity in the world. With the org-
anised individual (formally organ-
ised or linving in a group, a gang,
a couple, a socio-professional group
grouping, a family, a country) it
is completely different: the
feeling of exteriority is pushed
back to the frontier of the organis-
ation, that is to say, the organisa-
itself tends to become the only
real individual, the sole historic
subject.‘ of which, according to
that other significant expression,
the individuals are no longer any -
thing but the members.

=l=

The guiding line which has orient-
ed the conception of the CRQS
has been to consider the autonomy
of individuals in its relation with
the organisational perspective and
the ideology on organisation. It is
to have detected that the need of
an organisation and the practice of
an organisation constitute flie first
major resignationof individuals,
thesnoment when the activity of
individuals separates itselffrom
individuals and faces them as spec-
tacle of their own practice. The
GRQS has considered the autono-
my of individuals as a problem
which was not dependant on rev-
olutionary solidarity, nor on any
collectivity.
The CRQS is, to my knowledge,
the only practical tentative - of
which I obviously recognise all
the insufficiencies, including that
of having scarcely known the
significance of its enterprise -
which has not been content to
repress the problem, that is to say
in the best of cases to leave to
the future the task of creating
its organisations when individuals
have finally become autonomous.
It is almost unnecessary to point
out how much this attitude which
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temporarily affirms its reticence
to organise itself is still domin-
fll€d [I16 organisational p€i‘S- [Q the Sfnfg, from [hg 33¢-[3 [O
Pfflivé’. and lhf-’l'@fO?‘6. W/‘I56/1 is the Parties, community and social-  
more important, by its very man-
"PF Of OO"OOiVi"£ Of “O"iOl"1Om}’ ”- no longer be anything but a part of
We have organised our critique and the ensemble Hindividuai It has
our refusal of organisation. We
concluded an accord - defined the
rules ofour game - in such a way
that it would not be able to come
to dominate us as an autonomous
rationale; we organised a definite
part of our capacities for a volun-
tarily modest - non-valorisable -
activity, while smashing the spec-
tacular logic of organisation.
I consider that the CRQS has per-
fectly succeeded from this point

authority of all the existing or
potential societies, from the fam

ism, in order for society itself to

too readily been said that the ess
ence of man is social; it is necess-
ary, on the contrary, to consider
how much the essence of society is
individual."

#
Some -reflections on Knabb:-.'
“Realisation And Suppression
Of Religion":
Apart from the critiques in Cro-
nins' text, this pamphlet is also
criticisable for:

Of View, in-Osmuch O-5'.fO?' the indi‘ (a)lts' ideology of embarassing
viduals who composed it. the oneself - which is merely a way
CRQS was not able toeconstitu te
the central reference for judg-
ing their activity. Just as it is

of using others as objects for
ones’ own repressed; in this,
honesty is merely a display of

__-€___--__- _, __ --'—‘-"- --_ __ _..r_--_:|-_.r—:. - ' -—i"

clearly and publicly affirmed as hongsty, whose purpose is eith- Ker) Knabb» realising and 5‘~'F"P"‘-9-'5?-i’i9' religion
forming the revolutionary pol-
il‘i0$ Of the individual. that 55' TO exorcism forrnneself, oblivious

er manipulative or merely an

My. the radical critique ofPolitics of its’ relation to others. Usu-
so that the internal reference of
lh€ l8 the individuals lh€m- harass"-‘ant’ is to produce the-

selves and not so much what ass-
ociates them there; they are
bluntly Plrwed before their P91“ I(nabbs' loud proclamation of
80301 T6811", that Of?/1@fTOOiiV' having “the courage to act with-
ity or inactivity, and from this

ally the purpose of such ‘em-

ory, rather than revolutionise
ones’ relationships. In fact,

out caring what others will
Point of view em refer to no Over’ think of him" hides the fact
account but their own (i.e. hold
no one else r@8v0m'ibl@)- This is others think of him: he thinks
our radical manner ofapproach-
ing autonomy-' the activity of trained by others is to embarass
individuals is not an organisation-. . . Y 9 9
OI PWOOOUPOTIOH» it is "Oi take" against the grain of expectations,
Oharge of by any form of 501196‘ but since he is concerned about '
tive raison, i.e.deformed or hid-
den by any spectacle. There no.
longer exists any entity capable
ofguaranteeing the revolutionary
excellence of individuals. The
success or failure there of the
individual is clearly declared the essary moment of transgmssing
affair Of the individual» whim a previous taboo (i.e. a conscious

_ _ role) the fetishism of this sub-
ual bllndness. that IS to Say. by jectivist form of the criti.,.1e of
O" a"tO"°m°"3 choice-~ daily life stays stuck on the ex-
No form of collectivity should be hfbmanfsm °f b"°aki"9 °xP°°'

can only be concealed by individ-

that he cares very much what

the way to avoid being cons-

himself (and others) b oin

others expectations, he is still
defined by them even as he
takes a reactive attitude to
these reifying cages. Though
the exhibitionistic testing of
ones‘ aversions is often a nec-

able to come to orient or judge t_afi°“5-
the fundamental acitivity of in- (bl
dividuals in the perspective of in-
tegrating or conserving them in
the collectivity, that is to. say from
the point of view alone of the re-
sults of the individual activity
insofar as they concern the collect-
ivity. For there is one fundament-
al result to which the collectivity
is necessarily indifferent: the indi
vidual himself. When the collective
raison comes to dominate the in-
dividual raison, the individual is
placed in a spectacular relation.
Everything is said about the spec-

dividuals which isessentially
affective: “He may be cruel
with a role or ideologyiwhile
loving the person caught in it.

its’ justification for a view of in-

Jesu
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revolutions, when such mag-
nanimity was often the down-
fall of the revolution, in so far
as it tolerated the enemies of
the revolution that they might
reinforce themselves against it..

what is to be found in this Qt- (e)lt‘s declaration that therapies
iquette of seductive criticism
is “the old mystico-bourgeois
conception of the ‘interior
richness of the human being,
always there to be discovered‘,
which would have it that a per-
son is something other than
what he actually does." (Bloch,
All Things Considered, I976).

tacle except what it is always and (¢l|t'5 advocacy Of the HBBBSSIW
fundamentally: the colonisation Of the M85585 Of individuals to
of the point of View of the indi‘,-i- “emulate” revolutionaries, who
dual by the point of view of the
collectivity. The point of view
of the collectivity and the point
of view of the individual are b°"i°“s'Y mus‘ leaf" "Pm ' at

are held up as “exemplary”,
which is situationist leninism:
each would-be revolutionary

irreconcilable, one rnust dominate “hers ' at masti i" Pa" " bl"
the other. To reverse the domin-.
an! Perspective that would have it ' sacrifiw their OW” insights 3'-‘Id

to follow their example is to

that theindividual is only a part °xp°"m°"‘at'°"'
of the ensemble “society”, it is Idl.:t s uncritical support for the
necessary to practically smash the magnanimity °f proletaria"

and neo-religiousstrips are "a
major positive factor in the
present revolutionary movement,
the widespread expression of
people trying to take their lives
in their own hands" when, in
fact, they are one of capitals‘
major tactics against proletar-
ian consciousness, and are an
expression of people trying to
avoid taking their lives in their
own hands.

i
Some reflections on the theory of
‘conscious choice‘ prevalent in the
situationist milieu:
The subjectivist tendencies in this
notion, which are publicly articu-
lated in Nadine Blochs‘ "All Things
Considered 1976" (see my text
‘Revolutionary Theory For Be-
ginners’ ) are illustrated indirectly

plies:

in a letter to me from Nadine
Bloch in which she says, “...my re-
lationship with you was more an
experiment in the frame of my
relation with Joel...than with you.“5
Apart from the fact that this accepts
the couple form of relationships,
which treats other relationships
merely as a game in one’s "central"
relationship (as if all relationships
shouldn't be ‘central’ in so far as
it's necessary to make them sub-
stantial - for however short they
last - in themselves, rather than in
relation to another relationship),
it also expresses some of the narrow-
ness from which the voluntarist
ideology of repression being a
conscious choice arises. It's easy
to see repression as being a con-
scious choice when one sees the
struggle against it as being limited
to the relatively simple challenges
to ones’ routine that one can
immediately do something about.
But beyond this reduction cf
revolution to the fight agai- ist a
few immediate constraints (a
fight which is obviously essential

i
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but certainly insufficient), the use
of the theory of repression as
being a conscious choice leads to
the simplistic abstract platitudi-
nous blaming of the proletariat
for its‘ failure to make a revo-
lution. Most aspects of repression
are clearly, given the objective
counter-revolutionary historical
conditions, incapable of being con-
fronted without an international
revolution. Repression is necessary
in order to merely cope with walk-
ing down the road: it's a question
of distinguishing between his-
torically necessary repression and
surplus, evasive self-repression and
its‘ escapist function. If all repres-
sion is a conscious choice, then why
aren"t boredom, body armour, jea-
lousy - all symptoms of repression -
- also considered conscious choices?5’
If repression is simply a conscious
choice then that notion enables
revolutionaries to suppress con-
eciousness of contradictions in
order to prove their radicality, to
den-,1 tiicii character, their uncon-
scious, to themselves anrl others, as
a pretense to its‘ supernession. In
opposing the defensivi determinis-
tic use of the notion o “character”
Daniel Denevert (see ‘All Things
Considered, 1976’) asserts auto-
nomy’ as the constant and ever-
presently possible negation of
character. But this theory has
merely developed reactively -
and can only lead to an arrogant
evasion of admitting to and con-
fronting the unautonomous as-
pects of oneself.  
Though clearly every proletarian
can do something towards making
a revolution, the specific miseries
of most situations can't broken with
outside of a revolution. Unless one
takes the tautological definition of
character as the opposite of prol-
etarian consciousness, it’s clear
that some aspects of character are
a necessary manoeuvre for coping
with a situation that cannot be
superceded this side of a revolu-
tion. This voluntarism can even

l
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lead to the absurd idea, current
now amongst French fans of Voyer,
and amongst other ‘revolutionaries’,
that the ‘economy’ doesn’t exist -
that it’s purely ideology - which
is just a dismissal of any notion of
objective constraints outside of
naked armed force. It tends towards
the old reactionary ideology of
“the self-made man" under the

‘ guise of the “autonomous revo-
lutionary“. lt can only be a justi-

The CRQS’s address is B.P. 218,
75865 Paris Cedex 18.

Peres’ address is B.P.37, Pior-
deaux, Cedex 33037.

fiization for the isolationism of
the situationist milieu which, for
example, for several years now, has
not tried to intervene in general
confrontations with the State and
has, therefore, not begun to grasp
why and how such struggles re-
turn to normal, regardless of the
‘consciouschoices’ of the partici-
pants: in many situations the choice
of revolution is a suicidal choice.
The practice of this theory begins
at home but never leaves it. This
notion of ‘conscious choice‘ is
likely to become a clicheed abst-
ract denunciation of individuals
and movements which will avoid
examining the specific objective
possibilities and limitations that
proletarians have in struggling
against their condition.

1.Although their relationship is
not monogamous, the Deneverts
have lived together for almost ten
years, without "even experimenting
with living separately. Despite their
declared opposition to couples and
to organisations they have always
functioned as a couple, as an orga-
nisation, treating others as ‘out-
siders’ or other lovers as peripheral
to their central relationship.
2.Another example of this pompous
posture is Peres’ insulting dismissal
- in a letter to me - of Bloch and
Cornuault as ‘pantins' (puppets;
jumping jacks). when I first pro-
duced ‘Revolutionary Theory For
Beginners’ it included a strip of
paper which, to anybodv (speci-
fically. Bloch and Cornuault) un-
acquainted with the subtleties of
english humour, appeared to be
an endorsement of Peres insults.
The purpose of the strip was to ‘-
llublicise Peres’ objections to his
text being included in a pamphlet
which also had texts by Bloch
and Cornuault at the same time as
ironically showing the pettiness of
such objections. Nevertheless, after
delayed consideration of the cri
iquesof the ‘strip’ by Bloch and
Cornuault, which was one of the
reasons for their break with me,
I decided that the strip was point-
less and dispensed with it. Peres,
like Cronin, has to belittle Bloch
and Cornpault and at the same
time suppress his critique of the
Deneverts‘ couple form, in order
to stay in the Deneverts" good
books: Peres finds his confirma-
tion in being used politically by
his teachers as an objective sup-
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port for their positions, without
which their isolated couple re- 3
lationship would be revealed as
essentially insular.
3.This contradiction is expressed
in the ambivalence of the ‘Dec-
laration of the CRQS’ which
claims that the CRQS is “semi-
organisatlonal", which, on the
one hand, “does not seek to set
forth or defend coherent collective
positions", yet at the same time
“Any member who, by his atti-
tude or his taking up of positions,
takes a stand in..contradiction with
the present rules is immediately
excluded". ln fact, this contrad-
iction was practicallly expressed
in the break with Cornuault when,
despite the fact that the CRQS de-
clared “the general assembly of
the members has all power of de-
cision; its‘ decisions, established
by majority, are "'-executory", he
wasexcluded solely by the Dene-
verts Without consultation with
Bloch(or Cornuault, for that matter)
Cronin tries to smooth over this by
stating that this exclusion was a_
supercession of the collectivist
ambiguities of the Declaration:
rather, it was an assertion of the
Deneverts’ collectivity in oppo-
sition to Cornuaults’ weak attempt
to join it. It is fast becoming not-
orious that Denevertist anti-coll-
ectivism has alvvays refused to -re-
cognise the real collectivity upon
which it has functioned - they
prefer to share the illusion and
official lie of autonomy rather
than bear the shame of its’ denial.-
throughout their relationship the
Deneverts have never once made
conflicting decisions (such is mar-
ried blissl).
4;l'his may be one of the rationales
behind Cronins' statement in his
text onjealousy that “The count-
er-revolution of daily life is still
able to count love amongst its‘
strongest allies." This cynicism can
only be a reflection of Cronins’
personal bitterness over the
failure of his love relations, turned
into a general thesis (now it's
clear that air is polluted, but ever-
yone has to breathe). This is an
example, peculiar in particular to
the situationist milieu, of the way
people magnify their experience
into a generalised ‘analysis’ and lose
sight of the empirical basis of this
thought - that is, "The identifi-
cation with the universal is both
a compensation for, and an'abstrac-
tion from, the individuals‘ particu-

A "vi-- --: 1-

lar misery, which is really his only
possible concrete starting point
for a critique of the totality", a
critique which Cronin makes in
the same text which would be
well applied to the above qLl0te-
The avoidance of the particular
is the self-deceit from which such
self-contradictions can arise. In this
case, Cronins’ persistent falling in l
love with women who conform to
conventional standards of beauty,
which women Precisely because
they imitate the dominant spec-
tacles‘ requisite images, are in-
variably relatively conformist and
relatively passive. For a revolu-
tionary not to challenge their con-
ditioned desire for such individ-
uals (which, in Cronins' case, is
a symptom of his macho vanity)
is to resign themselves to the
persistent frustration of being
unable to ovecome the split be-
tween their "ideas" and their
love relations, an unacknowledged
failure on Cronins’ part which he
justifies theoretically even as he
attacks such a method of abstrac-
tion.

5.My response to this letter had a
sufficient degree of pointless criti-
cism, which, in a letter, was easily
open to misunderstanding (a
critique of Nadine Blochs' sex-
uality; and easy and obvious
critique of Joel Cornuault:-'
overt jealousy) to enable her to
dismiss some of the pertinent
criticism which, apart from some
of the above, challenged the
abstract nature of her challenge:
I was "passive", yet she was
"waiting" for me to "assert a
project", to ‘want something from‘
her. Nevertheless, my challenge
to her challenge was also abstract
insofar as I didn't really assert
a project - at least with some def-
inite content and purpose - out of
these critiques. Such viciously cil-
cular challenges can go on forever.
6. For example, in Cronins‘ text on
jealousy, the theoretically unclari-
fled self-contradiction between
voluntaristic conscious choice
and objectivist determinism is
expressed by the fact that he
says jealousy is both justifiable
and unjustifiable, both inevitable
and a result of the refusal of prac-
tical truth (which latte-r formu-
lation could be, and in situationist
circles often is, used to abstractly
critique any failure to confront
a problem). j
‘The American Situationists‘ is
available from Isaac Cronin at
Box 5336, Berkeley, CA. 94705,  
USA.
‘The Realisation And Suppression
Of Religion‘ is available from
Ken Knabb at Box 1044, Berkeley,
CA 94704, USA. j
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The emotional disgust with
blatant racists leads not only to
crude emotive ‘analyses ‘ (e.g.
comparison with the 30.9, when
in fact there ‘s no objective basis
for archaic forms of totalitarian-
ism running the modern capitalist
State) but also to dangerously
naive liaisons with: the Labour
Party (a party consistently racist
in power, and obviously far more
effectively and consequentially
racist than the National Front),
the rest of the vanguard Left
(who are using genuine fear as a
means of recruitment) and such
‘nice ‘liars as Glenda Jackson (a
shop window model of sophisti-
cated, ‘liberated’, ‘enlightened ‘,
womanhood) and Brian Clough
(working class social climber and
droning man of the people).

The rock stars too can now
join the moral crusade, along
with all the music papers-the
catharsis of the good cause lest
these people start to feel guilty
about their complacency;
anyway, it helps to boost the
sales. The frenetic sock-it-to-em,
I‘m-as-incapable-of-th inking-an
you gut-speak of Temporary
Hoarding, with its anarchistic
appeal to shallow emotional
rebellion— “We want rebel music,
street music. . . Now music. . .
It ‘Is do it time” (a monster

Some reflections on punk:

A PROPOS ANTI-NAZISM
created from the slickly, self-
consciously aggressive and
condescendingly ‘anti-conda-
scending ’ ‘brain ’ of Dave Wridgery
& co. ltd.) succeeds in turning on
the ‘kids’ by appealing to that
“anarcho-leftism ofdaily life"-
the lazy cop in everyoneir heads
and hearts which wants
immediate pleasure combined
with confirmation that the
cnemy is purely external, where
the petrified conditions sing your
own tune in order to make you
dance. The SWP merely tacks
left ideology on to the dominant
ideologl of consumable ‘fun ’
(sombre-faced people with ‘Nazis
are no fun ’ buttons pinned to
them). The subjectivist seduction
to an objectivist politics— “The
pinning on of the badge is a
political act, dyeing your hair,
forming a rock band is a political
act " (Roger Muddle, Socialist
Review, July-Aug. '78), which
re-defines revolt so as to mean
absolutely anything, is leftist
bait aimed to show how much
the S WP is hedonistic as well as
serious, and to fill the ranks with
thousands ofpeople who have
“never before been involved in
radical (sic) politics” (which fact
was promoted as the essential
success of the Rock Against
Racism carnival, and not
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intended as a critique: never
mind the quality, count the
headsf). The event provided the
anonymity and concomitant
chance to drop superficial
inhibitions, releasing a phoney
festivity in which a pseudo-
common identity was discovered
where the pliable recognised a
common unoriginality in the
corny cliches of the Tom
Robinson Band and the clenched
fist salutes.

The campaign to ban the NF
can only be an appeal to the
State to reinforce its armoury,
armoury which will even more
likely be used against any
revolutionary force than against
the NF (it ‘s worth remembering
that Berufsverbote in Germany
was originally for neo-Nazis).
Strategically, the banning of the
NF is likely to make them more
dangerous in the arena where
they are most effective-in the
streets and housing estates—since
illegality means they don ‘t have
to present a show of being
‘civilised’. And illegality is likely
to make them more attractive to
the ‘radical ’ aspect of individuals;
illegality—however conformist,
stupid and sickening its content-
is usually more exciting, morr
‘fun ’, than the standard ways
people“en1;o)i” themselves (anti-
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(he/thought he was being radical to suggest that

Nazi carnivals included). The real
immediate struggle against the
practical effects of the the
National Front is proletarian (and
not just black) self-defence (and
possibibly attack).

A more practically long-term
strategy would be to retum once
more to the terrain of the class
struggle, the present ebbing of
which (which has been helped
along by the Left) has contri-
bu ted to the rise of racism and
regionalism. In particular, to
examine how struggles have
contributed to their own failure,
how individuals have delayed
acting on what they knew until
either it was too late or they’d
forgotten, how racism is just one
of many illusory notions o_f
superiority as compensaz. ns for
misery accepted (as to a certain
extent, is anti-racism); and to
attack the poverty of such lives
(rather than merely see racism as
an ideological ruse of the
dominant society, which
‘conditions’ its members in a one-
way fasion—as ifpeople can ‘t
consciously fight their condition-
ing along with their conditions,
an ideology which _'ustifi the
prosely tising teacher-role of the
supposedly enlightened).

some illusion of self-assertion to hide from
Punk was explicitly and directly a pro-
situationist off-shoot: Malcolm McLaren (ex-
Sex Pistols manager, and owner of the ‘Sex’
boutique) and Fred Vermorel (co-author of
‘The Sex Pistols’, a pop journalist punk version
of Coronation Street) were both members of
International Vandalism, a late sixties pro-situ
group of anti-students; Sophie Richmond
(ex-Sex Pistols roadie, and punk PR woman
for the former political group “Social
Revolution”) and Jamie McGreg0r (ex-art man
for the Sex Pistols) both ran Suburban Press,
producing unoriginal pro-situ critiques of
urbanism. Both Vermorel and McLaren had, at
one time, a certain-if somewhat individual-
istically charismatic and inconseq uential—-
audacity: McLaren, who once presented James
Baldwin as “the black Billy Graham” to a
mainly black audience of the Angela Davis
Defence Committee, so‘d-out his energy to the
safer and more lucrative rock-bandwagon, by
becoming “the christian Brian E.psteir."’, selling
the Sex Pistols to pretty viicanl teenagers who
enjoy seeing themselves mirrored on stage, and
marketing T-shirts with May ‘()8 situ slogans
on them (“Take Your Desires For Reality”-
price £2); Vermorel, one time physically kicked
out of a trendy party for scrawling graffiti.on
the trendy artworks, now reduced to rhetorical
watered down literary “attacks” on the
Hayward Gallery in the Time Out letters page

the gallery be made into a night club for
“artists” and other ordinary (sic) people“ to go
to after licensing hours—about as revolutionary
as advocating abortion on demand in South
Kensingtononly). So far gone are they in their
self-deluded spectacle of notoriety (formerly
reinforced by occasional astonished establish-
ment and media horror shocks), that these
entrepreneurs really think it’s revolutionary to
be opposed to the monarchy, and that it’s-a
scandal that God Save The Queen got to no.1
in the hit parade!

Bob Dylan made his first million selling the
despair and protest of middle-class youth back
to it. Nowadays the top punk bands function
similarly: a working-class populist version of
the nihilist protest spectacle, where the
audience identify with (and even imitate) the
displays of decadence, weirdness, ugliness,
stupidity, rebellion and ‘gut’ anger, a reactive
posture to the insipid insidiousness of english
morality, normality, gentility, ‘thoughtfulness’,
finesse and woolly flippancy: it’s still part of
the good guys-bad guys Punch and Judy Show.
The bands know that singing “No more
heroes . . is the best way of making it as
anti-heroes, yet another one of capitalism’s
latest line in sick jokes, where its decay is
packaged to the most overt victims of its
decay-i.e. bored, unemployed youm, who
willingly lap it up because of their need for
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themselves their essential passivity in the
face of increasing degradation amidst the
ebbing of the class-struggle. Just as hippies
used to feel less isolated by identifying with
long-hairs (any long-hairs), so punks seek out a
similar commonality based on similar super-
ficial images of “opposition” to the status
quo. However, confront most punks and their
phoney to.ugh-guy cover-up for mediocrity
dissolves into weak “how dare you” r
whimpering. Significantly, the Left have
offered critical support to this facade, as a
means of patronisingly seducing those
frustrated youth whose energies could be
‘better’ used to build up their own image,
embodied in campaigns and the party
machines. -

Incidentally, for those who haven’t heard,
Johnny “I’m opposed to all violence” Rotten
has joined his Jamaican equivalent—the
millionaire Bob Marley (keeps the kids off
the streets with such songs as “Burnin’ &
Lootin’ ”, whilst campaigning for Eric Manley,
the Prime Minister) and become a Rastafarian.
Having travelled one of the capitalist roads
open to the working class (i.e. the rock band
circuit, rather than-say—the Trade Union
circuit, or the sports star circuit) and secured
his future ripping off revolt and selling it
back to those who never lived it, he has
decided to dabble in less tiring novelties.
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So subtly recuperative are the most
modern recuperations of revolt and
of its‘ theory that they even articu-
late a ‘critique’of the recuperative
aspects of themselves - e.g. the ni-
hilist pro-situ punk spectacle of
decay “Jubilee“ has lines in it like
“L4rt has just been a fantasy world
to stop people leading their "own
lives“ or “l made the music so loud
that people wouldn ‘t hear the
world falling apart“. Or Stan Co-
hen 8: Laurie Taylors’ "Escapes
From Everyday Life " (which con-
stantly quotes the SJ.) makes a
critique of the role of the lecturer
and even cynically ‘criticises’ the
fact that having such a ‘critique ‘
enables them to continue their
role as lectureres more easily,
since -they are able to retain some
notion of their role-distanciated
‘individuality’. What is absent from
these self-contradictory ‘critiques’
is a practical break with and attack
on their niche: spectacles and roles
pre-empt attack by ‘exposing’
themselves (even ‘exposing’ them-
selves ‘exposing’ themselves),
articulatinga.possible consequential
attack as a means of deflecting it
and reconciling themselves to do-
ing nothing about it, to not break-
ing with their essential - if cynical -
complicity with the Old World.
Significantly, Laurie Taylor, in

LAST WOR D

some reflections on
his role as Any Ouestions‘pet
radical, has said that he ‘s not opp-
osed to prisons, that he merely
wants them made “more human
and in this reformist capacity he
is advising the government. ‘Rad-
ical’ sociologists are now the
most avant-garde informants for
capitalism, pro viding necessary
insights to ward off its’ most rad-
ical opposition; their sardonic
pessimism expresses their resigned
self-justification for counter-rev-
olu tionary practice. On the ‘art’
side all the ‘revolutionary’ films
express the same (though perhaps
more financially rewarding and
status-boosting) basic complicity.‘
e.g. ‘The Devil Probably‘ (an ex-
pose of the world of reification
and of its ‘ futile gestures of re-
bellion against it; the spectacle
ofsfa talism, of resigned misery,-
audiences leave muttering “Yes,
things are bad. Terrible, isn ‘t it?
Must discuss it at the next cock-
tail party, "l, ‘ilubilee ‘ (the spec-
tacle of the critique and decom-
position of the spectacle, of Olde
England; seduction of the ultra-
bored to rebel imagery, so that
they can re-perform to one an-
other the debauched bohemian
decaden tl, ‘Jonah Will Be 25 in
77"’ V93!‘ 2000' (the spectacle of
revolutionary failure and abs tract

hope, with seductively ‘dynamic’
(Pl ‘aimiable ’ eclectic family-type
communalism sandwiched in be-
tween, confirming to those life-
style ideologists that “Though it’s
not much, doing what we ‘re do-
ing is the best thing to do”), all
of Bunuels’ latest movies (the
spectacle of the critique of bour-
geois misery, which Bunuel knows
from first-hand knowledge; such
satirical tongue-pokes at the ruling
class never fail to delight his bour-
geois audiences since, nowadays,
everybody likes to be made fun of
- it’s a way of not taking respons-
ibility for what one does or doesn't
do) etc.etc. All these movies mir-
ror critiques of the Old World at
the same time as presenting as its‘
true opposition the fragmentary
spectacles of opposition (punk,
terrorism, ecologists etc.),' they
present what is, thus suppressing
the negative - which they must
inevitably do since they are still
trapped in the intellectual art
form, in the cinema - and in mak-
ing a name for themselves from
these ‘critiques’, in ‘living‘off
them. A t the Beaulwo-irg art gal-
lery in Paris there was an exhi-
bit by Kienholz called The Art
Room, which consisted of a room
with paintings, and grotesque sub-
human life-size models which,

modern 1‘ccuper'.1tion TEXTS AVAILABLE FROM B.M.COMBUSTlON:.
when you pressed a button on S V j .. . . -= ___ 25 _
them, spoke e,ud,-my about 8,, The Poverty of Student LITE ov Khayat-I (1966) D
are the Pamsular meamflgr 0" the ooueua REFLECTION by Ken Knabb (May '74) 10p
””'”"'”g" "” ‘"6 “W” "”"“”’ soon-rrv OF SITUATIONISM st NOTES TOWARDS A””~’°”' T_”‘i "”"""”" ’”""" '0" SITUATIONIST MANIFESTO by Ken Knabb and  

D. Denevert & J. Charles respectively (Jan. "76 &self and its spectators, and all
the masochistic in telligen tsia
thrive on it. When this plastic
mausoleum is fire-bombed, they
will no doubt sell tickets to watch,
and the film of the event will
certainly be a box-office hit.
Like the individual who pre-empts
criticism from others as a defence
against the difficulty and possible
pain of committing herself to act-
ing on a perspective without sup-
port from the dominant rules of
her milieu (or of her specific re-
lationships) or the person who
doesn ‘t practice what she criticises
in others, the ultra-modern specta-
cles present a self-contradictory
mirror on themselves in order to
essentially tolerate their slot in
the system. ln the case of ‘rev-
olu tionary‘ art or ‘revolutionary ‘
academics they function as a boost
to the culture market, which needs
re-volt to satisfy its’ need for ‘orig-
inality‘and its‘ image of concerned
criticality, in contrast with the
less attractive blatant complacency
of the cruder kitsch of Hollywood
and Hockney, Eysenck and Dahr-
endorff.
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June "75 respectively) l'0p
“ALTERNATIVE SOCIALISM"-THE MANIFESTO FOR

RADICAL DIPLOMATS (August '76) 15p
THE EMIN-—THE OPIUM OF THE WORLD (Jan. '77) 10p
Revolutionary Theory For Beginners (Jan. 1978).
Leaflets:
Thoughts on Leaving the 20th Century
On Anarchism
Class Struggle in Italy 1977
(all free)

A few additional notes on some of these texts:
In September 1977 I did a

re-print of 450 copies of
‘Student Poverty’ (the SI’s
notorious Strasbourg scandal).
The development of relations
with the couple of contacts I
made from that text will in
future depend on their initia-
tives (though interventions in
the university scene are pretty
useless until students them-
selves begin to break out of
their roles).

In October 1977 I reprinted
‘ “Alternative” “Socialism”--
the manifesto for radical
diplomats’, with a new after-
word. Originally produced in
August 1976, it’s a critique of
the altemative society, and in
particular, Keith Paton’s g
pamphlet ‘Altemative Socialism.’
(STOP PRESS: the ethereal
Keith Paton is continuing to
vaunt his insulting mystical
glorification of w0men—the
flip-side of misogyny—in the
journal of non-violent class
peace Peacc News. That such -— if he agrees with some aspect
a consistent hack can still be

says much of the poverty of
the revolutionary movement
here).

In February 1977 I publicly
printed my text. ‘The Emin-—
The Opium Of The World’.
Though one shouldn’t judge a
text’s radicality by one’s
enemies’ reaction to it, it was a
minor ego boost to discover
that 3idays after the pamphlet
was put in Compendium
Bookshop, sages of the Emin’s
inner (vicious) circle went in
and bought up all 20 copies,
and a letter of reproach from
the Emin was sent to them
complaining that such an other
wise respectable shop should
stock such literature. But
flattery will get them nowhere.

A few thoughts developed from
the Emin experience:'—
When someone confronts a
scene, an individual within it

of the critique -- has to break
taken seriously in this country with that scene and with the

people in it (at the very least,
temporarily) in order to
develop the truth of his agree-
ment. The emotional and
intellectual weight of staying
in the scene with everyone
around maintaining the status
quo -— is bound to force the
individual to repress the
critiques he may have. And
the emotional trauma of
breaking with a scene he regards
as the centre of his life, partic-
ularly when he ’s developed a
dependance on this scene, is so
great (or, at least, appears to be
before the act of doing it: the
actualact is often less painful
than its anticipation) that
often he prefers the confusion
of staying — and not being
lonely, to the challenge of
developing alone. As with
mystical groups, so with
families, friendship networks,
couples, communes, organi-
sations — “revolutionary” or
otherwise, work scenes, food
co-ops, therapy groups etc.
etc. When and if someone does
leave a scene he either represses

No co r ht is held on this text.
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its memory, or if he does super-
sede it, he does so incuvidually
and privately — and never
conceives of criticising it -— and
himself as part of it — publicly,
for he can see no general use
of such publicity (he merely
says “it’s not for me”), just as
he avoids trying to grasp how
much a scene (and his complic-
ity withit) is a specific
symptom of the society as a
whole. Either he is still A
affectively tied to this past or
the individuals who comprised
it, or he merely sees revolution
as a matter of attacking the
totality as abstraction (e.g. the
bosses, the commodity), ~
dismissing criticism of some
smalls group as ‘marginal’ (which
is subjectively true only in so
far as he’s unable to see how
the particular is a reflection
and function of the general).


